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Phillip Weirich
EXPLORATIONS OF DIALECT PERCEPTION IN INDIANA

Indiana lies at the crossroads of some of the major regional dialects in American English

(Inland North, North, Midland, South). While a great deal of work in dialectology has

focused on variation in linguistic production, interest in variation in perception has

developed relatively recently. This work explores the perceptions that people from Indiana

(Hoosiers) have regarding dialectal variation in their state. Two studies, a survey (n = 163)

and a draw-a-map task (n = 68), explore the attitudes and beliefs that Hoosiers have toward

their own and other varieties of English in the state. Two other studies, a four-alternative

forced-choice task and a free classification task (n = 109), probe Hoosiers’ ability to identify

and classify dialects in Indiana.

Some general findings are that Hoosiers, on the whole, are aware of the same kinds of

dialectal variation that professional dialectologists have identified, and they can identify

the dialects somewhat accurately ( 30% where chance is 25%). An analysis of participants’

response patterns indicates that they discriminate between South and Non-South dialects

and that they further discriminate between Marked and Unmarked Non-South varieties.

While there is slight variation in perceptions depending on where people live in the state (a

proxy for their linguistic experience), the results suggest that variation occurs within a

consistent overarching structure of perceptual relationships (i.e., there is one structure

regardless of a person’s position within the structure). This work contributes to a growing

body of research that is interested in the role of perception in the representation of

variation.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Dialects of a language are fascinating. A single language varies over space and changes over

time yet remains intelligible to speakers of the different varieties. New words are formed,

how concepts are referred to shifts, phonological systems drift, adapt, and reorganize. And

after all of this, the speakers of the language marvel at such diversity, frequently discussing

the topic with their friends and even strangers. Remarking on a phonological merger, they

will confidently announce “he just sounds so dumb,” or on the topic of a speaker refraining

from articulating a particular consonant in a specific environment they will expound on

how “sophisticated she sounds,” all the while requesting the speaker to say “squirrel” one

more time.

This is all to say that people are quite aware of dialect variation, oftentimes finely

tuned to it. Yet the connection between what professional linguists study and how the folk

conceive of linguistic variation is not so obvious. A variety of techniques are needed to

triangulate what people know about language. In this dissertation I am interested in the

nature of dialect representation in a relatively narrow geographic area that has a unified

identity in one sense and a fractured identity in another.

Indiana lies at the crossroads of some of the major regional dialects in American English.

These dialects are also representatives of the major dialects in the English language (Labov,

1991). The dialects follow broader cultural patterns that spread well beyond the state. Yet,

as is characteristic of American states, the people of Indiana, called Hoosiers, have a great

deal of state pride. In fact, state pride seems to increase closer to the borders of surrounding

states as if to fortify the region from outside influences. Such fortifications are no match for

the persistence of the regional dialects, however.
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In this study I want to ask Hoosiers about their language in their own terms. Their

answers have implications for how professional linguists think about the connection be-

tween specific speech utterances and abstract linguistic representations. I am particularly

interested in the following questions:

• What dialect regions exist in the minds of Hoosiers?

• What do people think about the regions?

• How do individuals situate themselves in the state and among the dialects?

• How well can people identify the dialects?

• What do Hoosiers’ classification patterns tell us about how the dialects are represented

in the mind?

– Are they the same for all Hoosiers, or do people have different representations?

– Does sociophonetic content play a role in dialect identification and categoriza-

tion?

In this dissertation, I will explore the nature of dialect perception guided by these

questions. Using a variety of techniques from linguistics, social psychology, and cognitive

science, I will take Indiana as a case study to gain a deeper understanding of the factors

involved in the cognitive representation of dialects in the minds of people who use those

dialects.

Two traditions will help to think about dialect perception, and I will now provide

brief introductions to them. Perceptual Dialectology deals with with what people think

about linguistic variation. Sociophonetics has to do with the physical instantiations of

sociolinguistic variation.
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1.1 Perceptual Dialectology

Perceptual dialectology is a sub-branch of folk linguistics examining what non-linguists

think about language (Preston, 1999a). Folk linguistics does not consider what language

is but what people say about language. The dialectology aspect of folk linguistics, then,

is concerned with what people say about dialectal variation. Of course, dialects can vary

along along geographic lines, but also along ethnic, class, and other social categories, so

any of these issues could be considered within perceptual dialectology.

Preston (1999b, xxxiv) outlines five methods used in the study of folk perceptions of

dialects: 1) draw-a-map, 2) degree of difference, 3) “correct” and “pleasant”, 4) dialect

identification, and 5) qualitative data. These methods are generally used in the absence

of actual speech stimuli (with the exception of dialect identification). That is, they probe

people’s perceptions of dialects as they reside in memory. It is the study of idealized,

or abstract, representations of dialects. Certainly any of these methods could include

recordings of diverse dialects—I’ve done so in some of the studies described in later

chapters—but that would be a different field. In fact, it would be the field of sociophonetics.

1.2 Sociophonetics

Sociophonetics is a subfield of linguistics that considers the relationship between social

categories, phonetics, and phonology. In fact, I have long wondered why it is not called

sociophonology. It is probably due to the highly empirical nature of the field. Thomas (2011,

2) says that “it views language as something that must be observed to be understood, and it

generally holds that hypotheses should be accompanied by data collection... [it] also views

variation and change as the most fundamental of properties of language... Sociophonetics

holds that an understanding of the cognitive forces underlying speech cannot be based

on a notion of language as static. Instead, it has to be based on a perspective of language
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as inherently unstable, allowing speakers to adapt and accommodate to social situations

in which they find themselves.” Thus, sociophonetic research centers on phonetic data in

order to probe some fundamental features of the cognitive and social systems that underlie

the human capacity for language and how it varies between groups and changes over time.

Sociophonetics is not a field in contrast to perceptual dialectology, rather they rely on

each others’ ideas and methodologies to reach their goals. If we are trying to understand

dialectal variation, we must first gain an understanding of what dialect categories might

exist. Studies of (sociophonetic) production can identify one kind of dialect boundary,

but perceptual dialect maps reveal borders between where people are believed to speak

differently. These are not merely two perspectives on the same thing, rather, they are the

same thing, as numerous studies have demonstrated.

For example, Niedzielski (1999) found that people heard different vowels depending

on who they believed was speaking; that is, when listening to a variable stereotypcially

associated with Canadian raising, (aw), listeners accurately categorized raised variants

when they believed the talker was Canadian, but they categorized the same raised variants

along with “canonical” (unraised) American tokens when they believed the talker was from

Detroit (a city whose residents, despite the name of the phenomenon, tend to participate in

Canadian raising). A number of other studies have had similar findings with other social

factors for other sociolinguistic variables. Strand (1999) shows that people have variable

cutoffs for the perceptual categorization of fricatives along a continuum from [s] to [S]

depending on the apparent gender of the talker. Hay, Warren, and Drager (2006) present

evidence that listeners use information about the implicit social class and gender of talkers

when mapping between the phonetic form and phonological class of speech sounds that are

involved in a phonological merger-in-progress of words in the NEAR and SQUARE classes in

New Zealand. Similarly, Koops, Gentry, and Pantos (2008) found that in Houston, Texas
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(an area where vowels in the PIN and PEN classes are less likely to be merged for younger

speaks than older speakers), listeners were more likely to attend to relevant fine-grained

phonetic distinctions when they believed the talker was younger (and, therefore, more

likely to make a reliable phonetic distinction between vowels in those classes).

In all of these studies just mentioned, the acoustic stimuli were identical between the test

conditions. Listeners’ responses varied based on their expectations of how people of various

social identities speak. So, while dialects can be defined based on production, these studies

show that dialect boundaries also exist in the minds of listeners, as measured through

perception. On the basis of these findings described above, we see that it is impossible to

define a dialect (regional, social, diachronic, etc.) based purely on production; a definition

of a dialect boundary relies on the perceptions of users of those dialects as well.

1.3 New Explorations

The following chapters contain several explorations of dialect perception in Indiana. Chap-

ter 2 sets the scene of people and language in Indiana. It locates Indiana in the United States

both culturally and linguistically. The next two chapters take a perceptual dialectology

approach to Indiana by considering the beliefs of Hoosiers about their own speech and

speech in the rest of the state. Chapter 3 presents a survey of peoples’ regional, cultural, and

linguistic orientation within the state for people across the state. Chapter 4 gives the results

of a perceptual dialect map study of Indiana showing where people believe dialect regions

are. The following three chapters take a sociophonetic approach to dialect perception based

on a single data collection effort in four research sites in the core dialect regions of the state.

Chapter 5 describes the participants of this state-wide study. Chapter 6 presents an analysis

of a forced-choice perceptual dialect categorization study where listeners heard talkers from

across Indiana and indicated on a map where they believed them to be from. Chapter 7
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analyzes the results of a free classification task in which listeners grouped talkers together

according to their perceived similarity. Finally, Chapter 8 summarizes and compares the

results of all of these studies before offering reflections on future directions.
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Chapter 2

People and Language in Indiana

In the early 19th century, the United States was a young country, growing in expanse and

culture, with diverse people bringing their heritages with them as they sought new lives in

the newly established western territories of the nation. As a national identity formed, so

too did regional identities develop. While territorial boarders shifted, subdividing larger

territories, and eventually becoming states, industry and agriculture drew people to the

regions for work and opportunity. The journey west was facilitated at first by the Great

Lakes and the Ohio River, while new roads crossed the region from east to west and north

to south by the 1830s. Indiana became a state in 1816. It stretches from the southern shore

of Lake Michigan in the north, with Michigan above, to the Ohio River in the south, with

Kentucky on the other side. Sharing a border with Ohio to the east at a longitude of -84.8,

Indiana extends to -87.5 longitude and the Wabash river, whichever is further west, a

boundary it shares with Illinois. Various cultures were mingling in the territory of Indiana

before it became a state with established boundaries.

Two-hundred years later, Indiana has grown to a population of seven million people.

The roads of the 1830s have been replaced by interstate and state highways, and airports

have replaced rivers as a means of transportation.1 People from Indiana have a unified

identity as “Hoosiers”; a demonym derived from the state name, such as “Indianan”, does

not exist. Professional sports teams, reputable academic institutions, state insignias, and

even the shape of the outline of the geographic boundaries of the state all contribute to a

sense of pride and unified identity of the inhabitants of Indiana. Yet those same cultural

1Kenneth de Jong notes, based on my summary of the settlement of the state, that while the earliest settlement
occurred via water routes at the edges of the state, the major airport is now in the middle, which would seem to
centralize the state.
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regions that were beginning to develop as the boundaries of Indiana were still being decided

have continued to develop as well.

People need to speak, of course, and different groups of people will often speak with

different dialects. In Indiana, we could ask if Hoosiers speak in a way that follows the

state boundaries or if they speak in a way that reflects the settlement history of the entire

Midwestern region. The answer is not so simple. Dialects are not monolithic. What counts

as a dialect may depend as much on the person listening as it does on the person talking.

2.1 The Place of Indiana

Indiana is a state within the region popularly known as the Midwestern United States (see

Figure 2.1). It is bordered to the north by Michigan and Lake Michigan, to the east by Ohio,

across the Ohio river to the south by Kentucky, and to the west by Illinois. Prominent cities

in the surrounding states include Dayton and Cincinnati in Ohio, Louisville in Kentucky,

and most notably, Chicago in Illinois. The largest city in Indiana is the capitol, Indianapolis.

Other prominent cities in Indiana include Fort Wayne in the northeast quadrant, Evansville

in the southwest tip of the state, and the university towns of South Bend (Notre Dame),

West Lafayette (Purdue), Terre Haute (Indiana State University), and Bloomington (Indiana

University). The topography of the state is fairly flat with rolling hills in the southern

portion of the state. Hardwood forests dominate the natural terrain, with farmland in

between.

English speaking migration into Indiana from other states seems to have begun in the

early 19th century as settlers from the south moved across the Ohio river and spread out

along the valleys of the tributaries to the Ohio river (Bergquist, 1981). Settlers from the

Mid-Atlantic and New England states came later, after around 1840, via overland routes.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.1: Maps showing a) Indiana, outlined in red, within the United States and b) prominent
cities in Indiana and adjacent states.
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Figure 2.2: Westward settlement streams as shown by building material (Kniffen and Glassie (1966)
in Labov (2012, 285)).

Using the geographic distribution of construction materials and building practices to

demonstrate settlement patterns in the westward expansion of the United States (Kniffen

& Glassie, 1966), Figure 2.2 shows that Indiana was settled via three routes. Southern

settlement occured earliest, in the years before the 1840s, with settlement of the central

and northern regions following (Bergquist, 1981). In the north, the New England stream

brought settlers across the southern edge of the Great Lakes. The Pennsylvania stream

brought settlers from two directions, a direct route that brought settlers across western

Pennsylvania and Ohio into central Indiana, and an indirect route that took settlers into the

southern states, including Tennessee and Kentucky before eventual settlement north of the

Ohio river along its tributaries into southern Indiana (Bergquist, 1981).
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Using another technique for identifying divisions within the United States, Thiemann,

Theis, Grady, Brune, and Brockmann (2010) used data on banknote circulation to detect

borders of modern population movement. Figure 2.3 depicts borders as blue lines. The

darker the shade of blue, the less likely a given bill is to have crossed that line. In many

instances, the dark blue borders coincide with state borders. Focusing on Indiana and

surrounding regions, it is clear that Indiana is split into at least three regions. There is a

central region which encompasses most of the state, a northwestern region near Chicago

and a southern region. The northern region is divided between the area closest to Chicago

and another area around the city of South Bend. The southern region is further subdivided

into an Evansville region in the southwest, a Louisville region in the central south, and an

Ohio region near the cities of Cincinnati and Dayton. It is interesting to note, too, that the

central part of Indiana is fairly self-contained compared to adjacent states.2 The Ohio region

with Columbus at its center exchanges money between the major cities of Ohio and even

Pittsburgh, West Virginia, and eastern Kentucky. The western side of the upper Midwest,

anchored by Chicago and Milwaukee, shows money exchange between northern Illinois,

most of Wisconsin, and even the northwest corner of Indiana. Thus, the central part of

Indiana is unified while the peripheral parts affiliate with other economic regions.

Another map that suggests the division of Indiana into distinct regions comes from a

study of the political values of people in North America. Labov (2012) describes the work

of Daniel Elazar, who characterized the political values of people in various regions as

being Traditionalist, Individualistic, Moralistic, and Ethnic. Figure 2.4 shows that Indiana

is situated within the Individualistic region—where people generally believe that the

government should have minimal interference on the lives of individuals—and flanked

by the Moralistic region to the north—where people believe the government should help

people achieve good lives—and the Traditionalistic region to the south—where people
2Thanks to Ken de Jong for pointing this out.
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Figure 2.3: Borders based on circulation of US banknotes as recorded by the online bill-tracking
game wheresgeorge.com (Thiemann et al., 2010, Figure 2d).

believe in a hierarchical structure of society in which the elites govern. We need not be

concerned that these two flanking regions do not actually overlap with the borders of

Indiana as Figure 2.3 indicates that there is contact across these borders within Indiana. The

important interpretation of these political value regions is that there are broader influences

within the cultures of North America that can unify a large community of people that

stretches well beyond and across state borders.

Indiana provides an interesting laboratory for the study of dialect contact due to the

four major dialect regions that cross the state, which roughly correspond with the regional

divisions seen in Figures 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4. Dialectologists (Labov, Ash, & Boberg, 2005) have

presented evidence (primarily phonological) for Northern, Inland North, Midlands, and

Southern dialects in Indiana, with speakers in each dialect region sharing relevant linguistic

features with other talkers in the broader dialect regions as seen in Figure 2.5. The North

dialect crosses the entire top third of the state, with the area around Chicago being included
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Figure 2.4: Distribution of political cultures in North America (Elazar (1972) in Labov (2012, 288)).

in the Inland North subregion. The Midland dominates the central portion of the state. The

method of the Atlas of North American English (ANAE) focused on cities with populations

greater than 50,000 people, so the dialect boundaries shown in the figure are conservative.

In particular the Midland-South boundary, which hugs the Ohio river in the figure from

the ANAE, would likely be drawn further north if the data set had included speakers from

those regions.

Earlier work based on word geography data, summarized in Carver (1987), found that

many features of the southern dialect were found much further north in Indiana than in

either Illinois or Ohio. In fact, the isogloss between the southern and midlands dialect jutted

so sharply into Indiana that it was dubbed the “Hoosier Apex”. 3

3Additional sources to consult for the linguistic situation in Indiana include Carmony (1972a, 1972b, 1977);
Cassidy and Hall (1985–2013); Katz (2016)
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Figure 2.5: The state of Indiana situated among the dialect regions of North America based on data
collected for the Atlas of North American English (ANAE) (Labov et al., 2005).

Figure 2.6: Ameican dialect regions as presented in Carver (1987). Note the “Hoosier Apex” that
extends into southern Indiana.

Work on perceptual dialect regions of the entire United States (Preston, 1996) suggests

that Indiana is situated among North, Midwest, and Inner South regions. Preston’s work is

based on maps produced by respondents from southeastern Michigan.
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Figure 2.7: Perceptual dialect regions of the United States based on responses from 147 people in
southeastern Michigan based on regions of 50% agreement among respondents as presented in
Preston (1996, 305).

2.2 Attitudes Toward Regional Variation

These four dialect regions are also generally known to be associated with a range of language

attitudes. The Southern dialect is usually considered stigmatized and is associated with

negative attitudes, although it is also typically considered to sound friendly. The Midlands

dialect is believed by many to represent the “standard” dialect of American English. Finally,

the Northern dialect, despite being fairly recognizable and frequently parodied in the media,

is not typically considered to be stigmatized (Niedzielski & Preston, 2003; Preston, 1996,

1999a).

Research in southern Michigan, a region where speakers tend to participate in the

Northern Cities Chain Shift, an important factor in defining the Northern dialect region,

found that participants believed they spoke in a way similar to people in Indiana (Preston,

1996). This sentiment was not reflected by Hoosiers who identified Michigan as having

speech that was different than their own. This finding is significant because it shows a

mismatch in the mutual perception of two groups. One group, the Michiganders believe that

they form part of a homogeneous group with Hoosiers, but Hoosiers identify Michiganders
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as sounding different. This and other related questions must be explored in order to

facilitate future studies of dialect perception in Indiana, or anywhere one would want to

understand the social psychological and cognitive factors that influence speech perception

and the subsequent effects on language change.

Thus far I have argued that, while inhabitants of Indiana have a unified identity in some

respects as Hoosiers, they are also members of other communities whose borders cross

over state lines and correspond with broader cultural regions in North America. Because of

this situation in which broader cultural trends support the existence of multiple dialects

within a state that otherwise has a unified cultural identity, people in Indiana are confronted

with a complex linguistic environment that is intertwined with an equally complex cultural

environment.

2.3 Dialect Variation in Indiana

As mentioned in the previous section, Indiana contains four dialect regions. This section

describes the phonological features associated in the research literature with these dialects:

the North, the Inland North (Northern Cities Shift), the South, and the Midlands, as well as

the distribution of these features in Indiana.

2.3.1 The North

Labov et al. (2005, 187) define the North as the region where:

1. the low back merger is not completed: /o/ and /oh/ are not the same in production

and perception in all environments;

2. short-a is not split into tense and lax phonemes;

3. /ow/ is not fronted: F2 is less than 1200 Hz
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Labov et al. (2005) do not use the IPA transcription system, so the following serves

to decipher what they are referring to. The first item above is clear enough; they are

referring to the merger of /A/ and /O/. The next item about short-a is about a tense/lax

split /æ/; a split /æ/ system is phonetically conditioned and found in the Mid Atlantic

region. The /ow/ non-fronting is mentioned in contrast to the non-low back vowel fronting

of Southern English which involves both /u/ and /ow/ being pronounced approximately

as [0] and [2w]. These first two items, distinct low back vowels and a single /æ/ phoneme

are necessary preconditions for the Northern Cities Shift according to Labov et al. (2005,

187).

In dialects that distinguish the low back vowels, short-o words show tensing of /o/

(IPA: /A/) before voiceless fricatives to produce /oh/ (IPA: /O/) in words such as loss

and cloth. Vowels before the velar nasal also underwent tensing, for example song and

long. Pre-alveolar nasal vowels, however, were not uniformly affected. The geographic

distribution of the split in tensing of /o/ before alveolar nasals in words such as on is shown

in Figure 2.8.

Northern Cities Chain Shift

Within the North dialect region is the Inland North region. The Inland North is defined by

the same criteria as mentioned above for the North, but with the addition of a system of

features known as the Northern Cities Chain Shift (NCCS), depicted in Figure 2.9.

The NCCS involves the systematic shifting of six vowels, including 1) the raising and

fronting of /æ/, 2) the fronting of /A/ (depicted as o, ah in Figure 2.9), 3) lowering and

fronting of /O/ (oh), 4) lowering and backing of /E/ (e), 5) lowering and backing of /2/,

and 6) lowering and backing of /I/ (i) (Labov et al., 2005, 192–205).
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Figure 2.8: The on line in the ANAE (189).

Figure 2.9: A schematic depiction of the Northern Cities Chain Shift in the ANAE (121).

Canadian Raising

A final feature that is characteristic of the Northern dialect region is referred to as Canadian

raising. Canadian raising is defined as “the centralization of /ay/ and /aw/ before voiceless
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consonants” (Labov et al., 2005, 205). As seen in Figure 2.10, this feature is not limited to

Canada; rather, it spans the entire region of the North including New England, the Mid-

Atlantic states, and New York City. Unlike other features that seem to be more diagnostic of

a particular dialect region (cf. the on line in Figure 2.8), /ay/-raising can be found across

North America, although the feature is certainly more concentrated in the North than other

regions. The high degree of permeability of the dialect boundary for this feature is likely

due to the fact that /ay/-raising is not structurally linked with any of the characteristic

features of the NCCS (Labov et al., 2005, 205).

Figure 2.10: Map depicting Canadian raising of /ay/ in the ANAE (206).

2.3.2 The South

The South is a broad dialect region that is distinct from both the Midlands and Northern

dialects based on word geography studies as well as phonological features. Labov et

al. (2005, 240–242) summarize the most common phonological features mentioned in the

literature over the last century. The following list uses the original conventions in (Labov et

al., 2005) which differs from the IPA conventions. Many of the features listed below are not
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likely to be found in or around Indiana as they are associated with other subdialect regions

of the South.

A. Word-final consonant

• (1) Vocalization of /r/ in syllable-final position, in car, card, beer, board (in the

coastal South).

• (2) Use of apical rather than velar nasal in unstressed -ing in working, morning,

nothing, something

B. Southern glides

• (3) Upgliding /æy/ for initial /æ/ before sibilants and nasals in brass, ashes, aunt,

bang.

• (4) Front glide /y/ in /yuw/ after coronal onsets in dew, tune, Tuesday.

C. Parallel fronting of back vowels:

• (5) Fronted /uw/ and /u/ in too, boots, put.

• (6) Fronted /ow/ in go, road, boat.

• (7) Fronted /æw/ for initial /aw/ in out, mountain.

D. The Back Upglide Shift

• (8) Fronted /æw/ for initial /aw/ in out, mountain.

• (9) Upgliding /aw/ for initial /oh/ in caught, law, off.

E. The Southern Shift

• (10) Monophthongal /ay/ before voiced segments and word-finally in high, side,

wise, time.
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• (11) Lowering of the nucleus of /ey/ along the nonperipheral track in day, made,

chase.

• (12) The fronting, raising and ingliding of initial short vowels /i/, /e/, /æ/ in

sit, set, sat.

• (13) Breaking of front long nuclei into two nuclei with intervening glide (Southern

drawl)

• (14) Monophthongal /oy/.

F. Conditioned mergers and oppositions

• (15) Merger of /i/ and /e/ before nasals in pin and pen, him and hem.

• (16) Distinction of /ohr/ and /Ohr/ in horse and hoarse, fork and pork.

• (17) Distinction of /hw/ and /w/ in which and witch, whale and wail

• (18) Merger of /uw/ and /u/ before /l/ in fool and full, pool and pull.

• (19) Merger of /iy/ and /i/ before /l/ in feel and fill, heel and hill.

• (20) Merger of /ey/ and /e/ before /l/ in fail and fell, sail and sell.

• (21) Distinction of /erV/ and /ærV/ in merry and marry, berry and Barry.

G. Status of the low back merger

• (22) Distincton of /o/ and /oh/ in hock and hawk, Don and dawn.

Southern Shift

A defining feature of Southern speech is the Southern Shift, schematized in Figure 2.11.

The ANAE defines the outer limit of the Southern dialect region by the glide deletion

of /ay/, also referred to as /ay/ monophthongization. Glide deletion is mentioned as a

“precondition” for the Southern Shift.
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Figure 2.11: A schematic depiction of the Southern Shift in the ANAE (125).

2.3.3 The Midlands

Labov et al. (2005) characterize the Midland by “the absence of the defining features of

the neighboring regions” (135) which include regions affected by the NCCS to the north,

features found in Western Pennsylvania to the east, and areas affected by glide deletion and

the Southern Shift to the south. Using specific criteria to define the Midland, they offer the

following:

• F2(ow) > 1200 Hz;

• F2(e)–F2(o) > 375 Hz;

• /o/ and /oh/ not clearly distinct or clearly the same in production and perception;

• no monophthongization of /ay/ before obstruents

(135)

In summary, the Midland participants have the same kind of /ow/ fronting found in the

South without participating in /ay/ monophthongization before obstruents (but sometimes

before sonorants) or either of the chain shifts found to the north and south. The status of the
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low-back vowel merger is in a transitional state. The distance between F2 of /e/ and /A/

[(o) in the list above] is more than 375 Hz, contrary to a pattern found in the Inland North.
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Chapter 3

Linguistic and Cultural Orientation in Indiana

3.1 Introduction

Variation in the production and perception of speech in individuals is strongly linked to

linguistic experience, but it has also been shown to be influenced by attitudes and beliefs

about regional and social patterns of linguistic variation. Our current understanding of the

relationship between a) perceptual adaptation and sociophonetic perception, b) production

variation, c) speaker’s cultural and sociophonetic identification, and d) cultural evaluation

is not clear. In this chapter, I will seek to lay out some basic facts about the latter two areas

in the state of Indiana with an eye toward developing a larger study of the former areas.

In the remainder of this introduction, I will present the goals and scope of this section of

the project and then briefly introduce some constructs of theoretical interest. The chapter

will then describe the constructs in more detail, document the development of a survey

used to assess regional, cultural, and linguistic orientation, and present the results of a

distribution of the survey. 1 Finally, a summary of the findings and plans for further work

will be given.

3.1.1 Goals

This chapter presents the development and results of a distribution of a survey designed

to assess regional, cultural, and linguistic orientations of people in Indiana. Following

in the spirit of Nagy, Chociej, and Hoffman (2014), this study seeks to identify which

aspects of speakers’ beliefs, perceptions, and cultural/regional affiliations contribute to the

1I would like to thank John Arthos and Rebecca Carlton for assistance in distributing this survey to such a
large number of respondents.
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construction of linguistic, regional, and cultural orientation. How language users orient

themselves in relation to a particular society and how that orientation influences expression

of sociolinguistic variables has been shown to be relevant in describing variation in a speech

community (Labov, 1963). Subsequent work has confirmed the importance of language

users’ social identity on language use (Eckert, 1988, 1989). Reed (2016) has recently explored

the idea of rootedness within an area and speech community. Connections to place and

community have important implications for speech production. Studies such as these

mentioned above consistently find that people’s orientations to their local communities,

measured in various ways, are correlated with the phonetic realization of particular local

variants of phonological categories.

Although previous research on dialect perception in Indiana has assumed and even

presented evidence for respondents’ variable attitudes toward dialect variation in the state

(e.g., Preston, 1996), a suitable method for identifying participants’ linguistic identity has

not yet been developed. This tool is being developed in order to facilitate future studies

of the role of people’s regional and linguistic orientations in dialect and sociophonetic

perception. In addition to the development of this tool, the results of the study can be

analyzed to better understand how people across Indiana construct their regional, cultural,

and linguistic identities.

3.1.2 Outline of Constructs

In survey research CONSTRUCTS refer to unobserved psychological traits. Surveys attempt

to determine the state of these traits among individuals or groups of individuals. Surveys

may use multiple items, or questions, to assess a single construct. For example, if the

trait happiness is being assessed, the survey may ask directly “Are you happy,” in a

negative form “Are you sad,” and indirectly “Are you smiling?”. While none of these items
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may individually reveal the underlying feeling of the person, we get some sense of the

individual’s sentiment by examining all of the responses. Thus, someone who reports being

happy and not being sad but who is not smiling may still be considered happy. Indeed,

upon further examination of the items among many participants, it may be determined that

the original construct was flawed and should be revised or assessed with different items.

This section presents a brief description of the ten constructs related to regional, cultural,

and linguistic orientation assessed by the present survey. While the constructs will be

discussed in greater detail in the following section, they are presented here to provide a

convenient overview.

The ten constructs with brief descriptions are given below:

• Regional Orientation

Hometown Pride A measure of orientation toward the respondent’s home region.

Does the respondent like his/her home region?

Homebody A measure of desire to leave home region (quasi-opposite of ‘Hometown

Pride’).

Cardinality Measurement of where the respondents believe they reside geographi-

cally (likely to be biased by cultural beliefs).

Beadth of Region A measure of the size of the respondent’s imagined community.

• Cultural Orientation

Sports A measure of involvement with sports teams.

Cultural Ties A measure of involvement with local activities such as clubs and social

organizations.
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• Linguistic Orientation

Personal Accentedness A measure of the respondent’s beliefs about his/her own

accentedness without explicit reference to the identity of the accent.

Home Region Accentedness A measure of the respondent’s beliefs about the accent-

edness of their region without explicit reference to the identity of the accent.

Regional Accent Label A measure of which regional accent the respondents believe

they participate in.

Linguistic Security A measure of how much the respondents believe their accent

varies in different social situations.

3.2 Regional, Cultural, and Linguistic Orientation Constructs

In this section the ten constructs to be assessed will be described in detail along with

a brief history of research that suggests why these constructs may be of interest to the

study of dialectal variation. The ten constructs listed below are intended to help gain

an understanding of how language users situate themselves culturally and linguistically.

Descriptions abbreviate ‘respondents’ with the letter ‘R’.

3.2.1 Regional Orientation

Regional orientation is assessed on the basis of Hometown Pride, Homebodiness (desire

to stay or leave hometown), and two measures of regional membership—Cardinality and

Breadth of Region. The first two measures reflect attitudes toward the home region, and

the latter two measures reflect beliefs about where one is geographically situated and the

breadth of that region on a local to global continuum.
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Hometown Pride

A measure of orientation toward R’s home region. Does R like his/her home region in a

global sense?

Inspired by Labov’s (1963, 1972) study of Martha’s Vineyard, this construct deals with

how much Rs like their home region. Labov used his own subjective assessment of talkers’

orientation to the Vineyard and found that those who had a positive orientation to the

island participated in phonological patterns associated with the island.

An important part of the Vineyard study is that an increase in tourism brought long-time

island inhabitants into frequent contact with mainlanders and their ways of talking. For

those on the Vineyard who wanted to distinguish themselves from the non-locals, they

needed to develop outward indicators of their local identity. One way of doing this was to

exploit linguistic variation by using phonological patterns that were associated with people

who exemplified long-time habitation on the island, the fishermen. Thus, merely liking

one’s home region is not enough to drive participation in distinct regional patterns, rather,

one must have a reason to increase usage of regionally- or socially-marked patterns. If such

a reason is present to drive the shift, then it is expected that those who have more regional

pride would participate more fully in phonological shifts/innovations.

Homebody

A measure of desire to leave home region (quasi-opposite of ‘pride’).

The term HOMEBODY comes from Clopper and Pisoni (2004a) where it referred to people

who had only lived in the state of Indiana, in contrast to people who had lived in three

or more places, called Army Brats. Rather than determining where Rs have lived, this

construct seeks to assess Rs desire to explore new places. Clopper and Pisoni (2004a) were

explicitly interested in the role of linguistic experience on dialect categorization. I am already
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assuming that people in Indiana have experience with the range of speech in Indiana, so I

want to know how a Hoosier’s openness to other regions in and beyond Indiana influences

their ability to categorize and distinguish regional variation. I would assume that people

who are more open (less of a homebody) would have broader phonological categories and

be less sensitive to regional variation because their concept of the OTHER or NOT-LIKE-ME is

smaller or less sensitive than someone who is more closed or a homebody.

Cardinality

Measurement of where R’s believe they reside geographically (likely to be biased by cultural

beliefs).

People in Indiana have a complex relationship with culture and geographical identity.

Hoosiers’ mental maps of linguistic variation in Indiana match dialectologists’ maps about

as well as could be expected (see Chapter 4). They distinguish broadly between northern

and southern speech. They divide the northern region into east and west regions, and they

divide the southern region into two degrees of southernness with a horizontal boundary.

They also tend to leave a region open in the middle of the state that is “normal”, correspond-

ing to the ostensible standard American dialect. Thus, only marked varieties are overtly

indicated while the unmarked variety is implicitly indicated by being ignored.

Although Hoosiers are aware of linguistic variation in Indiana, they may not label the

dialect regions, especially their own, in the same way as dialectologists due to cultural

biases. Indiana began to develop its identity in the years preceding and following the

American Civil War (1861–1865). The terms “North” and “South” may have particularly

charged associations for certain people and communities in Indiana. While Indiana may

have objectively Southern cultural and linguistic regions, the state sided with the Union, or

the North, during the war. Indeed, some of the early settlers in southern Indiana moved
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from the South specifically because they were abolitionists. Geographically, Indiana is

bisected by the latitude line that divides the geographic north from south of the United

Sates (39◦ 50’) (U.S. Department of the Interior Geological Survey, 1964).

The northern part of the state may not identify as northern, either, because Rs might

consider the North to be even further north, such as Michigan. Studies of beliefs about

language reveal that people in Michigan believe they speak like people in Indiana, yet

Hoosiers deny that they speak like Michiganders, themselves (Preston, 1989a). This is an

interesting asymmetry that suggests that Hoosiers may reject a Northern label for language

and possibly culture.

The conflict between cultural, political, and geographic identity could cause Rs to con-

ceive of their cardinal orientation quite differently depending on how they have internalized

the social meaning of cardinality.

Breadth of Region

A measure of the size of R’s ‘imagined community’.

Benedict Anderson (2006) popularized the term IMAGINED COMMUNITY referring to

the communities that extend beyond the range of traditional face-to-face communities.

The breadth of human development, especially in industrialized countries, has led to a

situation in which humans are part of very large groups that identify as a single group, yet

no single member in the group knows every member in the group. Anderson discusses

imagined communities in the context of nation formation, but imagined communities can

exist anywhere there is a common cause that unites a group of people. Sports teams and

religions lend a sense of unity to those who identify with them. Members of these groups

have a shared set of traditions that unite them and allow them to believe they have had

similar experiences. Since they cannot use facial recognition to indicate group membership,
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they must use alternative symbols, such as clothing, jewelry, or bodypaint (though this is

less common nowadays). As mentioned earlier about Labov’s Martha’s Vineyard study,

ways of speaking can also be used to indicate group identity.

The purpose of asking about breadth of region is to try to understand how far a person

believes his or her geographical community extends. Many people are expected to identify

with the national level, feeling that they are Americans first and Hoosiers only second.

However, it is not inconceivable that some people strongly identify with the regional level,

such as Northern or Southern. Still others may feel a strong loyalty to the entire state of

Indiana. However someone identifies might indicate what community they are seeking to

be a part of when they speak. Certainly, even if a good measure of breadth of region could

be developed, the community someone is trying to index linguistically is likely to change,

as much sociolinguistic research has discovered (e.g., Eckert, 2000).

Even more important than the fact that someone might use different phonological forms

depending on which identity they would like to index, people who earnestly identify

with a particular group (such as Northern, or working class, or Polish-American) may

use phonology to index their identity differently than another person who also earnestly

identifies with the same group. In other words, there could be multiple ways of signaling

group membership even among members of the same group.

Alternatively, someone could have such a broad region which she considers “like me” or

“part of my region” that even wildly divergent phonological patterns are considered part of

her native dialect (in perception, if not also in production). For example, Niedzielski (1997)

demonstrated that people from Michigan shift their perceptual boundaries for vowels

when the same talker is purportedly from Michigan relative to when they are told the

speaker is from Canada. We can speculate that someone who believes Canadians speak
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like Michiganders would perform differently on this same task than someone who believes

Michigan and Canadian accents are different.

3.2.2 Cultural Orientation

The Cultural Orientation construct is intended to be a measure of secondary indexical

associations with the region. In the Regional and Linguistic Orientation portions, Rs

are asked to explicitly indicate their orientation toward regional and linguistic identities,

associations, and beliefs. The intention of the Cultural Orientation portion is to attempt to

gain additional information about the person’s embeddedness in their region. For example,

if someone has a lot of regional pride, as indicated in their responses to the Regional Pride

questions, we would expect that person to participate in regional activities. In contrast,

someone who does not follow regional sports teams, hates the weather, and does not

participate in local clubs is unlikely to have a great deal of regional pride.

It may well be that sports and cultural ties are not the methods to get at implicit

affiliations. An early version of this survey included regional culinary items, but it was

not very informative (Weirich, 2015). I did, nonetheless, discover that people in Indiana

overwhelmingly embrace corn on the cob and Southern food. Other measures of cultural

orientation may prove more fruitful, and these should be explored further.

It may be found that people in various regions use different sets of cultural practices to

construct their regional identities. Food and sports may be more region-specific and not

appropriate for assessing all Rs affiliations equally. For example, Northerners may follow

more regional sports because there are more teams in the north (that is, in Chicago) than the

south, whereas people seem to generally be more appreciative of Southern cuisine compared

to dishes with Northern origins (only people from northern Indiana knew what paczkis

were). Whatever may be the case, uncovering how people construct their regional identities
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through cultural practices and participation will ultimately be helpful to understanding the

interaction of identity and language use.

Sports

A measure of involvement with sports teams.

Watching sports is a popular cultural activity. Knowing which teams and/or sports

someone follows can be very informative. Including questions about sports affiliations is

exploratory, but not unmotivated. Researchers in New Zealand (Drager, Hay, & Walker,

2010) found significant differences in phonetic realizations between sports-fans and non-

sports-fans after exposure to facts about Australia due to a friendly rivalry between the two

states which is heightened among sports-fans.

The sports affiliation construct in the present survey is intended to function similarly

as in New Zealand with the important difference being that the New Zealand study was

using “fan-ness” as a proxy of aversion to another group, while the Indiana survey would

use fan-ness as a proxy for preference for their own group.

Cultural Ties

A measure of involvement with local culture.

In addition to sports affiliations, other cultural ties are likely to be predictive of em-

beddedness in the local culture. For the purpose of this survey, cultural embeddedness is

approximated by tallying the number of relevant cultural activities each person participates

in, both implicitly and explicitly. Implicit embeddedness is measured by how long each

side of the family has been in Indiana. Explicit embeddedness is measured by the numbers

of clubs and local organizations the person is part of.
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The explicit embeddedness measure can be further informed by the person’s desire to

leave the community. Eckert (1989) describes how high-schoolers who were involved in

many school activities such as athletic teams, after school clubs, and student government

tended to be upwardly mobile, desiring to leave the town they grew up in in order to

seek post-secondary education and high paying jobs. On the other hand, students who

had few aspirations to leave the town preferred to find employment locally and tended to

participate in school-based activities much less frequently. This analysis goes against the

intuitive hypothesis that people who are involved in local activities are more embedded in

the community.

Eckert’s study focused on adolescents, and it is likely that adults would follow different

patterns. Nonetheless, community involvement is likely to suggest a greater, rather than

lesser, degree of openness to other cultures and people. It remains to be seen just how

measures of cultural ties will play out in Indiana.

3.2.3 Linguistic Orientation

The Linguistic Orientation construct is the most interesting at the same time that it is

probably the least informative. People are notoriously bad (i.e., inaccurate) at reporting

their own patterns of language use. However, I am not interested in asking people to

report what they do; I only want to know what they think. As Hamlet points out about the

relativity of beliefs and how they affect our behavior, “there is nothing either good or bad,

but thinking makes it so” (Shakespeare, 1603, 2.2). In this sense, what people believe about

their language is very interesting because of how individual beliefs might differ or align

within a region. More importantly, what someone believes about their language use can

help to define their dialect.
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In my interviews with people from several dialectal backgrounds, very few people

disagree that they talk basically “like other people around here.” When I ask if they have

an “accent”, no one ever responds, “Oh, yes, I have a very strong accent.” Rather, what is

more likely is that they tell me that that have no accent or a slight accent, but they quickly

follow up with, “But you should talk to my [insert kinship term], she/he has a really thick

accent!”2

Personal Accentedness

A measure of R’s beliefs about their own accentedness (without explicit reference to the

identity of the accent).

This construct is fairly straight-forward, but it has two parts. The first part asks if the

person personally believes he/she has a distinct accent, and the second part asks if the

person has been told they have an accent. Both responses are likely to be informative. While

most people do not personally believe they have an accent (because they have no trouble

communicating with people in their community), certain people may have been told that

they have an accent. Someone who does not report being told they have an accent (either

because they genuinely haven’t or because they simply have ignored anyone who claimed

they have and accent) is likely to have a fairly high degree of linguistic security, though this

correlation should be tested.

Regional Accentedness

A measure of R’s beliefs about the accentedness of their region (without explicit reference

to the identity of the accent.

2One of these days, I’m going to track down these illustrious family members and interview them. It would
be an interesting comparative study.
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Regional accentedness has to do with a person’s personal belief about the existence of a

distinct accent in their region. This construct, in conjunction with the Personal Accentedness

construct will help to paint a picture of the perceived dialect situation in a given region and

for a given individual. If someone reports not personally having an accent and also reports

that their region has no accent, then they are simply conforming to the local norms. However,

if someone without a personal accent reports living in a region with a distinct accent,

then this person is a rebel. Either of these situations could have cognitive consequences,

particularly in perception, but also in production.

Regional Accent Label

A measure of which regional accent Rs believe they participate in.

While the previous two constructs deal with the existence of an accent or changes in

accent, this construct deals with the label for those accents. What do people call their way

of talking?

Linguistic Security

A measure of how much Rs believe their accent varies in different social situations LINGUIS-

TIC SECURITY, as originally conceived of by Labov (1966) (see also Preston (2013)), asks

people to consider alternative pronunciations of a word, tell what is the norm and what

they say. A discrepancy is considered a sign of linguistic insecurity, that the person is aware

of a “correct” form and yet uses an alternate form.

For the purpose of the present survey, I would like to know if people globally believe

that they speak differently depending on the social context. I cannot directly ask about

distinct dialects because people may deny that they use a particular dialect. Instead, I want

to let the R decide, broadly, if they change the way they speak.
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3.3 Methods

3.3.1 Survey Structure

The survey used for this study consists of 33 items assessing 10 constructs as well as

demographic and personal history questions. The ultimate purpose of the construction of

this survey is to provide a quick way to assess people’s regional, cultural, and linguistic

orientations as part of a sociolinguistic interview or at the end of a laboratory study of speech

production or perception. With this goal in mind, the survey includes items presented in

a way that participants can quickly respond to. The survey can be completed within 15

minutes. All questions have a discrete number of possible responses. Some items have the

option for an open-ended response. All of the items are one of four types: binary response,

Likert-type scale, multiple-response allowing one response, and multiple-response allowing

many responses.

The survey was adapted to the online survey platform offered by Qualtrics (2016). A

paper-version of the survey is included at the end of this chapter.

3.3.2 Survey Distribution

The survey was distributed at two sites in Indiana, the campuses of Indiana University in

Bloomington and South Bend. South Bend, contrary to what its name suggests, is in far

northern Indiana. Bloomington is in southern Indiana.

The survey was distributed to students enrolled in a public oral communication course.

The course is required for all students, so enrolled students can be expected to come from

a range of majors in the physical and social sciences as well as the humanities. Students

were asked to complete the survey voluntarily; no course credit, financial reward, or other

incentive was offered by the researcher or course instructors. The survey was distributed to

approximately 1344 students in Bloomington and 100 students in South Bend. 239 people
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began the survey, but 55 surveys were excluded because respondents abandoned the survey

before completion. Of the remaining 184 surveys, according to the self-reported school

enrollment, 126 are from Bloomington (126/1344 = 9.4% response rate) and 36 are from

South Bend (36/100 = 36.0% response rate). The remaining 22 respondents reported being

enrolled at another university in Indiana.3 The overall response rate for completed surveys

was 184/1444 = 12.7%.

In order to control for the age of respondents, only data from those 25 years old and

under will be considered in this analysis. Thus, data from 163 surveys representing respon-

dents on two college campuses ranging in age from 18–25 years old are presented. The

distribution of respondents by university is: IU Bloomington - 123, IU South Bend - 27,

Other universities in Indiana - 13.

Figure 3.1 shows a map of respondents’ hometowns based on where they reported

living the longest before the age of 18. This map and all subsequent maps were produced

using ggmap (Kahle & Wickham, 2013).

3Some students enrolled in the IU Bloomington course have primary enrollment at another branch campus
of the IU system but may enroll in courses on the Bloomington campus.
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Figure 3.1: Plot of respondents’ self-reported locations where they lived the longest before they
were 18, assumed to be their “hometown”. Points have been jittered to reveal multiple overlapping
points. More opaque colors indicate a greater concentration of respondents.
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Table 3.1: Percent of total responses to “How much do (did) you like living in your hometown?”

Not
at all Neutral A lot⊙ ⊙ ⊙ ⊙ ⊙

% 5.6 7.5 6.9 46.9 33.1

3.4 Results: Summary of Items and Constructs

This section presents a descriptive summary of the responses to each item divided by the

constructs they were intended to assess. For each construct, a very brief reminder of the

usefulness of the construct is presented, followed by a description of responses to each item

that comprise the construct. Each construct section concludes with an assessment of the

items and suggestions for future analyses and uses of the data.

3.4.1 Hometown Pride

The Hometown Pride construct is about respondents’ feelings toward their hometown.

People who have a positive orientation may be more likely to participate in region-specific

linguistic patterns than those with negative orientations.

Item: How much do you like living in your hometown?

With a mean response of 3.9, respondents overwhelmingly like living in their home

town. As seen in Table 3.1, only about 13% of respondents provided negative responses.

Item: Satisfaction with aspects of hometown.

The Satisfaction with Hometown items asked people to rate their satisfaction with nine

aspects of their hometown. The “social” category consisted of family, friends, and social

life. The “prestige” category consisted of economy, job prospects, and education. The

“incidental” category consisted of weather, food, and safety.
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Overall responses to these items are summarized in Figure 3.2. Negative responses

are on the left in gold, while positive responses are on the right in green. Responses are

generally positive. People are most satisfied with aspects in the social category: family,

friends, and social life. Weather and job prospects are the only aspects that received 50% or

more negative and neutral responses.

Figure 3.3 presents a density plot4 of Hometown Satisfaction responses by people in

each region. The contours are nearly identical for each region within each item with the

exception of “Food” in the South. The regularity of responses across regions is somewhat

remarkable. It might be expected, for example, that there would be a regional difference in

attitudes about the weather since Indiana latitudes span several climate zones. However, the

diversity of modal values and contour shapes suggest that responses are being generated

by genuinely similar opinions about each aspect rather than by a default response pattern

to the item, in which we would expect to see similar modal values and contour shapes for

each aspect.

Item: Do you like living in your hometown?

139 people (85%) reported that they like living in their hometown, while only 24 (15%)

do not. It is not surprising that people tend to like their hometowns based on responses

to the Hometown Satisfaction item, which were largely positive. Table 3.2 shows a cross-

tabulation of responses to “Do (did) you like living in your hometown? and “How much do

(did) you like living in your hometown?”. It confirms that the people who gave a low rating

to living in their hometown also overtly say that they do not like living there. Interestingly,

the scalar cutoff for the binary responses extends beyond the neutral response for both “yes”

and “no” responses.

4The density plots shown in this chapter provide a visual summary of the number of respondents who
selected a given response level. A smooth contour line connects all responses levels for each category of
respondent. The contours intuitively reveal if distributions are concentrated, distributed, bimodal, etc. The
mean of each distribution is depicted as a vertical line in the same color as the group it represents.
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Figure 3.2: Summary of responses to satisfaction with various aspects of hometown. 1 = Not at all
satisfied, 5 = Extremely Satisfied.
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Figure 3.3: Density plot of responses to satisfaction with various aspects of hometown divided by
self-reported provenance. 1 = Not at all satisfied, 5 = Extremely Satisfied.
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Table 3.2: Number of total responses to “Do (did) you like living in your hometown?” and “How
much do (did) you like living in your hometown?”

Not
at all A lot No Response⊙ ⊙ ⊙ ⊙ ⊙

No 9 10 2 3 0 0

Yes 0 2 9 72 53 3

Unsurprisingly, people who report not liking hometown life tend to provide lower

ratings on the various aspects of life surveyed, as seen in Figure 3.4. While the mean of

every aspect of hometown life was lower for those who do not like hometown life compared

with those who do, many aspects show similar contours for the two groups. Safety and

Social Life are two aspects that show up as drastically different between the two groups.

The peak for Safety around the neutral region suggests ambivalence about Safety among

those who do not like hometown life. However, the bimodal distribution for the same group

on Social Life, split by the neutral region, suggests this aspect is worth further exploration.

Job Prospects is the only aspect that received a majority (54.2%) of negative responses for

those who do not like hometown life.

Assessment of Construct

Overall, this construct and the items used to probe it appear to be useful. Despite the

apparent complexity of which particular aspects people like about their hometowns, simply

asking for a binary response to “Do you like living in your hometown” seems sufficient to

assess people’s hometown pride.

The nine aspects of hometown life provide rich data that deserves further exploration.

In particular, the Social Life and Job Prospects are of key interest. While the people who

report liking their home towns also give positive responses to these nine aspects, the people
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Figure 3.4: Density plot of responses to satisfaction with various aspects of hometown divided by
response to “Do (did) you like living in your hometown”. 1 = Not at all satisfied, 5 = Extremely
Satisfied.
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Table 3.3: Mean responses of likelihood of moving outside of these areas. 1 corresponds to low
likelihood and 5 corresponds to high likelihood.

Hometown Indiana USA
Mean 4.2 3.6 1.9

who do not like living in their hometowns are not so generally negative. Their evaluations

of the nine aspects follow a more distributed pattern suggesting that some nuance is missing

from this analysis. It could be that the distributed responses are simply an artifact of how

people generally give negative responses, and it has no relevance to their genuine cognitive

orientations.

3.4.2 Homebody

The Homebody construct has to do with people’s desire to leave their hometown. The items

assess two levels of desire to leave: a higher level—moving to other regions, and a lower

level—visiting another region. People who are inclined to leave their hometown may be

less likely to participate in local linguistic patterns and more likely to participate in broader

regional linguistic patterns.

Item: How likely are you to move outside of the following regions in the next five years?

As seen in Table 3.3, respondents said they are highly likely to move out of their

hometowns, somewhat likely to move out of Indiana, and unlikely to move outside of the

United States. Dividing responses by respondents’ regional provenance does not suggest

differences by region, but rather suggests the trend applies across the population.

Item: Please indicate the regions you would like to visit or live.

Table 3.4 shows the percent of respondents who want to visit or live in various places.

Interestingly, respondents are more likely to consider living or visiting another state than

remaining in Indiana. In fact, respondents are more than twice as likely to want to move
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Table 3.4: Percent responses of desire to visit and live in various regions.

Another Another Another
Indiana Place State Country

Visit % 24.5 85.3 88.3

Live % 38.0 88.3 56.4

Table 3.5: Number of total responses to “Do you have a passport?” and “How likely are you to
move outside of Indiana?”

Not at Extremely
all likely likely⊙ ⊙ ⊙ ⊙ ⊙

No 5 7 11 26 15

Yes 9 12 17 30 30

to another state than to remain in Indiana but move to a different place within the state.

This suggests that while these respondents tend to be willing to live somewhere else, they

would rather stay in their hometown if they had to remain in Indiana.

Item: Do you have a passport?

99 people reported having passports while 64 people did not have passports. Table 3.5

reports the correspondence between people’s likelihood of moving outside of Indiana—and

are, thus, likely to interact with speakers of other dialects of American English—and if they

have a passport. Although people who have a passport are slightly more likely to desire

living outside of Indiana, this particular item is unlikely to assess the Homebody construct

in a useful way.
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Assessment of Construct

The responses to items for this construct suggest that assessing someone’s desire to leave

their home region is not as simple as asking if they would like to leave. While most people

would consider moving to another state, fewer were interested in relocating within Indiana.

Knowing if the person has a passport does not help us to know if they would like to

move somewhere else. Of course, it is helpful to know who would like to stay in Indiana.

However this construct should be explored in future work, it is likely an aggregate score of

several propensities will be a more helpful analytical construct than responses to any one

item.

Further explorations of this data may consider a broader construct that incorporates

responses to the Homebody construct, Hometown Pride, and Cultural orientation items.

Perhaps constructing a scale of local–global orientation would be helpful. For example,

someone with prototypically local orientation likes their hometown, gives high positive

ratings on aspects of their hometown, is involved with local organizations, and does not

want to live in another state.

3.4.3 Cardinality

This construct is fairly straightforward. It assumes that people associate themselves with a

geographic region on a North–South continuum. The one item used to asses this construct

simply asks people to label the geographic region they associate with.

Item: Indicate which region in Indiana you are from.

Which region of Indiana people say they are from is of interest as a control for which

accent they say they speak. More generally, where people say they are from can be used to

explore the mental geographic boundaries that Hoosiers have. Table 3.6 gives the count of

responses to each region of Indiana. The survey offered respondents the options “North”,
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Table 3.6: Number of responses to “Which region in Indiana are you from?” (% based on total
survey response count of 163; “Other” responses not show).

Region n %
North 61 37.4

Midwest 45 27.6
Central 9 5.5
South 35 21.5
Total 150 92

“South”, and “Midwest” as well as option offer an “Other” region. Although “Central” was

not provided on the survey, it was a popular “Other” response.

I had considered including “Central” as an option, but I decided not to. As a general rule,

surveys should not offer responses that are conceptually equivalent, so both “Central” and

“Midwest” could not both be included as their meanings overlap in this context. “Central”

seems to be a more neutral term than “Midwest”, but “Central” could also being interpreted

as meaning standard. “Midwest” is a term associated with a cultural region rather than a

cardinal direction, and it is also often associated with standardness. The effect of including

“Midwest” is that the other two options, “North” and “South”, are then also potentially

evaluated as cultural regions rather than as purely cardinal directions. The fact that a

several people defected from the given options to write in “Central” indicates that some

respondents do not consider the terms to be equivalent in this context.

Looking at the plot of respondents’ self-reported region of provenance in the map in

Figure 3.5, it is clear that there is little ambiguity as to which regions exist in the state. In fact,

the self-reported regions divide the state nearly perfectly into thirds. The dark horizontal

lines added to the map indicate the lines of latitude that divide the state into thirds.

If we were to adjust these latitude lines to better indicate the self-reported geographic

regions, both lines should be shifted up slightly—the Midwest/South boundary should
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Figure 3.5: Plot of respondents self-reported region of provenance with latitude lines dividing the
state into thirds. Points have been jittered to reveal multiple overlapping points. More opaque colors
indicate a greater concentration of respondents.
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be raised above Bloomington, and the Midwest/North Boundary should be raised above

Lafayette.

It is interesting to note the responses that diverge from the regional tendencies. The

“Midwest” response is found around Louisville in the south, and South Bend and Ft. Wayne

in the north. This is likely due to the fact that “Midwest” is a more general term in Indiana

that could refer to the entire state. The “Central” responses, which are not explicitly shown

on the map but are among the “Other” responses, are clustered around Indianapolis. There

are two “South” responses above Indianapolis, above even a binary North/South division

line. My only speculation about these responses (which would be easier to ignore if there

were only one) is that there are enclaves of Southern cultural regions in more northern parts

of Indiana as the result of settlement history.

Assessment of Construct

The cardinality construct worked out surprisingly well. As seen in Figure 3.5, people not

only have a fairly accurate mental map of regions in Indiana, they are also able to use the

item as worded on the survey to report their own provenance. Seeing such clean responses

to an item with a clear correlate in physical reality lends credibility to people’s responses to

more abstract questions about regional associations. It is unclear how the most common

write-in response, “Central”, should be incorporated in a revised version of the survey.

Having both “Midwest” and “Central” on the survey could be confusing. Perhaps the best

solution is to include one option or the other, and then continue to allow write-ins.

3.4.4 Breadth of Region

When asking questions about someone’s home region, we would like to know the size of

that person’s region. While there may be many ways to assess the breath of someone’s
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Table 3.7: Number of responses to “What size of place do you most associate yourself with?” (%
based on total survey response count of 163).

Place
Size n %

Neighborhood 4 2.5
Hometown 98 60.1

County 17 10.4
State 24 14.7

Region 15 9.2
USA 5 3.1
Total 163 100

region, the item selected to assess this construct directly asks people to give the extent of

what they consider to be their region.

Item: What size of place do you most associate yourself with?

Table 3.7 shows the size of place that people associate themselves with. The basic

idea of this item is to assess if the respondent is more locally oriented or more globally

oriented. Most people (98) reported associating with their hometowns. The next most

popular response, state, lagged far behind with 24 responses. Country and region followed

with 17 and 15 responses, respectively. Unsurprisingly, few people chose the extreme

responses.

There are two useful clusters in these responses, the Hometown/County group and the

State and larger group. A further analysis of interest would be to compare the rate of these

responses to the distance between the hometown and urban centers such as Indianapolis,

Chicago, Louisville, and Evansville. Of the four people who responded “Neighborhood”,

three were from Southern regions and one was from Indianapolis. I would have expected

these responses to come from people in more densely populated areas, but this was not the

trend.
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Assessment of Construct

Responses to the single item that assessed this construct yielded a bimodal distribution for

the breadth of people’s region, centered on hometown and state. Seeing such responses

suggests that, indeed, people do have varied regional orientations, and the size of that

region is varied as well. The format of this item is very important since it presents a range

of increasingly larger options. Seeing the range of available options, people must choose

how large their own region is. One consideration about this item is the “county” option. It

could be that fewer people selected this option simply because “county” is not a type of

region that many people associate with.

Further explorations of this data should examine if responses to this item are reliably

correlated with other measures that may be assessing a similar construct, such as responses

to items in the Homebody construct and which regional sports teams people follow.

3.4.5 Personal Accentedness

This construct asks if respondents believe they have an accent. Something likely to con-

tribute to someone’s belief about their own accentedness is if someone has told them they

have an accent. People who believe they have an accent may be more likely to shift their

language use in particular situations. They may also be more likely to have pride in their

way of speaking, compared to someone who does not believe they have an accent, and

therefore does not have an accent to associate pride with.

Item: Do you think you have a distinct regional accent?

Table 3.8 shows the distribution of responses to the question “Do you think you have a

distinct regional accent?” Adding up the number of responses on the negative or positive

end of the scale, we can see that while most of the respondents (122) did not believe they
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Table 3.8: Number of responses to “Do you think you have a distinct regional accent?” and “Have
you been told you have a distinct accent?”

No, not Yes, very
distinct distinct Total⊙ ⊙ ⊙ ⊙ ⊙ ⊙ ⊙

No 46 41 11 6 5 0 0 109

Yes 7 12 5 5 16 6 1 51

Total 53 53 16 11 21 6 1 160

had a distinct regional accent, 28 believed that they did have a distinct accent. 11 people

gave a neutral response.

Item: Have you been told you have a distinct accent?

When asked if they have been told they have a distinct accent, 51 respondents said yes,

while 109 said no. Table 3.8 presents a cross-tabulation of people’s ratings of their own

accentedness and if they reported being told they have a distinct accent.

People’s beliefs about their own accentedness and being told they have an accent

are moderately correlated, r(159) = 0.52, p < .001. It is perhaps not surprising that the

correlation is not greater since only 28 people reported having a distinct accent while 51

people have been told they have an accent. As mentioned earlier, people tend to believe

they do not have an accent, although it is quite easy for someone to be told they have an

accent.

Dividing the self-reported own-accentedness by told-accentedness reveals that the bi-

modal distribution in own-accentedness ratings is explained by the “Yes” told-accentedness

responses. While the bimodal distribution remains even among the “Yes” responders, the

“No” responses have a unimodal distribution.

Figure 3.6 shows the geographic distribution of responses to the items assessing re-

spondents beliefs about their own accentedness and if they have been told they have an
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Figure 3.6: Responses to “Do you think you have a distinct regional accent?” (left) and “Have you
been told you have a distinct accent?” (right) by respondents’ hometown.

accent. The people who report they have a distinct regional accent are dispersed fairly

evenly across the state. The Central region does have relatively fewer people reporting such,

while the areas around Louisville in the South and near Chicago in the northwest tend to

report having regional accents more frequently. Comparing these results to respondents’

reports of being told they have an accent, we see even greater uniformity across the state

that people have been told they have an accent. Even people from the Central region report

being told they have an accent. Most people near Louisville have been told they have an

accent, but there is only a slight increase in such responses near Chicago. There is a band of

people between Fort Wayne and South Bend in the north, seen in both maps, where nearly

no one reports having an accent or having been told they have an accent. The same pattern

even appears to sweep down to Terre Haute, comprising a majority of the non-southern

rural areas of the state.
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Assessment of Construct

While most people did not report having a regional accent, there is a fairly close correspon-

dence between having an accent and being told they have an accent. Further explorations

should consider the geographic location of people who report having and not having ac-

cents, including the geographic distribution of people who have been told they have an

accent and either agree or disagree in their assessment of their own accentedness. A descrip-

tion of the correspondence between these results and items in the Hometown Pride and

Linguistic Security constructs would further help to understand the relationship between

beliefs about one’s own accent and the attitudes associated with those beliefs.

3.4.6 Home Region Accentedness

This construct is about beliefs about the accentedness of the respondents’ home regions.

The method and labels for attitude scales item are borrowed from Preston (1999c). Items

ask for a description of the accent as well as an indication of the standardness of the accent.

Item: Indicate on the following scales how people speak in your region.

Figure 3.7 presents a summary of all of responses to various characteristics of the

home region accent. The labels on the left side of the figure show the two polar ends of a

continuum on which respondents were asked to rate the speech of their home region. The

figure has been oriented such that characteristics which are typically considered positive

are on the left while typically negative characteristics are on the right.5

The figure shows that people tend to have positive beliefs about the the way people

speak in their region. The one characteristic which received a majority of “negative” re-

sponses was formality. In fact, if “casual” is considered the positive end of the continuum

5These items offer seven response options while the Hometown Satisfaction items offer five response options.
This difference was an oversight and was not done for any methodological reason. In both cases, a neutral
option was available, so the two scales are functionally equivalent.
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Figure 3.7: Summary of responses to characteristics of home region accent. 1 = closer to left
description in label, 7 = closer to right description in label.

and the polar ends are flipped, this particular distribution looks nearly identical to the

“friendliness” continuum.

If there are different beliefs about regional accents in different regions, we would

expect to see them in Figure 3.8, which separates evaluations by region of Rs’ self-reported

provenance. Rather than clear differences popping out, the general trend is for people to
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respond similarly to each item rather than to vary consistently by region. One recurring

trend for nearly every characteristic is that people who identified as being from the Midwest

had response means closer to the positive end than any other region. Southerners report

their speech as more down-to-earth and casual than do people from other regions. By and

large, however, people tend to respond to these items similarly, regardless of their region.

Although the previous figure did not reveal any clear or interesting differences between

regions, Figure 3.9 shows that people’s attitudes toward their hometown is associated with

consistently different responses. In this figure we see that while some of the contours nearly

overlap, all of the response means for those who do not like their hometowns are closer to

the negative end of each continuum. The contours of nearly all responses from people who

like their hometowns look identical, a peak around a moderately positive response and a

long tail toward the negative pole. Exceptions to this trend are the speaking rate responses

and the formality responses, although it appears that respondents were treating the “casual”

label as the positive end of the continuum.

Those who do not like their hometowns show notable divergences from those who do

on items that can be classified as “competence” items: Smart:Dumb, Educated:Uneducated,

and Good:Bad English. Notably, the mean and modal responses for these two groups on

these three items are on opposites sides of the neutral mark. On the other hand, “social”

items such as Polite:Rude, Friendliness, and Down-to-earth:Snobbish are not the items on

which those who do not like their hometowns diverge from those who do.

Item: Would your region be a good place to learn a neutral American accent?

In response to this item, most people, 135, said yes, but 25 people said no. Referring

to the map of the geographic distribution of these responses in Figure 3.10, while people

across Indiana belive their region is a good place to learn a neutral accent, there are almost

no negative response in the central region of the state.
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Figure 3.8: Summary of responses to characteristics of home region accent divided by respondents’
self-reported home region. 1 = closer to left description in label, 7 = closer to right description in
label.
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Figure 3.9: Summary of responses to characteristics of home region accent divided by response to
“Do (did) you like living in your hometown?”. 1 = closer to left description in label, 7 = closer to
right description in label.
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Figure 3.10: Plot of respondents’ answers of if they believe their region is a good place to learn a
neutral American accent. Points have been jittered to reveal multiple overlapping points.
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Table 3.9: Number of responses to regional provenance and “Would your region be a good place to
learn a neutral American accent?”

North Midwest Central South Other

No 7 2 0 13 3

Yes 52 43 9 21 10

Table 3.9 shows people’s beliefs about if their home region is a good place to learn a

neutral accent divided by their self-reported provenance. Again, while the overwhelming

trend is that most people believe their region is a good place to learn a neutral accent, those

in the South are far more likely to report that their region does not have neutral accent. This

tendency is intensified when the respondents from the university town of Bloomington are

removed. The Bloomington respondents gave their regional provenance as South, yet 8 of

the 9 respondents from this town who also said they are from the South said that yes, their

region has a neutral accent. Those in the North are fairly confident about the neutrality of

their accent. However, people who self-report being from the Midwest or Central regions

of Indiana are nearly categorically certain that their region has a neutral accent.

Assessment of Construct

While attitudes toward the home region accent are similar across the state, differences can

be found among people who do not like living in their hometown. People who do not like

hometown life do not find fault in local speech on features related to social interaction, such

as politeness and friendliness, but they do find fault in features related to competence, such

as intelligence, education, and command of idealized grammar.

Although people tend to rate the speech of their home region fairly positively, people

nonetheless believe that certain regions of the state have more neutral accents. Being from a
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Central or Midwestern region is associated with being good language role models, while

being further south is not. The Northern region lies somewhere in between, but somewhat

close to the ’good role model’ end of the spectrum. The university town of Bloomington

is an exception to the poor role model trend in the South since responses from this town

follow more closely with the Central/Midwest pattern.

The comparison of items in the Personal Accentedness construct with items from the

Hometown Pride construct reveal interesting patterns in the survey data. It confirms that

comparison of results across constructs is not only helpful, but necessary for understanding

the relationship between regional and linguistic orientation.

3.4.7 Regional Accent Label

Similar to the Cardinality construct, this construct assumes that people are aware of dialectal

variation, that they have labels for those dialects, and that they can describe their own

dialect using one of those labels.

Item: Indicate which accent you usually speak.

As seen in Table 3.10, most respondents said they usually speak with a neutral or

Midwestern accent (130). Referring to a map of respondents’ hometowns, Figure 3.11,

most of those who say they speak with a Southern accent are grouped around Louisville.

Those who speak with a Northern accent are much further north in the state than those

who reported being from the northern geographic region. Of particular note is the city

of Fort Wayne in the northwest in which respondents reported being from the northern

geographic region but who report speaking with a Midwestern or neutral accent. It is

clear from comparing these two maps in Figures 3.5 and 3.11 that being from a particular

geographic region in Indiana does not necessarily mean speaking with an accent that bears

a similar label.
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Table 3.10: Number and percent of responses to “Which accent do you usually speak?” (% based on
total survey response count of 163).

Accent n %

Northern 20 12.3

Midwestern 49 30.1

Neutral 81 49.7

Southern 12 7.4

Total 162 99.5

Table 3.11: Number of responses to regional provenance and “Which accent do you usually speak?”

Usual Accent

Provenance Northern Midwestern Neutral Southern Total by Provenance
North 19 14 27 0 60

Midwest 0 17 28 0 45
Other 1 11 8 2 22
South 0 7 18 10 35

Total by
Usual Accent 20 49 81 12 162

Table 3.11 presents the proportion of people’s responses to their self-reported provenance

by the accent they usually speak. People who reported being from the Midwest only

reported speaking with a Midwestern or Neutral accent, never a Northern or Southern

accent. As might be expected, no one from the South reported speaking with a Northern

accent and vice versa. Overall, “neutral” was the most popular accent. Northerners were as

likely to select the neutral option as Southerners when response rate is controlled.

Assessment of Construct

The Regional Accent Label construct is simple to assess and seems to produce fairly clear

and consistent results. Further explorations should consider the characteristics of people
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Figure 3.11: Plot of respondents’ answers of which accent they usually speak. Points have been
jittered to reveal multiple overlapping points. More opaque colors indicate a greater concentration
of respondents.
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who provide clear regional accent labels. Do these people have high scores for Linguistic

Security, do they have a great deal of Hometown Pride, do they admit to having a Regional

Accent, do they have strong cultural ties? In sum, what is it that allows someone to label

their accent despite the potential associated stigma?

3.4.8 Linguistic Security

This construct assumes that people will shift their accent in certain situations. They may

shift in situations where they believe they need to adopt a formal speech style or in order to

sound like they are speaking “correctly”. People’s linguistic security may be affected by

others’ comments about their way of speaking, such as by “making fun” of their speech.

Item: Indicate the situations in which you might try to use a ‘neutral’ accent.

Of the 163 responses to this item, most people reported trying to use a ‘neutral’ accent in

places where there is a corporate hierarchy: at their job, with their boss, and with teachers

at school, as seen in Figure 3.12. Less than half reported trying to use a neutral accent in

with family, friends, and children.

Item: Has anyone ever made fun of the way you talk?

Most people (103) have not been made fun of for how they talk while a substantial

minority (60) have been made fun of. Table 3.12 shows that people from every region in

Indiana report that someone has made fun of their speech. In every region, though, fewer

people had been made fun of than not.

Corresponding roughly to the results to the item that asked “Would your region be a

good place to learn a neutral accent,” the ratio of yes and no responses suggest that people

from the Midwest are less likely to be told they have an accent than those from the North or

the South. On the basis of these results, people from the Midwest can be assumed to have
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Figure 3.12: Frequency of responses to situations in which respondents report trying to use a
“neutral” accent.

Table 3.12: Number of responses to regional provenance and “Has anyone ever made fun of how
you talk?”

North Midwest South Other

No 37 29 20 17

Yes 24 16 15 5

Ratio 0.65 0.55 0.75 0.29

greater linguistic security since they have not been presented with a reason to doubt the

standardness of their speech.

Item: Do you use a different accent in certain situations?

Table 3.13 shows that people tend to not shift their accents when speaking to strangers,

but many people do shift their accents in formal situations. These two items are positively

correlated ( ρ = 0.663, 95% CI: 0.567 – 0.741).
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Table 3.13: Number of responses to “Do you use a different accent when you speak to strangers
compared to family and friends?” and “Do you use a different accent in formal situations compared
to informal situations?”

Formal Total by
No Yes Strangers

Strangers No 103 25 128
Yes 1 34 35

Total by Formal 104 59 163

Assessment of Construct

The items presented in this construct continue to suggest that people orient themselves

with reference to a social–professional continuum. “Neutral” accents are used in situations

where there is a corporate hierarchy (work and school). People are more likely to shift

their accents in formal situations than in social situations with people they have not met.

Geography also plays a role in linguistic security, where the speech of people further from

the center of the state is more likely to be the subject of stigmatized commentary.

Further analysis is needed to uncover common characteristics of people who shift even

in social situations.

3.4.9 Sports and Cultural Ties

Cultural ties are assessed in this survey based on three criteria: religious participation,

participation in local social organizations, and interest in sports teams. Many other measures

of cultural ties may be appropriate, but these three have been selected for this survey.

Item: How often do you participate in religious activities?

Table 3.14 shows a fairly even divide between people who attend religious activities less

than yearly and either yearly or never.

Item: How many club club or social activities do you attend each month?
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Table 3.14: Number of respondents who attend religious services at the indicated frequencies.

Daily Weekly Monthly Yearly Never
5 32 20 42 64

Table 3.15: Number of respondents who are fans of at least one team in each category. “Sports” fans
are fans of at least 3 teams, regardless of sport or region.

Fan Type n %
“Sports Fan” 86 52.7

Football 91 55.8
Hockey 33 20.2
Baseball 52 31.9

Basketball 56 34.4
NCAA 112 68.7

St. Louis 11 6.8
Ohio 30 18.4

Chicago 62 38.0
Indianapolis 80 49.1

Detroit 13 8.0

Due to a coding oversight, responses to this item were input inconsistently. The data is

salvageable, but a method for recoding the data should be developed.

Item: Which of the following sports teams did you intentionally watch at least once in

the last 12 months?

Only about half of the respondents regularly watch any sporting event. Table 3.15 shows

the number and percent of people who watch sporting events in the given categories. “Fan

Type” is an aggregation of responses from people who watched any sporting event within

the listed category. The “Football” category counts all people who watched any of the

football teams listed on the survey. The “Chicago” category counts all people who watched

any athletic team based in Chicago. The “Sports Fan” category is slightly different; it counts

the number of people who watched at least three teams, regardless of sport or region.

In order to examine the correspondence between religious participation and sports

watching habits, Table 3.16 gives the frequency of responses to these two items.
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Table 3.16: Cross-tabulation of people’s frequency of religious participation and their sports-
watching habits. “Sports fans” have deliberately watched at least three different sports teams
within the previous year.

Daily Weekly Monthly Yearly Never

Non-Fan 2 13 11 16 35

Sports Fan 3 19 9 26 26

Ratio 1.5 1.46 0.82 1.62 0.74

Many people who regularly attend religious activities also tend to watch multiple sports.

While about two-thirds of religious attendees also watch a number of sports, only one-

third of people who never attend religious activities enjoy watching several sports. These

results suggest that sports and religious participation may be helpful in estimating people’s

cultural ties. That is, people who watch sports and attend religious events are likely to also

have other cultural ties in the community that may be associated with particular patterns of

social and linguistic behavior.

Assessment of Construct

Responses for this construct are promising. We can see that sports and religious participation

coincide. Remaining questions include the association between cultural ties and the other

constructs. For example, do people with greater linguistic security or hometown pride also

have more cultural ties? Do people who watch the Chicago Bears also admit to having a

Northern accent? Do people who watch only Indiana teams also have a narrow breadth of

region and stronger homebody scores?
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3.5 Conclusion

This chapter has presented the development and results of a distribution of a survey

designed to assess regional, cultural, and linguistic orientations of people in Indiana. It

has also sought to support the argument that Indiana is an ideal laboratory for the study

of sociophonetic variation and cultural orientation and evaluation. It began by showing

that Indiana is in some ways a unified geographic and cultural region, and in other ways

it is split between two or three broader regional and cultural trends that span large areas

of the United States. It is a politically and macro-culturally unified geographic region on

the basis of widely recognized political borders, a recognized state shape, and a unique

and positive moniker for people from Indiana, “Hoosier”. At the same time, the state is

divided into several regions due to settlement patterns, patterns of population movement,

and broad cultural patterns. Patterns of language use do not ignore these regional divisions,

yet the nature of these overlapping regional divisions mean that people have choices to

make when they use language, both in production and perception, which is mediated by

the social evaluation of linguistic forms associated with particular regions and cultures.

Next, in order to better understand the connection between people’s regional and cul-

tural orientations and linguistic orientation within Indiana, several theoretical constructs

were proposed and described. The constructs were proposed based on studies in sociolin-

guistics, dialectology, language attitudes, and social psychology of language that show

various factors that may influence people’s language use. A survey was constructed in

order to assess these constructs among people from Indiana.

The remainder of the chapter has given a description of the results from an initial

distribution of the survey. The description is necessarily and deliberately broad. Further

exploration of the data is necessary in order to further assess the usefulness of the items as

well as identify co-occuring response trends.
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A major theme that emerges from the initial exploration of responses to the survey of

regional, cultural, and linguistic orientation in Indiana is that both attitudes and geography

play important roles in the responses.

Attitudes toward the hometown explain responses to many items. Respondents who do

not like living in their hometowns diverge from those who do like living in their hometowns

on items that have to do with what can be considered “prestige” or “competence” (e.g.,

intelligence, education, and job prospects). The two groups, however, do not diverge

on items that can be grouped as “social” aspects of life (e.g., family, friends, politeness,

friendliness). Aspects of local life and language that do not fit into these two categories can

be considered “incidental” (e.g., speaking rate and the weather) and do not necessarily show

agreement between the two groups but rather show indifference (i.e., neutral responses)

that cannot be explained by region or attitudes toward the hometown.

A geographic theme that emerged in the survey results is the divide between people in

the Northern, Central, and Southern parts of Indiana. Figures 3.5, 3.10, and 3.11 and Table

3.11 reveal the complicated relationship between place and language in the state. Although

people are happy (and able) to indicate their regional provenance by dividing the state into

equal thirds, they are reluctant to group their language use similarly. Instead of responding

to questions of regional provenance and regional accent similarly, the neutral/Midwest

accent region covers a much larger territory than the Central provenance region. People in

extreme latitudes of Indiana admit to having different accents more frequently than those

speakers from more central latitudes. For future work on linguistic production variation and

sociophonetic perception, these people in transition zones who call themselves Northern

and Southern but label their speech as neutral or Midwestern may provide the most

interesting range of variation.
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Moving forward, with an eye on developing a brief questionnaire of 10-12 easy to

answer questions for inclusion at the end of a sociolinguistic interview or sociophonetic

perception experiment, analyses should focus on which items are most useful. Already in

this brief summary of the results, it is clear that people’s binary response to“Do you like

living in your hometown” is enough to distinguish groups of people.

Subsequent work will focus on more sophisticated quantitative analysis of these data in

order to develop a better understanding of how people in Indiana deal with the unified and

divided regions and cultures of Indiana.
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Indiana Culture Survey

Thank you for agreeing to participate in this research. This survey will ask you about your thoughts of life
and language in your region. Please answer the questions as best as you can. Your participation in this study
is voluntary and greatly appreciated. By providing your responses, you are helping us learn about life and
language in Indiana. Your responses are anonymous, and all of the questions are about your thoughts about
your region, so there are no substantial risks to completing this survey.

If you have any questions, you are welcome to contact Phillip Weirich at pweirich@indiana.edu

Thank you again for agreeing to participate!

IRB Protocol # 1606364154

Instructions: Please respond to the following questions as best as you can. For questions that ask about your
‘hometown’ or ‘region,’ respond based on where you consider to be ‘home’ or where you spent most of your
time growing up before going to college.

Life in Indiana and Beyond

Your town

1. How much do (did) you like living in your hometown?

Not at all Slightly Neutral Very much A lot
2 2 2 2 2

2. Please rate how satisfied you are about the following aspects of your hometown.

Not at all Slightly Neutral Very Extremely
satisfied satisfied satisfied satisfied

Family 2 2 2 2 2
Friends 2 2 2 2 2

Social Life 2 2 2 2 2
Economy 2 2 2 2 2

Job Prospects 2 2 2 2 2
Education 2 2 2 2 2

Weather 2 2 2 2 2
Food 2 2 2 2 2

Safety 2 2 2 2 2
3. Do (did) you like living in your hometown?

2 Yes 2 No

Travel

4. How likely are you to move outside of the following regions within the next five years?

Not at all Slightly Somewhat Very Extremely
likely likely likely likely likely

Hometown 2 2 2 2 2
Indiana 2 2 2 2 2

United States 2 2 2 2 2
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5. Please indicate the regions you would like to visit on a vacation (check all that apply)

2 Another place in Indiana

2 Another state in the USA

2 Another country

6. Please indicate the regions you would like to live for at least one year (check all that apply)

2 Another place in Indiana

2 Another state in the USA

2 Another country

7. Do you have a passport? 2 Yes 2 No

Your neck of the woods

8. Indicate which region in Indiana you are from (select only one)

2 North

2 South

2 Midwest

2 Other

9. What size of place do you most associate yourself with (select only one)
For example, when you think about where you are from, do you first think “I’m a Hoosier,” “I’m from
Lincoln county,” etc.

2 Neighborhood

2 Hometown

2 County

2 State (Indiana)

2 Region (north/south/midwest/etc.)

2 USA

Ways of Talking

This section asks you to rate your opinion on topics that have two extreme responses. Your job is to mark a
box along this continuum that corresponds with your opinion about the topic.

For example, if the question is “What is the weather like today?” the scale would look like this:

Cold 2—2—2—2—2—2—2 Hot

If it is really cold, you might check the first box. If it is somewhat warm, you might check the fifth box.

10. Do you think you have a distinct regional accent?

No, not distinct 2—2—2—2—2—2—2 Yes, very distinct

11. Have you ever been told that you have a distinct accent? 2 Yes 2 No

12. Does everyone in Indiana have basically the same accent?

No, there are
different accents

2—2—2—2—2—2—2 Yes, people speak
basically the same
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13. Indicate on the following scales how you would rate the way people speak in your region.

fast 2—2—2—2—2—2—2 slow

polite 2—2—2—2—2—2—2 rude

down-to-earth 2—2—2—2—2—2—2 snobbish

educated 2—2—2—2—2—2—2 uneducated

normal 2—2—2—2—2—2—2 abnormal

smart 2—2—2—2—2—2—2 dumb

formal 2—2—2—2—2—2—2 casual

good English 2—2—2—2—2—2—2 bad English

friendly 2—2—2—2—2—2—2 unfriendly

14. Would your region be a good place to learn a neutral American accent? 2 Yes 2 No

15. Indicate which accent you usually speak

2 Northern

2 Southern

2 Midwestern

2 Neutral

16. Indicate the situations in which you might try to use a ‘neutral’ accent (Check as many as
appropriate)

2 Parents

2 Teachers/Professors

2 Boss

2 Church

2 Job interview

2 Siblings

2 Spouse/Partner

2 Friends

2 Children

17. Has anyone ever made fun of the way you talk? 2 Yes 2 No

18. Do you use a different accent when you speak to strangers compared to family and friends?
2 Yes 2 No

19. Do you use a different accent in formal situations compared to informal situations?

2 Yes 2 No
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About you

20. Age:

21. Gender 2 M 2 F 2 Other:

22a. Which university do you currently attend?
2 IU South Bend 2 IUFW 2 IU Kokomo
2 IU Southeast 2 IU Bloomington 2 University of Southern Indiana

22b. Year in school 2 Freshman 2 Sophomore 2 Junior 2 Senior 2 Other:

22c. In what category is your major?

2 Business

2 Engineering

2 Humanities (ex: literature, languages, philosophy)

2 Physical Science (ex: physics, chemistry biology)

2 Social Science (ex: psychology, sociology, anthropology)

2 Other:

23. How would you describe your ethnicity?

2 Hispanic

2 Non-Hispanic

24. How would you describe your ancestry?
(check all that apply)

2 European

2 African

2 American Indian

2 Eastern Asian

2 Middle Eastern

2 Other:

Residence History

25. Where were you born? (town/city, state)

26. Name the location where you lived the longest from birth to 18 years old (town/city, state)

27. Has your primary residence been located outside of Indiana for more than six months at
any point in time? 2 Yes 2 No

28. Have you ever lived outside of The United States for more than three months?
2 Yes 2 No
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Cultural Activities

29a. How often do you participate in religious activities? 2 Yes 2 No

29b. With what religious tradition do you primarily identify?
2 Protestant (specify denomination: )

2 Catholic

2 Mormon

2 Orthodox Christian

2 Other Christian (specify denomination: )

2 Jewish

2 Muslim

2 Hindu

2 Buddhist

2 Nothing in particular

2 Atheist/Agnostic

2 Other:

30a. Are you active in any clubs or social organizations? 2 Yes 2 No

30b. How many club or social organization meetings do you attend each month?

31. Which of the following sports teams did you intentionally watch (on TV or in-person) at
least once in the last 12 months? (check all that apply)

Professional
Basketball

2 Chicago Bulls 2 Cleveland Cavaliers 2 Indianapolis Pacers
Baseball

2 Chicago Cubs 2 Cincinnati Reds 2 Cleveland Indians
2 Detroit Tigers 2 St. Louis Cardinals
Hockey

2 Chicago Blackhawks 2 Detroit Red Wings 2 St. Louis Blues
Football

2 Chicago Bears 2 Cincinnati Bengals 2 Cleveland Browns
2 Detroit Lions 2 Indianapolis Colts 2 St. Louis Rams
NCAA (any sport)

2 Butler Bulldogs 2 DePaul Blue Demons 2 Purdue Boilermakers
2 Indiana Hoosiers 2 Northwestern Wildcats 2 Notre Dame Fighting Irish
2 U. Kentucky Wildcats 2 U. Louisville Cardinals

Family History

Mother’s Side (or first primary caretaker)

32a. What state did your mother grow up in?

32b. What state did your mother’s mother grow up in?

32c. What state did your mother’s father grow up in?

Father’s Side (or second primary caretaker)

33a. What state did your father grow up in?

33b. What state did your father’s mother grow up in?

33c. What state did your father’s father grow up in?

Thank you

You have now completed the survey. Thank you very much for your participation!



Chapter 4

Perceptual Dialect Map of Indiana

4.1 Introduction1

Indiana is a state with a remarkable amount of linguistic diversity. The Atlas of North

American English (Labov et al., 2005) identifies at least four major dialect regions that

transect the state (Figure 4.1). The North, Inland North, Midlands, and Southern dialects

can all be found within the state.

Beliefs about and attitudes toward linguistic variation play an interesting role in the

perception of these dialectal variants, however. In particular, attitudes toward the speech of

people in northern Indiana tend to be neutral, with a difference being acknowledged, but

their speech is not stigmatized. Attitudes toward the speech of southern Indiana, however,

are largely negative, thus stigmatizing the speech of people in that region. While the

Midlands dialect is widely considered the standard dialect, people in the Northern part of

the state believe their speech to be standard “newscaster” English. People in the central

part disagree. Speakers in both the southern and northern parts of the state distinguish two

subregions in those areas, with a vertical boundary between the regions in the north, and a

second horizontal boundary in the south. It is strongly suspected that the second line in

the southern region is drawn to distinguish one’s own Southern speech from an even more

stigmatized variety of Southern speech further south of where the respondent lives. Future

research will assess the validity of this assumption.

1This project benefited greatly thanks to input and assistance from Chelsea Bonhotal. I would also like to
thank Kelly Berkson and Abby Easton for their efforts to collect maps at Thanksgiving and a birthday party.
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Figure 4.1: The state of Indiana situated among the dialect regions of North America based on data
collected for the Atlas of North American English (ANAE) (Labov et al., 2005).

4.2 Perceptual Dialectology

Perceptual dialectology, or folk dialectology, is the study of non-linguists’ beliefs about

dialectal variation (Preston, 1989a). On the one hand, the professional linguist may not be

interested in folk perceptions since people are notoriously inaccurate at reporting even their

own linguistic patterns, to say nothing of their perceptions of others’ speech. However, folk

perceptions of language are invaluable in solving many of the problems of synchronic and

diachronic variation. Linguistic communities are characterized by ‘orderly heterogeneity’

(Weinreich, Labov, & Herzog, 1968), meaning that variation is inherent in a community, but

the variation is structured, not random.

In fact, membership in a speech community is probably better defined by awareness

of the patterns of structured variation used by other members of the community than by

knowledge of any one speaker’s patterns. As Labov (1972) says:

The speech community is not defined by any marked agreement in the use
of language elements, so much as by participation in a set of shared norms:
these norms may be observed in overt types of evaluative behavior, and by the
uniformity of abstract patterns of variation which are invariant in respect to
particular levels of usage (120–121)
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Perceptual dialectology deliberately seeks to explore the evaluation of linguistic variation

within a speech community evaluated across the members of the speech community.

A further reason to study perceptual dialectology of a given region is to establish what

mental constructs associated with language and geography are available to people. As

people are listening to language, they are accounting for all kinds of variation, from the

linguistically deliberate (e.g., a particular vowel quality chosen to index a certain lexical

item, such as saying “bat” and not “bet”) to the linguistically incidental (e.g., saying “bat”

as [bE@t] and not [bæt] because the former is typical of the speaker’s dialect region). When

accounting for sources of variation, though, do listeners know that particular linguistic

features are geographically constrained? In order to ask questions about how people

perceive dialectal variation, it is not enough to know just what people think about regional

voices, but we want to know where people think a voice is from and the range of places

where a voice might be from (Preston, 1989a). In other words, if someone is being asked to

locate a voice, what options is the person considering?

While there are many methods one could use to evaluate folk perceptions of language,

one commonly used method is to simply ask respondents to indicate on a map where

they believe people in a given region speak differently and how they would describe the

speech in that region (Preston, 1981, 1989a). This method, referred to as the ‘draw-a-map’

task, can reveal “what linguistic facts (or even what sort of fact, i.e., phonological, lexical,

grammatical) are most salient to the folk” (Preston, 2002, 59). Not only can we learn about

salient linguistic facts, but we can also learn about the geographic (and sometimes social)

distribution of such facts. With enough data, it may even be possible to form hypotheses

about the degree of salience of certain features which can later be tested with directed

studies of perception of actual speech.
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Early studies of perceptual dialectology focused on entire nations (e.g., Preston, 1981,

1989a). More recently, attention has turned to narrower regions such as states or provinces

within nations (Benson, 2003; Bucholtz, Bermudez, Fung, Edwards, & Vargas, 2007; Cukor-

Avila, Jeon, Rector, Tiwari, & Shelton, 2012; Evans, 2011; Weirich, 2018). The importance of

studying folk linguistic perceptions in narrow regions cannot be overstated. The overwhelm-

ing consensus of linguists and psychologists is that language—especially phonology—is

learned from people we have face-to-face interactions with (e.g., Chambers, 1998; Labov,

2001) and not from television or other media where there is not back-and-forth commu-

nication between interlocutors. Successful language users must be able to represent and

adapt to variation in their environment. They must also have some knowledge of the social

uses of variation. In a narrow geographic region, it is likely that individuals will come into

face-to-face contact with a range of other people who represent the diversity of dialectal

variation in that region.

Indiana is an ideal region to study, in this regard, because people from Indiana, Hoosiers,

have a shared identity as residents of the state while also belonging to broader cultural and

linguistic regions that cross the state. Indiana contains four dialect regions (Labov et al.,

2005). Labov (1991) discusses two differing dialects, those characterized by the Northern

Cities Chain Shift (NCCS) and the Southern Shift, that figure prominently in American

English, and which are found in Indiana. These two dialects are opposed in such a way that

applying rules of phonetic-form-to-phonological-intent of one dialect to the other would

result in a non-trivial degree of miscommunication.

Beyond simple descriptive differences, these dialects are evaluated differently. Preston

(1999c) found that while people evaluate both Northern and Southern speech as casual,

friendly, down-to-earth, and polite, they rate Southern speech as abnormal, dumb, uned-

ucated, and slow. Northern speech, on the other hand, was rated positively on the same
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scales, normal, smart, educated, and fast. There also appears to be variation in who speaks

“correct” English. In an earlier study, Preston (1989b) found that people in Michigan, a state

within the Northern dialect region (Labov et al., 2005), believe that speech in their own state

is the most correct of anywhere in the United States while the speech of people in Indiana

is rated lower than Michigan and every other state in the vicinity (Minnesota, Wisconsin,

Illinois, and Ohio). Respondents from southern Indiana, however, rated the speech of all

neighboring states (besides Kentucky) as having the same degree of correctness, including

Michigan. The takeaway from these studies, as they inform attitudes toward Indiana speech,

is that Indiana is home to dialects that are formally distinct and evaluated in opposite ways,

but the folk perceptions of Indiana’s place among those dialects and evaluations varies in

different dialect regions.

A final reason to study the perceptual dialect regions of Indiana instead of in other states

which may have a similar distribution of dialectal variation (such as Illinois or Ohio) is that

Indiana has a stronger presence of southern dialect features which extend further north than

any other state, thanks to what is known of as the “Hoosier Apex” (Carver, 1987). Illinois

and Ohio are similarly situated, but Indiana shows evidence of a more striking gradient

effect of transition between Southern and Northern dialect regions with the addition that

Chicago provides a salient locus for the NCCS leaving the rest of the northern part of the

state (which purportedly does not participate in the NCCS) in a dialectally ambiguous

position for Hoosiers.

4.3 Methods

This section describes the method used in this study, including the sampling of respon-

dents, a description of the map survey instrument, analysis of the qualitative labels, and

digitization method used in analyzing the regions marked as being different.
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4.3.1 Sampling

Data for this current project were collected sporadically in a variety of contexts between 2013

and 2016. All of the 68 respondents self-identified as being Hoosiers (residents of Indiana).

Limited demographic information was collected if it was collected at all. Most of the

respondents completed the draw-a-map task in an academic setting at Indiana University,

although some of the respondents were from the surrounding community and completed

the maps in their homes. All responses will be presented in aggregate with no systematic

attempt to divide the data according to demographic information. Future work will build

on the findings of this present study and include data collected during the state-wide study

described in the following chapter.

4.3.2 The Map Survey Instrument

Respondents were presented the map shown in Appendix I at the end of this chapter. The

map includes the interstate highways as a reference point. They were asked to draw a line

around the places where they think people’s English sounds different, and they were also

ask to provide a label for the way of talking in the indicated regions.

4.3.3 Analysis of the Results of the Map Survey Instrument

All labels provided by respondents were extracted from the maps, and the lines drawn on

the map were digitized in QGIS (QGIS Development Team, 2017) as polygons following

Jeon, Cukor-Avila, and Tiwari (2015). Composite maps were generated with ArcGIS (ESRI,

2017) using a method adapted from Honeycutt (2012).

Labels were initially analyzed independently from the polygons drawn on the map. A

content analysis (Bauer, 2000) was performed on the labels. Labels were grouped together

according to common themes that emerged from the analysis, such as reference to geography
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or particular ways of speaking. After the general thematic categories were determined,

each label was categorized according to the definitions of the categories by two coders.

Although there were 234 independent labels referring to discrete regions, some of these

were complex (i.e., sentences or phrases that mentioned several aspects of respondents’

perceptions) which were broken down into individual labels for coding, giving us 313 labels

for analysis. Overall, coding of labels was quite consistent, and conflicts between coders

were resolved in mutual consultation.

Only three of the labels that referred to specific regions could not be categorized based

on the current set of categories. Out of 313 labels, this accounts for 0.96% of all responses.

One of the labels refers to a geographic region which we could not justify creating a category

for, “Brown Coonty [sic]”. The labels “?” and “we eat persimmons” are not likely members

of any general category suggested in the analysis.

Following categorization of each label, the category information was merged with

the traced polygons to allow for composite maps to be generated. The composite maps

depict the density of responses in particular regions of Indiana. Darker colors represent

a greater density of responses. Each map presented in this chapter reduces data into five

gradient color-codes bins using a natural breaks method resulting in bins that may be of

unequal width. Natural breaks are preferred over equal bin width method in many cases in

order to reduce the possibility of highly salient regions oversmoothing gradient patterns

or overwhelming regions of lesser salience. While the natural breaks method may not be

appropriate for all of the composite maps, it is used throughout for consistency.

4.3.4 Qualitative Label Categories

The content analysis suggested three general categories of labels, those referring to geo-

graphic directions or entities, referring to general patterns of speech or attitudes/beliefs
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about talkers or non-linguistic aspects of speech, and referring to specific examples of

linguistic structure. The categories and subcategories are described below.

Manner of speaking: having to do with the overall quality of the speech or attitudes about

speech sounds without explicit reference to linguistic structure

• Neutral/Standard: Having to do with an apparent belief about unmarked, neutral, or standard

language (people sound the “same”, “normal”, “newscaster”)

• Prestige: Having to do with an apparent association with social prestige

• Rate: A description of speaking rate

• Vector: Having to do with direction and/or magnitude of a characteristic (more, comparative

-er)

• Overall Quality: Having to do with some aspect of non-linguistic quality of speech (e.g. nasal,

harsh, twang/drawl)

• Twang/Drawl: Any use of the word Twang or Drawl (or variant spellings of such)

Pronunciation: Specific example of how people say or pronounce particular words or sub-lexical

elements related to linguistic structure.

• Lexical: Referring to a specific lexical item

• Sub-lexical/phonological: Referring to a vowel or consonant quality distinction

• (Morpho)syntax: Referring to a unit of analysis larger than a discrete lexical item or a distinc-

tion that relies on a grammatical distinction rather than a phonological one

Geography: Any label having to do with a particular geographic region

• Regions: Any geographic region using cardinal directions or specific use of the word “region”

• Cities: A mention of a specific city or town
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• States: A mention of a specific state

• Population density: Some reference to urban or rural areas (includes words that are commonly

associated with these areas, such as “ghetto” or “hick”)

– Urban

– Rural

4.4 Results

The respondents’ drawings revealed a range of attitudes and beliefs about dialectal variation

in Indiana. Figure 4.2 shows one of the more detailed maps that was collected. Respondents

described the speech of people in Indiana with reference to geographic regions, general

manners of speaking, and specific examples of how people talk. This section will present a

summary of these results, providing examples of specific labels as well as composite maps

of regions associated with particular labels where relevant.

Table 4.1 presents a summary of the kinds of labels provided on the maps along with

representative examples. Major categories are given on the left followed by the subcate-

gories of which they are composed. The frequency count of labels within each category are

given along with the percentage of those occurrences based on the total number of labels.

4.4.1 Geography

The broad category “Geography” includes any label having to do with a particular geo-

graphic region. Respondents referred to specific cities and states as well as broader geo-

graphic regions using compass directions (north, northwest, south) or specific regions such

as “Appalachia”. Some labels also referred to the general population density with reference

2Population Density is composed exclusively of Urban and Rural responses.
3Overall Quality is composed of several label categories. Twang and Drawl counts are shown because of

their relatively higher frequency than other labels within this category.
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Figure 4.2: Hand-drawn map by 20-year-old male from Bloomington.

to urban or rural areas, including words that are commonly associated with these areas,

such as “ghetto” or “hick”.

For Hoosiers, one of the most salient categories in the labeling task is Geography. This

category has the second greatest number of labels out of all the general categories, having

only slightly fewer mentions than the most mentioned category, Manner of Speaking. Based

on the categorization method developed here, out of the 68 maps, 130 labels fell under the

Geography category. The Geography category is defined as any label that refers to a specific

region, city, state, or geographical characteristics such as referring to an area as being “urban”

or “rural”. Labels in this category are as specific as “Louisville (Southern)” and as general

as “Fairly country”. This category is then further subdivided into the subcategories Region,

City, State, and Population Density.
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Table 4.1: Categories of labels associated with areas marked on maps

Category Subcategory Frequency Example Labels

Geography 130 (41.5%)
Region 76 (24.3%) “southern,” “upper Midwest”
Cities 50 (16.0%) “Chicago,” “Indy area,” “Louisville”
States 27 (8.6%) “Michigan,” “kentuckyana,” “Indiana accent”
Pop. Density2 34 (10.9%)

*Urban ↪→15 (4.8%) “urban dialect,” “ebonics”
*Rural ↪→19 (6.1%) “country,” “back woodsy,” “redneck”

Manner 145 (46.3%)
of Speaking Neutral/

Standard 37 (11.8%) “normal,” “nothing,” “everything else”
Prestige 9 (2.9%) “educated,” “upper class,” “perfect”
Rate 11 (3.5%) “slow,” “faster”
Vector 51 (16.3%) “faster,” “strong Chicago influence,” “very southern”
Overall Quality3 74 (23.6%) “harsh,” “nasally!,” “twang,” “drawl”

*Twang ↪→ 17 (5.4%)
*Drawl ↪→12 (3.8%)

Pronunciation 38 (12.1%)
Lexical 18 (5.8%) “pop,” “cornhole,” “sneakers vs. tennis shoes”
Sub-lexical 20 (6.4%) “tighter vowels,” “Chicago like long a”
Morphosyntax 2 (0.6%) “‘I seed it’ rather than ‘I saw it’,” “How’s things”

TOTAL 313

Region is any label that uses cardinal directions or the word “region” itself. Labels such

as “the region” are included in this subcategory because it is a widely accepted nickname

for the northwest region of Indiana. To those that live there, the two names are synonymous.

Labels that are categorized under Region refer mostly to the North and the South, while

relatively few mention Central/Midwest regions. There are 76 labels in total that fall under

this subcategory.

The subcategory City can be defined as any label that mentions a specific city or town.

There are 50 labels within this category. The city mentioned does not necessarily have

to be in Indiana as one label suggests that people in the eastern part of the state sound

“Cincinnatianesque”. However, in general, most labels in this category refer to Chicago with

45 labels. Interestingly, Indianapolis itself is only labeled once with “Indy area”, though it

is indicated frequently in the drawing task, typically with a circle around the metropolitan
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area. One might expect the capitol of Indiana to be singled out more often as being different.

Since this is not the case, it is possible to consider that it is seen as the standard for Indiana

English.

The subcategory State can be defined as any label that mentions the state of Indiana, or

any of the states surrounding it. There are 27 labels which fall under this category. When

Indiana is mentioned at all, it is typically paired with a Region label such as “South central

Indiana, sound similar.” Otherwise, this subcategory encompasses labels that compare

Hoosiers to speakers in Kentucky or Michigan.

The final subcategory of Geography is Population Density. This subcategory includes

any label that makes a reference to speakers’ urbanness or ruralness. There are 34 labels

under Population Density, wherein 15 are “urban” labels and 19 are “rural.” Labels in this

category include “normal/eubonics [sic]”, “backwoodsey”, and “urban Dialect.” Further-

more, these labels can either be positive/neutral or negative in connotation. An example of

a positive or neutral label is “inner city/urban sound” as there is nothing in this label that

seems insulting. A negative label is one that is clearly demeaning in nature, such as one

map’s “ghetospeak” around the Chicago area.

Although most people did indicate at least one region on the map and provide a label,

four people reported that they do not perceive dialectal variation in Indiana. They said,

“I think we all sound alike,” “I think all Hoosiers sound the same,” “I really don’t hear a

difference,” and “all the same.” All of these remarks are of the “There are no differences”

type identified by Evans (2013). Evans considered maps from respondents in Washington

who did not complete the draw-a-map task as intended. None of these labels from Indiana

respondents match Evans’ other categories: “Differences are urban vs. rural,” “Differences

aren’t geographic,” “I don’t know,” or “Uncategorized.”
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Number of all 
respondents (n=68) 
who identified an area

16 - 25
26 - 30
31 - 36
37 - 46
47 - 57

Figure 4.3: Composite map of all areas identified as being different.

All responses

The following sections present composite maps of the regions associated with particular

label categories. As mentioned in the methods section, darker regions on the maps indicate

a higher density of responses for those regions.

While every area of the state was indicated by at least 16 respondents, as seen in Figure

4.3, nearly everyone pointed out the regions around Chicago in the northwest corner of the

state and the southern part of the state, with approximately half of respondents indicating

a broad swath of the northern part of the state and Indianapolis in the center of Indiana.

This composite map of all responses suggests that it would be beneficial to consider regions

labeled as urban and rural as well as those dealing with geographic regions.

Geography regions

Considering all regions associated with a geographic label, shown in Figure 4.4, reveals a

map not much different than the compiled regions, with the exception that Indianapolis is

no longer indicated. Both the southern and the northwestern areas are still quite salient.
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Number of all 
respondents (n=68) who 
identified an area with a 
geography label (n=130)

5 - 13
14 - 19
20 - 26
27 - 33
34 - 43

Figure 4.4: Composite map of all areas identified with a Geography label.

There is a clear horizontal gradient of southernness, while the northern region emanates

from the Chicago area. There is a moderate awareness of a broader northern region.

Urban regions

Unsurprisingly, Figure 4.5 shows that areas labeled urban are centered around Indianapolis

and Chicago with a small number of respondents including the Fort Wayne area. Of notable

interest is the lack of urban areas anywhere in the southern half of the state.

Rural regions

The regions indicated as rural are nearly the inverse of the urban regions, as Figure 4.6

demonstrates. Indianapolis and the Chicago area are excluded from the rural regions,

however, Fort Wayne is included. While several areas just outside of Indianapolis were

called rural, the greatest concentration of rural responses are in the south. It is curious to

note that the areas around Louisville (south of the middle of the state, with a metropoli-

tan population of roughly one million) and Evansville (in the southwest corner, with a
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Number of all 
respondents (n=68) who 
identified an area with an 
Urban label (n=15)

1 - 2
3 - 4
5
6 - 7
8 - 9

Figure 4.5: Composite map of all areas identified with an Urban

Number of all 
respondents (n=68) who 
identified an area with a 
Rural label (n=19)

1 - 2
3 - 4
5 - 6
7 - 8
9 - 10

Figure 4.6: Composite map of all areas identified with a Rural label

metropolitan population of around 400,000), are included among the rural regions while

being excluded from the urban regions.

Neutral regions

Next, Figure 4.7 summarizes the regions labeled as neutral or standard. This map pre-

dictably excludes the southern and Chicago-area regions. The majority of responses are
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Number of all 
respondents (n=68) who 
identified an area with a 
Neutral label (n=37)

1 - 3
4 - 6
7 - 8
9 - 11
12 - 16

Figure 4.7: Composite map of all areas identified with a Neutral label

found around Indianapolis and in the northeast corner. Through this map we see a possible

explanation for the paucity of responses indicating a broad northern region; the northeast

corner is not recognized by many respondents as being different from the central portion

of the state, and when the region is mentioned at all, it is to point out that speech in that

region patterns with what is considered standard among the respondents.

Some areas of the state were given specific regional labels. Many of the labels made

use of cardinal directions (e.g., north and south), while others made use of popular region

names such as Midwest and the Chicago-area.

Northern regions

Most of the responses that labeled regions as Northern are found in the top third of the

state, seen in Figure 4.8. Little preference is given for a specific corner of the northern part

of the state, although some respondents chose to single out either the eastern or western

corners. In general, though, responses evenly cover the entire northern third of the state.
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Number of all 
respondents (n=68) 
who identified an area 
as Northern (n=15)

1 - 2
3 - 4
5 - 6
7
8 - 10

Figure 4.8: Composite map of all areas identified with a North label

Chicago regions

Chicago was the most frequently referenced area (n=41) (cf. South, n=39). Figure 4.9 shows

that areas labeled as Chicago are clustered fairly tightly around the northwestern corner of

the state near the city. While a limited number of respondents (n ≤ 9) extend the Chicago

region across the entire northern region of the state, the great majority of these areas trace a

buffer around Lake Michigan and stop before Southbend. The Fort Wayne area was not

included in any of these labeled areas.

Southern regions

The southern region of the state was mentioned nearly as frequently as Chicago (n=39). As

with the northern region, most of the southern labels, depicted in Figure 4.10 identify the

lowest third of the state, although some respondents mark the southern boundary below

the middle of the state, or even as high as below the top third (i.e., below the northern

region). The southern region, emanating from the entire southern border of the state, is
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Number of all 
respondents (n=68) who 
identified an area as 
Chicago (n=41)

1 - 9
10 - 17
18 - 25
26 - 32
33 - 41

Figure 4.9: Composite map of all areas identified with a Chicago label

Number of all 
respondents (n=68) 
who identified an area 
as Southern (n=39)

1 - 9
10 - 16
17 - 22
23 - 28
29 - 35

Figure 4.10: Composite map of all areas identified with a South label

much broader with a more gradual gradient than the tightly clustered regions around

Chicago (Figure 4.9).

At this point we have seen that the northern region is not nearly as salient as the

Chicago area (Figures 4.8 and 4.9), although these regions are both primarily contained
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Number of all 
respondents (n=68) 
who identified an area 
as Midwest (n=3)

1
2
3

Figure 4.11: Composite map of all areas identified with a Midwest label

in the northern third of the state. Accordingly, the southern region is concentrated in the

southern third of the state. While there is no subregion of the southern region that competes

to subdivide the region as Chicago competes with the broader northern labels, the areas

labeled ‘rural’ (Figure 4.6) are found more frequently in the southern region than in other

parts of the state.

Midwestern regions

Thus far, it might be expected that the remaining part of the state that is neither north/Chicago

or south would have some regional label, such as Midwest. Figure 4.11 shows that while

the areas labeled Midwestern do, indeed, outline the anticipated region that is neither south

nor Chicago—including the northeast corner—this region was only mentioned by three

respondents. In fact, just as ‘rural’ (Figure 4.6) tends to co-occur with ‘south’ labels (4.10),

the region we would expect to be called ‘Midwest’ is much more frequently associated with

the ‘neutral/standard’ labels (4.7).
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Figure 4.12: Representative map by 89-year-old female depicting Chicago, Southern, and Neutral
regions.

Conclusion: Geography Labels

These results suggest that Hoosiers do not necessarily have a North–South distinction, but

rather non-south and non-Chicago distinctions; everywhere else is “standard”, “normal”,

or otherwise unmarked, as depicted in Figure 4.12). While a Northern dialect is noticed, it

is often conflated with what is referred to by respondents as the “Chicago accent”. The non-

Chicago northern area is largely considered “normal/standard”. This lack of awareness

of a distinct dialect region in the northeastern region is in conflict with previous work

in dialect geography. We may ask if people from this northeastern, “standard” region

respond differently than people from the central “standard” region. That is, is either region

more likely to be aware of dialectal differences between the northeastern region and the

central region, or are both groups equally unaware of differences that dialectologists have

identified?
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4.4.2 Manner of Speaking

Many of the labels described the overall quality of the speech or attitudes about speech

sounds without explicit reference to linguistic structure.

The category with the second most number of labels is Manner of Speaking, with 145

labels. These labels make some reference to how people speak in Indiana and have to

do with the overall quality of speech or attitudes about speech sounds without explicit

reference to linguistic structure. Examples of this include general labels like “twang/loose”

and “neutral”, and more specific labels like “talk a little from the side of their mouth.” This

general category is divided further into five subcategories: Neutral/Standard, Prestige,

Rate, Overall Quality, Vector, and Twang/Drawl.

The subcategory Neutral/Standard is defined as any label that references the idea

of normal or standard speech. There are 37 labels in this category. Interestingly, many

labels in this category reference how newscasters speak. For example, the areas around

Indianapolis and Fort Wayne have labels such as “CNN English” and “The Ideal Newscaster

Accent, apparently.” The popular belief among Hoosiers, then, is that these areas are where

Standard American English is spoken. They do not see the Chicago region in the same way

as there are no labels that indicate normal/standard English in that area. Instead, Hoosiers

are cognizant of Chicago’s differentness. Labels in this category can also reference sameness

such as, “I think we all sound alike.”

The subcategory Prestige encompasses labels that refer to having an apparent association

with social prestige. As one of the smaller categories, there are only 9 labels. Labels in this

category include “perfect”, “upper class”, and “Educated.” Like Neutral/Standard, labels

in Prestige are typically around the Indianapolis and Fort Wayne regions.

The subcategory Rate refers to any label having to do with speaking rate. This category

has 11 labels. Thus, labels in this category are generally restricted to “fast” or “slow.”
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Overall Quality is a broader subcategory under Manner of Speaking, and it has 74 labels.

This subcategory has to do with some aspect of non-linguistic quality of speech (e.g., nasal,

harsh, twang/drawl). Additionally, any label that specifically mentions “accent” or “dialect”

falls under Overall Quality. For example, we include “Chicago accent” in this category

because by using “accent” the respondent is referring to some aspect of how people in this

region sound without mentioning any specific linguistic structures.

A further subdivision Manner of Speaking within the set of Overall Quality labels

are mentions of Twang and Drawl; the label must include the words “twang” or “drawl.”

Twang has 17 labels and Drawl has 12. This is a subcategory apart from Overall Quality

simply because of how salient the two labels are in the southern part of the state. Variations

of these labels include the variant spelling “draw” and “twangesque.” What is most

interesting about these labels is how they are perceived as being the same or different.

For example, one map (0008) differentiates the two by labeling South-central Indiana with

“drawl” and Southern Indiana with “twang.” Unfortunately, there are no other maps that

have both labels that we could compare this to. The maps have either “twang” or “drawl”,

so it is difficult to speculate on potential contrastive connotations.

Figure 4.13 shows the areas labeled with “twang” and “drawl”. Both of the areas are

generally oriented toward the southern third of the state corresponding with the areas

explicitly labeled “southern” and also those assigned “rural” labels; however, all areas of

the state are indicated by at least one person except for the region near Chicago. For the

areas labeled with “twang”, Evansville was specifically singled out as having twang more

frequently than other areas, but respondents also indicated the area around Bloomington.

There is an interesting relationship between twang and the region of Indianapolis, the

largest city in the state. Indianapolis is both explicitly included and excluded from the

twang areas by different respondents.
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Number of all 
respondents (n=68) who
labeled an area with "twang"

1
2 - 4
5 - 6
7 - 8
9 - 11

Number of all 
respondents (n=68) who
labeled an area with "drawl"

1
2
3 - 4
5
6 - 7

Figure 4.13: Composite maps of areas labeled twang (left) and drawl (right)

“Drawl” is used to describe speech especially along the southern border. The area

around Indianapolis is not specifically singled out as having a “drawl”. It may be a

coincidence that Evansville is not among the areas most frequently labeled with “drawl”.

Nonetheless, it is notable that “drawl” appears to be uniquely associated with southern

speech whereas “twang” also includes the other areas of the state that are considered rural.

There is less agreement among respondents about the areas that have “twang”. The fact that

the main differences between the “twang” and “drawl” areas are found around Indianapolis,

Bloomington, Evansville (a city that, anecdotally, is not prototypically southern), and the

northern rural areas suggests that “twang” is associated with a non-southern rural way of

speaking or even that it reflects an attempt to describe some ill-defined characteristic of

speech that is otherwise considered neutral or standard.

Vector is the final subcategory under Manner of Speaking having 51 labels. Labels that

fall under Vector have to do with direction and/or magnitude of a characteristic. This

includes labels that use comparative -er (e.g., “faster”, “more”, “slightly”, etc.). The vector
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category shows what people believe can be measured on a gradient scale. People can have

a “slight ’Southern’ accent”, “more of a Southern accent”, or even sound “very Southern”,

while others can have “no accent” at all. They can put “less emphasis on vowels” or just

generally have “less articulation”. They can have an “over pronunciation” of the “Chicago

accent” or a “bit of a drawl”. Unsurprisingly, people can talk “faster” or “slower”. Certain

regions can have “longer vowels”. Some accents can have varying degrees of influence;

there is a “strong Kentucky influence”, and a region can have a “strong Chicago influence”.

There can be an “intense twang” or “small amounts of twang” or a “slight southern drawl

the further down you go”.

4.4.3 Pronunciation

Some labels included specific examples of how people say or pronounce particular words

or sub-lexical elements related to linguistic structure, such as vowel quality or length.

The third general category coded for is Pronunciation, which has 38 labels. In order

to differentiate it from Manner of Speaking, labels in this category must include a specific

example of how people say or pronounce particular words or sub-lexical elements directly

related to linguistic structure. Thus, this category has three subcategories: Lexical, Sub-

lexical/Phonological, and Morphosyntax.

Labels in the Lexical subcategory must be a specific reference to a unique word usage.

There are 18 labels that meet this definition. This refers to labels such as “say pop not soda”

and “‘door wall’ vs. sliding glass door” where the labeler compares two dialectal variants

of a concept. In these labels, they are comparing that area of the map’s lexical variations

with their own or what they consider to be standard. Other labels in this category include

stand-alone words in quotation marks such as “cornhole” and “y’all” or “ya’ll” to indicate

examples of lexical variations on the map.
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With 20 labels, the Sub-lexical/Phonological subcategory is defined as labels that refer

explicitly to phonological variations across speakers in Indiana. The labels can be as vague

as “vowels distorted a bit”, and as specific as “crick” (as opposed to “creek”) and “‘bags’→

exaggerated ‘a’.” Clearly, some participants were linguistically knowledgeable as one even

included a label in IPA (“æjn
"
d”). In general, though, most were not, and they tended to get

creative in their attempts to describe phonological differences.

Finally, there is the smallest subcategory with only 4 labels, Morphosyntax. Very few

labels referred to distinct sentence structures, which is the requirement for this subcategory.

An example of labels that could be in this is one map’s “How’s things.” Such a small

category suggests that sentence structure is less salient in differentiating Indiana’s dialects

compared to phonological and lexical differences.

4.5 Conclusion

This chapter has considered Hoosiers’ perceptions of dialectal variation in their home

state. Overall, perceptual dialect regions indicated by non-linguists, when considering the

composite results, align fairly well with dialect maps constructed by dialectologists. The

most salient regions are the South and Chicago. The North and Central regions as a group

are treated similarly, although there is a mild awareness that something is different between

the two regions.

As in other state-level surveys, such as Washington (Evans, 2011) and Oklahoma

(Weirich, 2018), an urban–rural distinction is important for Hoosiers, but much less so

than a three-way distinction between Chicago, Southern, and Non-Chicago/Non-Southern.

Labels that dealt with rural areas indicated either the entire non-Indianapolis regions of the

state or seemed to conflate ideas of Southernness and Rurality. While the former conception

of the location of rural areas is a closer match to the reality of population distribution in
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Indiana, the latter conception is in-line with popular stereotypes of the South in which

Southernness implies rurality, along with other beliefs about people who speak with a

Southern accent mentioned above (Preston, 1989b).

The results that emerge from this analysis suggest that Indiana is an interesting labora-

tory to study the perception of dialectal variation, and that such study could shed light on

some issues involving the nature of sociolinguistic representation and variable processes of

phonological categorization. While the two opposing dialects of American English (Labov,

1991), those affected by the Northern Cities Chain Shift and the Southern Shift, are in fact the

most salient geographic dialects in Indiana, there is the widespread belief that Indiana is the

seat of Standard American English, even in regions where dialectologists report systematic

dialectal differences. The fact that people who objectively speak different dialects and yet

fail to consciously notice the difference leads us to consider how phonological information is

represented in the minds of these people and what processes may guide their categorization

of speech sounds.

Future work on perceptual dialectology in Indiana can improve on this study by delib-

erately recruiting participants from the various dialect regions of the state and comparing

their responses. Of particular interest would be comparing people’s responses to their self-

reported home town location. Asking the respondents to draw a star at the location of their

hometown at the end of the task would reveal richer information regarding individuals’

orientations toward their own dialect region and may suggest further insights into the

relationship between language diversity and sociolinguistic identity.

Extending the study of perceptual dialectology beyond the draw-a-map task in the

subsequent chapters, we would like to explore Hoosiers’ perceptions using auditory stimuli

of people from different regions of Indiana. A deeper understanding of the relationship be-

tween linguistic structure, sociolinguistic orientation/identity, and the perception of dialect
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variation in a relatively narrow (and culturally unified) geographic area will shed light on

some mechanisms of diachronic language change as well as contribute to our knowledge of

factors that contribute to the social evaluation of synchronic language variation.
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4.6 Appendix I: Map Survey Instrument

??
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4.7 Appendix II: Label Categories with examples

This appendix contains each of the label categories and subcategories with representative

examples of labels found on maps. The formatting of the labels represents the way re-

spondents originally wrote the labels on the maps, with spelling, punctuation, and special

characters retained as faithfully as possible. The values next to the label categories represent

the count of total items included in that category and the percentage of all labels contained

in the category.

• Manner of Speaking (145/313, 46.3%)

– Neutral/Standard (37/313, 11.8%)

∗ CNN English

∗ Normal

∗ All The Same

∗ Just Basic

∗ (normal) average accent of Indi-

ana

∗ I really don’t hear a difference

– Prestige (9/313, 62.9%)

∗ The Ideal Newscaster Accent,

apparently

∗ Everything else is how things

should be said

∗ Educated

∗ perfect

∗ Perfect-Newscaster-Accentless

– Rate (11/313, 3.5%)

∗ fast speaking

∗ talk faster

∗ slow

∗ faster

∗ slow

– Vector (51/313, 16.3%)

∗ Light Southern

∗ more Southern b/c of Proximity

to KY

∗ Longer draw on Names and Sub-

jects

∗ Less articulation

∗ Strong Kentucky influence

– Overall Quality (74/313, 23.6%)

∗ Northern accent

∗ Urban dialect

∗ harsh

∗ (nasally!)
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∗ -articulate

∗ Twang (17/313, 5.4%)

· twang

· twang-esque

· Twangy

∗ Drawl (12/313, 3.8%)

· Southern draw

· bit of a drawl

· drawl

• Pronunciation (38/313, 12.1%)

– Lexical (18/313, 5.8%)

∗ y’all

∗ washer

∗ “cornhole”

∗ “pop”

∗ sneakers vs. tennis shoes

– Sub-lexical/Phonological (20/313,

6.4%)

∗ pocket = [pækIt]

∗ ‘bags’→ exaggerated ‘a’

∗ where people say things like

“pop” and “bags” (not cornhole)

or like “ruff” instead of “roof”

∗ really less emphasis on vowels

∗ pillow sounds like “pellow” oth-

erwise pretty similar

– (Morpho)syntax (2/313, 0.6%)

∗ (“How’s things”)

∗ “I seed it” rather than “I saw it”

• Geography (130/313, 41.5%)

– Region (76/313, 24.3%)

∗ Southern Sounding

∗ Midwest accent

∗ country/southern

∗ The Region

∗ Northern accent

– City (50/313, 16%)

∗ Chicago like

∗ Chicago

∗ Indy area

∗ Cincinnatianesque

∗ Bloomington Area

– State (27/313, 8.6%)

∗ like from MI [Michigan]

∗ kentuckyana accent

∗ like people in Chicago talk fast

compared to southern INDI-

ANA

∗ (similar to Kentucky, slight

drawl)

∗ (“Indiana newsanchor”)

– Population Density (34/313, 10.9%)

∗ Urban (15/313, 4.8%)
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· eubonics

· ghetospeak

· African-American urban or

no accent

· city

· urban Dialect

∗ Rural (19/313, 6.1%)

· Amish

· Country

· appalachan

· Redneck

· backwoodsey
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Chapter 5

Overview of the State-wide Study1

In this chapter I will give and overview of the State-wide Study and describe the demo-

graphic characteristics of the participants in a study of Hoosier’s perception of dialect

variation. The following two chapters present analyses of the results of the two perceptual

tasks: a four-alternative forced-choice (4AFC) task and free classification task.

5.1 Recruitment Methods

Participants in this portion of the study were recruited in four sites in Indiana: IU Northwest

(IUN) Gary in the northwest, Purdue University Fort Wayne (PFW) in the northeast, IU

Bloomington (IUB) in the central area, and IU Southeast (IUS) New Albany in the south.

Participants received either $10 or research participation credit in an introductory-level

psychology class for taking part in the study. The majority of participants received research

participation credit; however, all of the Fort Wayne participants received the cash. The

cash offer was not part of an efficient research strategy. Most participants who received

cash for their participation were surprised to receive it as their reason for participating

was the suggestion of a friend or faculty member. Recruiting through a psychology course

participant pool at IUN, IUB, and IUS was largely successful.

1This study would not have been possible without the generous assistance of Sharlene Newman, Diane
Wille, Mary Ann Fisher, and Carol Lawton at IU Bloomington, IU Southeast, IU Northwest, and Purdue Fort
Wayne. I am grateful to the research assistants who helped me gather such a large amount of data in a fairly
short time: Lena Mason, Jordan DeYoung, Emma DePasquo, Nikkol Diehl, Caitlynn Hale, Kirstin Mason, and
Noelle Turney.
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Table 5.1: Count of participants by gender at each research site

Gender IUN PFW IUB IUS
Female 41 16 20 26
Male 17 3 18 25
Other 0 1 0 0
Total 58 20 38 51

5.2 General Procedure

Each research session lasted approximately one hour per participant. The first task involved

recording each participant’s speech production. The production portion began with about

five minutes of free speech guided by an interviewer (PW in all cases). The interview

portion focused on the topics of hometown life and satisfaction. Next the participants read

three reading passages (see Appendix A): the Rainbow Passage, Mike’s Party, and A Bad

Day for Ducks. The final production task was a word list reading that targeted relevant

phonetic and phonological features of the North and South dialects.

Following the production tasks, participants completed, in this order, the free classifi-

cation task, the draw-a-map task, and the four-alternative forced-choice task. This order

was chosen to avoid priming participants with dialect categories prematurely. Finally,

participants responded to a survey about their demographic information and linguistic and

cultural orientations.

5.3 Basic Demographic Summary

Across four research sites, a total of 167 people participated. 103 participants identified as

female, 63 as male, and 1 as gender queer. Table 5.1 presents the distribution of participants

by gender at each research site. The is a clear bias toward female participants at all of the

sites, with the exception of IU Southeast.
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Table 5.2: Count of participants by racial identification at each research site

Race IUN PFW IUB IUS Total
Asian 2 2 5 1 10
Black or African American 9 1 5 1 14
White 38 16 24 43 113
Other 9 1 4 6 17

Racial identity is a complex concept that is impossible to assess with a simple survey.

The survey listed the same options as given by the US Census:2 White, Black or African

American, American Indian or Alaska Native, Asian, Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander,

and Other (with an option to write in an identification). Participants were able to select

as many races as they identified with. For the purpose of a functional classification, racial

identity is simplified into four groups, people who indicated only a single race (White, Black

or African American, and Asian) and people who indicated more than one racial identity or

Other. Table 5.2 presents a summary of participants’ racial identification by research site.

As a result of the recruitment methods employed, the mean age of all participants is

22.0 years with a median age of 19. Participants’ ages ranged from 18 to 71. 16 participants

were older than 30 years.

5.4 Participant Groups

In order to limit the effect of social variation while respecting the importance of such

variation, participants were placed into several groups for the purpose of categorical

analysis. It was necessary to exclude certain participants from the final analysis because

there were too few participants with similar demographic descriptions. Only participants

aged 30 and below are included in the analysis (16 excluded). Participants who were not

long-term residents (since early childhood) of the target region were also excluded from

the final analysis (48 excluded). Finally, participants who did not adequately complete the

2https://www.census.gov/topics/population/race/about.html
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Table 5.3: Count of retained participants by gender at each research site

Gender IUN PFW IUB IUS
Female 29 12 10 17
Male 14 3 10 14
Other 0 0 0 0
Total 43 15 20 31

demographic information questionnaire were excluded (3 excluded). The final number of

participants that met the minimum residency and age criteria was 109. Table 5.3 reports the

total number participants retained for the analysis and their gender.

Many participants from IU Northwest and IU Southeast were excluded because they

were not from Indiana, although they were from nearby towns in Illinois or Kentucky.

Both of these campuses allow students from nearby counties in Illinois and Kentucky to

attend for in-state tuition. Although these out-of-state participants who grew up so close

to Indiana may be expected to have dialects and beliefs similar to their Indiana peers, the

effect of the state border has a profound impact on their regional identities. For example, at

IU Southeast, I asked about a dozen students if they were from Indiana. All of them replied

“no”. When I asked where they were from, they all replied “Louisville”. The consistency

of their responses is striking for two reasons. First, and most relevant, is that Louisville,

KY is directly south of New Albany across the Ohio River. It takes around 15 minutes to

drive from the IUS campus to heart of downtown Louisville. Despite this proximity, people

from Louisville refused to identify as Hoosiers. Second, although I asked if they were from

Indiana, they did not reply within the same semantic category, Kentucky. Rather, they

replied with a city, Louisville. This type of geographical reframing could have something

to do with identity factors within Kentucky, or it could reveal something about the place

of Louisville in relation to Indiana. Whatever is the case, people from Louisville largely

reject even partial identification with Indiana and can rightfully be excluded from a study

of Hoosier’s perceptions of dialects within their state.
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Similar feelings exist among residents of Illinois near Indiana and residents of northwest

Indiana. The northwest corner of Indiana near Chicago is known as “The Region”. “The

Region”, I learned, includes all of the towns that may be considered suburbs of Chicago, but

only in Indiana. The Region is a geographic designation unique to Indiana. It uncontrover-

sially includes the entire area north and west of Valparaiso and all of the communities near

lake Michigan. In my conversations with residents of The Region, there was no consensus

about the exact extent, but there was a rough agreement that its range ends perhaps halfway

to Lafayette to the south and may or may not extend as far east as South Bend but certainly

not farther. Residents of The Region generally seem to identify with The Region more than

with the rest of the state of Indiana. When asked if they would ever say they are from

Chicago, Hoosiers from northwest Indiana quickly responded “no”. Some said that they

might say they were from Chicago if they were somewhere far beyond the Midwest and

it was part of a quick conversation where the goal was to convey their general place of

residence. Likewise, people from Illinois universally rejected the idea of being from Indiana

or even the possibility of living there. Again, even though I would oftentimes accidentally

find myself in Illinois while driving around The Region, the presence of the border between

the two states plays an important role in the identities of people on either side of the border.

So it is safe to exclude people from Illinois, no matter how close to Indiana they are from.

Regarding the distribution of participants by race, Table 5.4 reveals that most of the

participants identify solely as white (74%). Because there is a significant black community in

northwest Indiana in places such as Gary (where IUN is located) and East Chicago, analyses

on data from northwest participants who identified solely as black will be presented along

with data from northwest participants who identified solely as white. However, no other

region-specific racial or ethnic groups will be considered due to sparse data from other

groups.
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Table 5.4: Count of reteained participants by racial identification at each research site

Race IUN PFW IUB IUS Total
Asian 2 2 4 0 8
Black or African American 5 0 3 0 8
White 30 12 10 29 81
Other 6 1 3 2 12
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Chapter 6

Forced-choice Perceptual Dialect Categorization

6.1 Introduction

The ability of listeners to categorize talkers by dialect has been studied with some interest in

recent decades. While studies of variation in production dominated the fields of dialectology

and sociolinguistics from the late 19th century in Germany (by Georg Wenker) and France

(by Jules Gilliéron), spreading to Switzerland and Italy (Jaberg & Jud, 1928–1940), the

British Isles (Orton, 1962), and the United States (e.g., Kurath, 1949), interest in perception of

variation took off much more recently, coinciding with the rise of the fields of perceptual

dialectology and sociophonetics in the 1980s and 90s (see Preston, 1999a; Thomas, 2002).

A number of studies involving various languages have considered how listeners explic-

itly categorize talkers into discrete dialect regions. In an early study of dialect identification,

Preston (1993) played excepts of interviews from talkers from nine different equidistant

locations between Saginaw, Michigan and Dothan, Alabama. Listeners in Michigan and

southern Indiana responded which of the nine locations they believed each talker was

from. Response patterns showed that listeners distinguished broadly between two groups

of talkers, but finer distinctions were less obvious. While listeners in both study sites

distinguished the two groups, the particular location of the boundary between the two was

further south, on average, for the Indiana listeners.

Clopper and Pisoni (2004b) expanded the scope of their study to dialects across the

entire United States. Using sentence-length recordings from the TIMIT corpus (Zue, S., &

Glass, 1990), they played recordings from six dialect regions spoken by males and females

with a range of ages, ethnicities, and social backgrounds. In a six-alternative forced-choice
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task, listeners selected which of six geographic regions they believed each talker was

from. Overall accuracy was 31%, statistically above chance (16.7%). However, systematic

confusions between phonologically similar dialects were found. Three perceived dialect

regions were found, a Northeast, a Southern, and a Western.

Clopper (2004) used a nearly identical protocol as Clopper and Pisoni (2004b) except

talkers came from the Nationwide Speech Project (NSP) corpus (Clopper & Pisoni, 2006b).

The NSP corpus contains talkers from a much narrower range of ages and backgrounds;

all of them were undergraduate students at Indiana University, the same university where

participants were recruited. These stimuli, likewise, presented a narrower range of linguistic

variation than the TIMIT stimuli. Listeners were also either mobile, having lived in at least

three different places, or non-mobile, having lived in only one place. In this variation of the

protocol, participants had an overall accuracy of 26%, which was still statistically above

chance for a six-alternative task. The same perceived dialect groups emerged as in the

TIMIT-based study: Northeast, South, and Midwest/West. Non-mobile listeners from the

North dialect region, though, perceived the Northern and Midland as more similar than

did the mobile listeners. That is, the listeners who had greater experience with dialectal

variation in the United States recognized a distinction between the North and Midlands

dialects that the people who grew up and remained in the North did not recognize as

clearly.

Perceptual identification of other dialects of English have also been studied. Van Bezooi-

jen and Gooskens (1999) played brief narratives from talkers from five regions of the United

Kingdom to UK listeners. The accuracy rates for country, region, and area of origin were

quite high at 92%, 88%, and 52%, respectively.

Beyond the realm of English dialect perception, Van Bezooijen and Gooskens (1999) also

used a similar protocol in the Netherlands. Talkers from four regions of the Netherlands
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and Dutch-speaking Belgium were played to Dutch listeners. Accuracy rates were also high

in this study compared to the American results with listeners accurately identifying the

country, region, and province of the talkers 90%, 60%, and 40% of the time, respectively.

German-speakers’ perceptions were studied by Burger and Draxler (1998). Strings of

digits (telephone numbers) were recorded by male and female talkers from 23 German

dialect regions. Listeners selected from among these regions where they believed each

talker was from. Remarkably, the accuracy rate for the exact region was 23% and 49% for the

broad region. Swiss, Austrian, and Saxonian varieties were identified the most accurately at

83%, 58%, and 42%, respectively. The region of Hanover was the default region for varieties

of High German perceived as unmarked.

In the European Francophone world, Woehrling and Mareüil (2006) presented listeners

in Paris and Marseilles (the second largest city in France, in the south) with talkers from six

regions across France. Listeners in both research sites had similar accuracy rates around

43%. The highest accuracy was for the Swiss accent. Considering the patterns of confusions,

it was clear that Normandy in the north and Marseilles in the south serve as the mental

references for stereotypical representations of their regions. Thus, three perceived dialect

groups emerged in their analysis: a north, a south, and Swiss. The Basque Country was

included in the southern group, but its status is more complicated. It was confused with

the other non-Marseilles set, Languedoc, but much less so with Marseilles. There appears

to be a continuum in the southern region with the Basque Country and Marseilles on the

ends and Languedoc in between, a pattern that matches the geographic locations of these

regions.

Boughton (2006) considered the role of social class in the identification of regional

varieties of French. Listeners in eastern France from the the Pays de la Loire region listened

to 68-word extracts of scripted speech of talkers from their own region and from the
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western city of Nancy who were from the working and middle classes and were either

‘younger’ or ‘older’. Listeners indicated where they believed the talkers were from in a

free-response identification task. The results showed that regional identification accuracies

was fairly low for talkers from both regions at around 25%. However, when considering

the social identities of the talkers, it appeared that listeners were treating the task as a

standard/non-standard dialect identification task with the geographic labels for ‘North’

and ‘East’ corresponded to classifications of speech perceived as non-standard and ‘West’,

‘Center’, and ‘Paris’ corresponding to perceived standardness. Thus, even though the task

was explicitly about the identification of regional speech, participants implicitly treated it

as a social evaluation task.

In a broader study of French perceptions including Belgium and Switzerland in addition

to France, Avanzi and de Mareüil (2017) conducted two studies. In the first, listeners in

all three countries were asked to identify the country of origin of talkers from the three

countries. The overall accuracy by country was consistent at around 60% (where chance is

33%). There was an own-country-accuracy-advantage for the Belgian and Swiss listeners

and a general bias to respond France. The French listeners had difficulty discriminating

between Belgian and Swiss talkers, suggesting only a two-way distinction, France and

“other”.

In a second study, Avanzi and de Mareüil (2017) considered French, Belgian, and Swiss

listeners’ ability to identify five regional variants within their own countries. The overall

accuracies were fairly low within each country at around 30% but still above chance (20%).

The general observation across these studies is that listeners are generally better at

identifying dialects in broader geographic regions than narrower ones. Dialects associated

with regions that also have strong cultural identities, such as individual nations or important

cultural regions within a nation (e.g., Normandy and Provence in France, or the North
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and the South in the US) are best identified and demonstrate the most confusion between

dialects in those regions.

The maximum number of reliable perceptual groupings appears to be three. The general

status of these groups is a local two-way distinction plus an additional “other” group. This

pattern is seen most clearly in the US and French studies. In the US there is a South and

Midwest/West local distinction plus the Northeast “other”. In France there is a North

and South local distinction plus a Swiss/Belgian “other”. The German study suggests a

similar pattern as well, but it does not emerge as clearly; although, upon further inspection

it may. The UK results suggest that people in the UK are able to identify at least five

regions specifically and fairly reliably. This could suggest that the two local groups plus

one “other” is not necessarily a maximum but tendency. In any case, the UK would seem to

be unique in this regard based on the studies reviewed here. Perhaps other countries with

long linguistic and dialectal histories will also show a specific distinction between several

regional varieties, for example, Korea or Japan.

6.2 Methods

6.2.1 Listeners

Participants in this experiment come from the statewide study. 6 participants were unable to

complete the task due to technical difficulties,1 so the total number of participants included

in this experiment is 103. No participants were excluded due to poor performance as the

accuracies of individuals are normally distributed as shown in Figure 6.1 and an Anderson-

Darling test was not significant (A = 0.48, p = 0.22). Furthermore, none of the participants

can be considered outliers based on their divergence from predicted values.

1The program used to present the experiment would spontaneously crash. I was unable to diagnose the
source of the problem. I suspect the issue had to do with the way memory was allocated by the audio module.
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Figure 6.1: Q-Q plot of accuracies for individual participants

6.2.2 Talkers

Twenty-four female talkers were selected from the Indiana Speech Project Corpus (Clopper

et al., 2002). The talkers included four talkers from each of six geographic regions in

Indiana included in the corpus: near Chicago, Fort Wayne, Indianapolis, Bloomington, near

Louisville, and Evansville. All talkers were in their early 20s at the time of the recording.

The corpus includes only female talkers. The first four talkers from each region were

selected.

The six geographic regions lie within the Inland (near Chicago), North (Fort Wayne),

Midland (Indianapolis and Bloomington), and South (near Louisville and Evansville) di-

alect regions as described in the Atlas of North American English (Labov et al., 2005). The

characteristics of these dialects are described in detail in Section 2.3.
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6.2.3 Stimulus Materials

A list of stimuli were selected from the Indiana Speech Project Corpus (Clopper et al., 2002).

Sixteen sentences were chosen so that each of the four talkers in the six talker groups would

read four sentences. The same sixteen sentences were repeated for each talker group for a

total of 96 unique tokens.

The sixteen sentences are of two general types: 1) those containing a phoneme that is

stereotypical of a dialect region, and 2) those containing no phonemes that are stereotypical

of a dialect region. The stereotype-containing sentences are of three types: 1) containing the

Southern stereotype phoneme /ay/ before voiced segments; 2) containing the Northern

stereotype phoneme /ae/, without specifications on following phonological environment;

and 3) containing both stereotype phonemes /ay/ and /ae/. The non-stereotype sentences

do not contain either /ay/ or /ae/ in content words; function words such as “an” and “by”

were allowed as they were unavoidable.

All of the sentences are drawn from the high probability sentences of the Speech Percep-

tion in Noise (SPIN) test (Kalikow, Stevens, & Elliott, 1977). They are meaningful English

sentences in which the final word is highly predictable based on the semantic context of the

sentence. Some examples of these sentences are shown below. The full list of stimuli can be

found in the Appendix at the end of this chapter.

/ae/ only Paul hit the water with a splash.
/ay/ only Her entry should win first prize.
/ae/ and /ay/ The flashlight casts a bright beam.
Non-stereotype A round hole won’t take a square peg.

The original sound files were cropped so that they only contained relevant speech

material. The files were in 16-bit encoding with a sampling rate of 44,100 Hz. All the files

were leveled to have the same average intensity using Praat’s built-in scale intensity

function (Boersma & Weenink, 2019).
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6.2.4 Procedure

Participants were seated at a computer equipped with a mouse, trackpad, and circumaural

headphones. The experiment was written in Python using PsychoPy2 version 1.85.4. (Peirce

et al., 2019). Participants were first guided through a practice block of four trials where

they were able to become familiar with the format of the experiment. The experimental

block consisted of 96 trials. The stimuli were presented in a new random order for each

participant. On each trial participants were asked to listen to the stimulus and select the

region of Indiana where they believed the talker was from. The response alternatives were

displayed on a multi-colored map of Indiana as shown in Figure 6.2. The alternatives and

their placement on the map were based on the analysis of perceptual dialect maps presented

in Chapter 4. Participants were only able to listen to each stimulus a single time.

6.2.5 Analysis Methods

This section describes methods used to analyze the four-alternative forced-choice catego-

rization data.

6.2.6 Structure of the Classification Data

The basic structure of the data for this experiment involves a label for the stimulus and a

label for the response. The data can analyzed as a confusion matrix showing the region of

origin of the talker and the response of the participant.

The patterns of responses to stimuli can be depicted as a network graph. The stimuli

categories are represented as the nodes while the response categories are represented as the

lines connecting the nodes (these are called vertices and edges, respectively, in graph theory).
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Figure 6.2: Response alternatives in the four-alternative forced-choice categorization task

Types of Classification Patterns

The analysis of forced-choice classification data is not so much about the accuracy of the

classification but about the patterns of errors. Certainly we are interested in the accuracy, but

we are also interested in the ways that the stimuli are misclassified. Therefore, in this section

we will consider some types of patterns that may logically be present in forced-choice

classification data.
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Some concepts from signal detection theory are relevant here. In its most basic form,

a signal detection experiment asks participants to indicate if a stimulus is present or not.

For example, the participant may be attempting to detect a “beep”. The researcher may

manipulate some parameter of the sound such as its loudness. Loud beeps will almost

always be detected; this is called a “hit” or a “true positive”. When a stimulus is not

presented during a trial, the participant will almost always indicate such; this is called

a “correct rejection”. Both of these are correct responses. There are, likewise, two types

of incorrect responses. A “false alarm” is when the participant indicates a stimulus was

present when in fact is was not. A “miss” is when the participant fails to detect a stimulus

that was present. By examining these patterns of correct and incorrect responses, it is

possible to determine a threshold for detecting a stimulus as well as biases in the responses.

An important point to note is the effect of a response bias on the results. If a participant

always responds positively, that is, indicates that a stimulus is present, and there actually

is a stimulus present half of the time, then the participant will have an accuracy of 50%.

However, the participant also was incorrect half of the time.

Another key point is that participants may have relatively higher and lower thresholds

for a wide range of reasons. For example, younger participants may have a lower threshold

and be able to detect quieter sounds. Others may have higher thresholds because their

personality makes them more reluctant to respond positively when they are uncertain a

stimulus is present. If the pitch of the sound is manipulated as well at the intensity, maybe

some participants will be more sensitive to certain pitches regardless of the intensity.

In a four-alternative forced-choice paradigm, there are additional types of response

patterns that are logically possible. These are given below:

correct: the classification is correct

guess: a random category is chosen
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default category bias: one category is chosen by default

specific sensitivity bias: the classifier is more sensitive to one category than the others

category confusion: two categories are confused for one another

These types of patterns may also be combined. For example, there can be multiple

types of category confusion. If someone cannot distinguish between two categories, the

response might involve guessing (randomly choosing either category) or a default category

bias (when a stimulus of either of the confused categories is encountered, only one of the

categories is selected). Also, a correct response might be the result of a guess.

Of course, in a paradigm with four categories, responses may include several of these

response patterns. A single participant may confuse two categories and have a sensitivity

bias for a one particular category. In fact, such a set of patterns could be quite common. It

is not difficult to imagine that someone from southern Indiana can easily identify another

talker from southern Indiana while not being able to distinguish if someone is from near

Chicago or from another part of northern Indiana.

Definitions of Measurements

As mentioned earlier, forced-choice responses can be mined for more interesting insights

than mere accuracy. While accuracy is an important measure of participants’ response pat-

terns, we are also interested in sensitivity (recall), specificity, precision, detection prevalence,

and balanced accuracy. The following definitions are provided in the Caret package for R

(Kuhn, 2008). To help define the measurements, we can consider the four possible responses

described in the previous section.

The columns represent status of the stimulus, whether the event occurred or not. The

rows represent the response, whether an event was reported as occurring or not. Because
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Response Stimulus
Event No Event

Event A B
No Event C D

the measures described in this section only take into account whether a specific stimulus

was categorized correctly or not, this 2x2 matrix is sufficient to summarize the response

patterns. Another method involving network graphs will be used to further summarize the

between-category response patterns.

A positive correct response is when an event occurred, and the response was that the

event occurred, A in the table. As an example in the context of the experiment, this would be

when the stimulus token was spoken by someone from the North region and the participant

responded that the talker was from the North region. A positive incorrect response, shown

at B in the table, would be when the participant responded North but the talker was actually

from one of the other three regions. A negative incorrect response, shown at C in the table,

is when the talker was from the North region but the participant chose another region.

Finally, a negative correct response, shown at D, is when the talker was not from the North

and the participant chose a region that was not the North.

Accuracy is presented as the overall proportion of correct positive responses across all

four categories of stimuli. The other measurements are calculated and presented according

to the stimulus categories. The formulas for calculating the measurements are given below

(Kuhn, 2008):

Sensitivity = A/(A + C)

Specificity = D/(B + D)

Precision = A/(A + B)

Detection Prevalence = (A + B)/(A + B + C + D)

Balanced Accuracy = (sensitivity + specificity)/2
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Sensitivity, sometimes called recall, is proportion of positive correct responses to total number

of times an event occurred. That is, when a stimulus was spoken by someone from, say, the

South, how often did the participant respond South. The meaning of this measurement

should be fairly intuitive; it is what is normally thought of as accuracy. Specificity measures

another type of correct response except it is the negative response accuracy. In other words,

when the talker was not from the South region, how often did the participant not respond

South. This measurement is a less intuitive form of accuracy; it shows how well people can

actually avoid misclassifying stimuli. Precision measures how often a response is correct

when a particular category is chosen. A relatively low value for precision indicates that

when a category is selected, the response is incorrect. A low precision value might occur

when a single category is selected by default or when there is a confusion between two

categories that results in guessing. A high precision value might occur when tokens of

a particular category are highly salient such that they are easily recognizable as being a

member of the category, and the category is not easily confusable with another. Detection

Prevalence measures how frequently each category was selected. It indicates if any categories

were selected more or less frequently than others. Balanced Accuracy is the average of both

measures of accuracy, positive and negative. Using the terminology of signal detection

theory, it is the average of the proportions of hits and correct rejections. It gives a sense of

how accurate responses are to each category overall.

Network Graphs

Network graphs are a way to show connections and relationships between members in

a system. A network graph consists of nodes and edges. In a social network, we might

be interested in showing who knows whom. The individual people in the network are

represented by nodes. The dimension indicating that two people know each other can
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be represented by an edge (line) connecting the nodes. We might also be interested in

how frequently the various members of the community interact with each other. There are

several ways this dimension could be displayed, such as position in the graph or color of the

edge, but one of the most straightforward ways to represent a single numerical dimension

is by varying the width of the edge. People who interact a lot are connected by a broad

edge while people who interact infrequently are connected by a narrow edge.

In a forced-choice categorization paradigm, a network graph can neatly summarize

patterns of confusions between stimulus and response. Such a graph represents the stimulus

categories as nodes and the responses as edges pointing to the node associated with the

response. The width of the edge represents the frequency that a each response was chosen.

Because it is likely that each pair of categories is not equally confusable—and we are, in

fact, particularly interested in such inequalities—each pair of nodes are connected by two

directional edges. There are also self loops, that is, edges pointing from each node back to

itself, indicating how often the stimulus and response categories were the same. The self

loop can be thought of as representing the “correct” response.

Simulations of Response Patterns

In anticipation of the response patterns of the participants’ being less clear and involving

multiple combinations of patterns, we can simulate the response patterns described above to

see how the patterns look in an ideal form. We will consider patterns where responses are: 1)

completely random, 2) mostly random, 3) mostly correct, 4) biased toward a single category,

5) selectively biased toward a particular category, 6) the result of a confusion between two

categories with guessing, and 7) the result of a confusion between two categories with a

default category bias. The analysis of these simulated results will include the resulting

confusion matrices; relevant measures such as accuracy, sensitivity, specificity,
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These results are based on simulations of 20 iterations of 96 responses (as if 20 partici-

pants completed the task, roughly the number of participants in each experimental group).

Random selections were made from a set of relevant options with replacement using the

sample function in the Base package in R (R Core Team, 2018). The four stimulus/response

categories are referenced by alphabetical labels: A, B, C, D. Stimuli were simulated with the

same frequency by category as in the actual task completed by participants. Two categories

had 16 occurrences each (A and B), and two had 32 each (C and D). A vector of “correct”

responses was created, and all of the simulations are based on probabilistic changes to this

response vector. All of the simulated data presented below were run through the same

analysis process as the actual participant data presented later.

The results of the random response simulation are shown in Table 6.1 and Figure 6.3. In

this simulation all of the responses were randomly selected from among the four response

categories.

The first thing to notice about the randomly generated responses is that the overall

accuracy is 25%, exactly what would be expected from randomly selecting from four

categories. Of course, this is only one simulation, and it is certainly within the realm of

probability that the accuracy could have been higher or lower. However, the range that

would be expected by chance with 96 responses x 20 iterations = 1920 is fairly narrow. With

this many responses, it would be reasonable to expect that results are still random if the

accuracy were between 23% and 27%, the theoretical range of a 95% confidence interval (CI)

for this amount of data.

Sensitivity is essentially the accuracy for each category. B, C, D are both close to the

predicted sensitivity level. A, however, is further away from the expected average. This

greater divergence from the overall mean is due to the lower frequency of the A and B

categories, which each account for only 1/6 of the total data, or 320 responses each. In this
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Table 6.1: Simulation of completely random responses

Overall Accuracy 0.25
A B C D

Sensitivity 0.30 0.27 0.25 0.22
Specificity 0.74 0.75 0.75 0.77

Precision 0.19 0.18 0.33 0.33
Detection Prevalence 0.26 0.25 0.25 0.23

Balanced Accuracy 0.52 0.51 0.50 0.50

0.30

0.25

0.27

0.22

0.27

0.24

0.18

0.26

0.24

0.25

0.27

0.20

0.26
0.25

0.27

0.25

A C

B

D

Random

Figure 6.3: Simulation of completely random responses
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case the 95% CI spans from 20% to 30%. The 95% CI for the categories with 32 stimuli, C

and D, is narrower at 21.5% to 28.5%.

Specificity is the rate at which the incorrect responses were avoided. These values are

essentially independent of sensitivity. The categories with higher sensitivity values do not

have lower specificity values.

Because precision is calculated based on response frequencies rather than stimulus

prevalence, the categories with fewer stimuli have lower precision values than those with

more stimuli when responses are random. In fact, it would take a rather large response bias

for one of the categories with few stimuli to overcome the stimulus prevalence bias.

Detection prevalence only takes into account the response frequency for each category

and the total number of stimuli. In the actual experimental data, this would be the same as

the proportion of times participants selected each region category. In this simulation, the

values should be close to 25%. We can observe that the detection prevalence for category A

is only 26% while its sensitivity is quite high at 30%. This means that even though category

A was selected at the same frequency as the the others, it happened to also be the correct

response more frequently than with the other categories. Nonetheless, this pattern is within

the range of what would be expected if the results were random, which is the case.

Finally, the balanced accuracy presents the average of the hits and correct rejections for

each category. All of the values are close to 50%. The value for category A is slightly higher

at 52%, which represents the fact that its sensitivity value was relatively higher than the

group average compared to its specificity value and the group average.

Moving on to consider the data summarized in Figure 6.3, the width of the arrows

corresponds with the proportion of responses given for each stimulus category. Thus, the

proportion represented by the self-loop for each category is identical to the sensitivity value

for that category. The other arrows pointing between categories do not directly correspond
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to any of the other measures we have considered until now. Rather, they help to reveal

response patterns beyond accuracy. We will now consider the influence of introducing

specific biases into the data simulation process.

Table 6.2 and Figure 6.4 show the results of randomly selecting a category response 70%

of the time while 30% are correct responses. The overall accuracy has increased from the

random choice accuracy to 48%. This accuracy is substantially above the 30% suggested

by the description. This is because one quarter of the random responses happened to be

correct by chance. The theoretical mean accuracy, then is actually 47.5%.

Sensitivity and specificity are fairly consistent across all categories, which is expected

since the changes where applied uniformly to all categories. No values are beyond the

range that would be considered most reasonable. The precision value follows the same

relative pattern as with the purely random results—lower values for the two categories with

fewer stimuli. However, within their same-stimuli-count groups, the values are consistent

with what is expected in uniformly random data.

The detection prevalence gives a hint as to why sensitivity for categories A and B was

relatively weaker than C and D. Both of the former categories were selected less frequently

overall and below the theoretical mean. This reduced accuracy is reflected in the balanced

accuracies as well. These patterns, of course, are not outside of what would be expected

by chance, but they do represent a certain degree of inter-relatedness between some of the

measures.

Figure 6.4 shows the response patterns for this data where responses are mostly random.

The first thing to note is that even though most of the responses are guesses, the most

frequent response category is the correct one. This pattern is initially surprising, but we

can consider why the responses come out the way they do. Initially, the correct rate is 30%.

Then an extra 17.5% correct responses are added due to chance. After accounting for these
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Table 6.2: Simulation of 30% correct responses

Overall Accuracy 0.48
A B C D

Sensitivity 0.46 0.47 0.50 0.49
Specificity 0.83 0.81 0.83 0.84

Precision 0.35 0.33 0.60 0.61
Detection Prevalence 0.22 0.23 0.28 0.27

Balanced Accuracy 0.64 0.64 0.66 0.66

0.46

0.50

0.47

0.49

0.17

0.21

0.17

0.17

0.19

0.15

0.16

0.19

0.18
0.17

0.16

0.18

A C

B

D

30% Correct

Figure 6.4: Simulation of 30% correct responses
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47.5% correct responses, the remaining 52.5% of responses must be divided between the

other three categories. Doing so yields a theoretical mean response per category of 17.5%

I will not describe the results presented in Table 6.3 and Figure 6.5 because they simply

demonstrate a more extreme example of the previous results. This simulation shows the

results of simulating 50% correct responses.

The single-category bias (or default-response bias) condition is shown in Table 6.4 and

Figure 6.6. This simulation selects category C 30% of the time. The remaining responses are

simulated at the 30% correct rate.

The overall accuracy is 43%. The sensitivity measures show that the unbiased categories

are all below the overall accuracy while the biased category C is the only one above the

overall accuracy. Category C has a corresponding lower specificity score since the higher

response rate was due to a default bias toward C rather than a principled sensitivity to the

category. Precision is harmed for category C because the increased response rate does not

lead to a greater accuracy. Note, though, that the precision score for category C does not

dip into the range of the categories with a lower stimulus prevalence. The bias for category

C shows up clearly in the detection prevalence for the category, which is 30% greater than

for the other categories. The balanced accuracies do not play a role in signaling the bias.

The increase in sensitivity is balanced out by the decrease in specificity.

Figure 6.6 clearly shows the result of a default-response bias. The unbiased categories

show a moderate specificity around 35%; however, the response rates for category C are

much greater than for any other category, around 40%. Meanwhile, the other categories

have a non-self response rate around 12%. Category C has the largest response rate for itself

at 63%

The patterns observed when responses are selectively biased toward a single category

are shown in Table 6.5 and Figure 6.7. In this simulation, when category B occurs, category
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Table 6.3: Simulation of 50% correct responses

Overall Accuracy 0.64
A B C D

Sensitivity 0.71 0.59 0.62 0.66
Specificity 0.87 0.91 0.88 0.87

Precision 0.53 0.55 0.72 0.71
Detection Prevalence 0.23 0.18 0.29 0.31

Balanced Accuracy 0.79 0.75 0.75 0.76
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Figure 6.5: Simulation of 50% correct responses
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Table 6.4: Simulation of selecting category C by default 30% of the time

Overall Accuracy 0.43
A B C D

Sensitivity 0.36 0.36 0.63 0.32
Specificity 0.87 0.87 0.60 0.88

Precision 0.36 0.35 0.44 0.57
Detection Prevalence 0.17 0.17 0.47 0.19

Balanced Accuracy 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.60

0.36

0.63

0.36

0.32

0.36

0.14

0.15

0.13

0.13

0.11

0.08
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0.13
0.15

0.40

0.13
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B

D

Default Bias

Figure 6.6: Simulation of selecting category C by default 30% of the time
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B is selected 50% of the time. For the rest of the categories, the responses are 15% correct.

These parameters were chosen because they approximate the response proportions found

in the actual participant data.

Unsurprisingly, the sensitivity score for category B far exceeds those of the other cate-

gories. Specificity scores are uniform for all categories because the bias is a positive bias

for the category rather than a negative bias against the category. The precision score for

category B is above the neutral value for the low-prevalence categories because the re-

sponses for the category are based on a specific sensitivity rather than a default-response

bias. The detection prevalence for category B is greater than the other categories since the

other response options are ruled out when B occurs. The overall increased sensitivity for

category B is reflected in its relatively higher balanced accuracy.

The selectively-sensitivity bias pattern is easily discernible in Figure 6.7. The self-loop

for B is much larger than the other categories at 73%. Accordingly, responses for other

categories are less frequent when B occurs. The other categories show response patterns

similar to what we have observed in previous random simulations.

When two categories are easily confusable the responses may look like those shown

in Table 6.6. Here, when the stimulus is from either category A or B, 50% of the time the

response is randomly selected from among A and B. The remaining responses are correct

15% of the time. This simulation also implicitly includes a selective-sensitivity bias for both

of these categories.

The overall accuracy is the same as with the previous two simulations. We can see a

slightly increased sensitivity for categories A and B, but the increase is weak because the

random selection dilutes the effect. Specificity scores are lower for the biased categories

than the unbiased ones as are the precision scores, where the baseline is around 35%. The
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Table 6.5: Simulation of choosing category B correctly 50% of the time

Overall Accuracy 0.43
A B C D

Sensitivity 0.36 0.73 0.39 0.37
Specificity 0.81 0.79 0.82 0.84

Precision 0.28 0.41 0.52 0.54
Detection Prevalence 0.22 0.30 0.25 0.23

Balanced Accuracy 0.59 0.76 0.61 0.60
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Figure 6.7: Simulation of choosing category B correctly 50% of the time
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detection prevalence scores only subtly indicate the specific-response bias to A and B. The

balanced accuracies are uniform for all categories.

This particular pattern of confusable categories is difficult to observe in the standard

measures because the pattern is found in the kinds of errors that occur. While the sensitivi-

ties for A and B individually are poor, the sensitivity for both as a combined category is

quite good. If A and B were combined, the accuracy in this simulation would be around

62.5%, far greater than the other categories.

Figure 6.8 summarizes the response patterns unique to a two-category confusion. While

the self-response loops for A and B are the same as C and D, an A stimulus is much more

likely to receive a B response than any other category, likewise for B to A. This pattern

of fewer responses for other categories is due to the selective-sensitivity bias also seen in

Figure 6.7 with the modification that there is a strong connection with one other category

instead of a stronger self-loop.

It may be that two categories are easily confusable, but one category label is more

emblematic of the two. For example, both hamburgers and salads are foods, but signs

are hung in public spaces to indicate that eating of food is prohibited, the signs often

show a hamburger with a prohibited slash through it. Eating salads is still prohibited,

but hamburgers are more emblematic of food and so serve to represent salads, too. This

simulation shows the results of a two-category confusion bias with a default response bias.

In this simulation in 6.7 and 6.9, when B is the stimulus, 50% of the time the response is A.

The rest of the responses are correct 15% of the time.

The overall accuracy is lower at 35% than the previous simulation because only the

responses for category B are modified, the A responses are treated the same as the other

categories. As this is the case, the sensitivities for A, C, and D are the same while the score

for B is substantially lower. The specificity for A, however, is relatively low because of the
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Table 6.6: Simulation of randomly selecting either category A or B 50% of the time that either A or B
occur

Overall Accuracy 0.40
A B C D

Sensitivity 0.42 0.45 0.40 0.35
Specificity 0.76 0.76 0.84 0.85

Precision 0.26 0.27 0.57 0.55
Detection Prevalence 0.27 0.27 0.24 0.21

Balanced Accuracy 0.59 0.60 0.62 0.60
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Figure 6.8: Simulation of randomly selecting either category A or B 50% of the time that either A or
B occur
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large numbers of false alarms due to B being classified as A. Precision for both A and B

is lower than the predicted baseline for two different reasons. Precision for A is low for

the same reason that its specificity is low. Precision for B is low because the responses that

would normally point back to itself are given to A, so the responses for B stimuli occur

at the same rate as those due to chance. The response bias for category A is shown by its

31% detection prevalence while the response bias against category B is shown by its 21%

detection prevalence. Finally, the balanced accuracies for both categories A and B are lower

than the unbiased categories C and D due to the confusion between A and B.

As with the previous simulation, the two-category confusion bias with a default response

is difficult to see in the standard measures, but it is quite clear in Figure 6.9. In this figure,

there is a broad line connecting B to A representing a 62% response frequency. As so

many responses are given to A, there are few remaining for B’s self-loop or the other two

categories. In this regard, it also appears like the pattern in the selective-sensitivity bias

condition depicted in Figure 6.7. Because none of the other categories were affected by the

bias, including A, all of the other responses patterns are uniform (the 25% A to B response

is due to chance).

Having seen some idealized examples of patterns that may logically be found in data

with this structure, we will now consider the results from the actual experiment participants.
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Table 6.7: Simulation of selecting category A 50% of the time that B occurs

Overall Accuracy 0.35
A B C D

Sensitivity 0.36 0.20 0.39 0.37
Specificity 0.70 0.79 0.82 0.84

Precision 0.20 0.16 0.52 0.54
Detection Prevalence 0.31 0.21 0.25 0.23

Balanced Accuracy 0.53 0.49 0.61 0.60
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Figure 6.9: Simulation of selecting category A 50% of the time that B occurs
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6.3 Results

This section presents the results of the four-alternative forced-choice categorization task.

6.3.1 Categorization Accuracy

The mean proportions of correct responses by each participant group are presented in Table

6.8. For participants from northwest Indiana, the results for all participants are presented as

well as results for the subsets of participants who self-identified as “Black” and “White”.

There was not enough racial diversity among participants from the other regions to justify

analysis by subsets. Chance performance in a four-alternative task is 25%. While the mean

accuracies for the groups are not much above chance, most of the groups are statistically

above chance according to a binomial test (p < 0.05). One group, NW-Black, was not

significantly above chance; however, this can be attributed to the small size of the group (n

= 5). The NW-Black group has a higher accuracy and narrower standard deviation than the

NW-White group, whose accuracy rate was found to be above chance.

Table 6.8: Mean percent of correct responses (accuracy) for each group with standard deviation in
parentheses

Mean
Percent Correct

NW-All 27.6 (5.4)
NW-Black 27.9 (5.3)
NW-White 27.7 (5.6)

Northeast 30.5 (5.3)
Central 28.9 (4.5)
South 30.7 (5.6)
Total 29.0 (5.4)

A one-way between subjects ANOVA with talker dialect (Inland, North, Midland, South)

as the within-subject variable and listener group (northwest, northeast, central, south) as

the between-subject variable revealed a significant main effect of talker dialect [F (3, 297) =
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28.5, p < 0.001] and a significant talker dialect by listener group interaction [F (9, 297) = 5.5,

p < 0.001].

Figures 6.10 and 6.11 show the percent correct categorization for each of the four talker

dialect groups. Pairwise post-hoc Tukey tests on talker dialect show the locus of the

interactions and main effect of dialect. Overall, performance was best for Midlands talkers

and worst for Inland talkers. In general, participants performed best on talkers from their

own regions. Participants from northwest Indiana tended to perform better on Inland

talkers (those from their own region). This interaction was only significant (p < 0.05)

between the northeast and northwest participants, though.
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Figure 6.10: Percent correct categorization for each of the four talker dialect groups. The violin plot
represents the relative density of participants along the correct response rate scale. The boxes span
the interquartile range with the middle line showing the median. The whiskers extend no more
than 1.5 times the interquartile range. Notches in the boxes span the 95% confidence interval for the
median.

Table 6.9 presents the mean percent correct categorization for the listener groups for

each of the talker dialects. In addition to the data depicted in Figure 6.11, this table separates
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Figure 6.11: Percent correct categorization by each participant group for each of the four talker
dialect groups. The violin plot represents the relative density of all participants along the correct
response rate scale. The boxes summarize the response of the participant groups and span the
interquartile range with the middle line showing the median. The whiskers extend no more than 1.5
times the interquartile range. Notches in the boxes span the 95% confidence interval for the median.
The notches resemble spikes when they exceed the interquartile range.

the responses from black and white northwest listeners. In addition to the general patterns

presented already, black northwesterners performed better on Midlands talkers and worse

on Southern talkers compared to the white listeners.

6.3.2 Response Bias

Independent of the accuracy of categorizations, participants may differ in the rates at which

they select categories. Table 6.10 shows the responses biases for each listener group on the

responses. A bias rate of 0.25 indicates a relatively unbiased response since there are four

possible response categories.
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Table 6.9: Percent correct categorization performance for each listener group for each talker dialect

Listener Group Inland North Midland South
NW-Black 25 29 38 19
NW-White 26 26 29 28
Ft Wayne 12 29 42 30
Indianapolis 15 18 42 28
South 15 27 35 36
Mean 19 26 37 28

Overall, participants were most likely to respond the Midland category, with only the

northwest participants responding North as frequently as Midland. The second most fre-

quent response category for each participant group tended to be their own region. Both

northwestern groups, however, favored responding North. In fact, North was responded

more frequently than Inland by all participant groups. This is unexpected since the north-

west corner of Indiana is a highly salient dialect region according to the results of the

draw-a-map task presented in Chapter 4. On average, the North and South category re-

sponses were relatively unbiased; however, biases increased for participants closer to the

response categories (e.g., groups responded South more if they lived closer to the South

region and vice-versa for North).

Table 6.10: Response biases for each listener group on the response categories. Bias rates close to
0.25 indicate relatively unbiased responses.

Participant Group Inland North Midland South
NW-B 0.19 0.32 0.31 0.17

NW-W 0.23 0.28 0.28 0.21
Northeast 0.12 0.28 0.37 0.23

Central 0.13 0.24 0.39 0.25
South 0.12 0.24 0.33 0.31
Mean 0.16 0.26 0.33 0.24
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6.3.3 Perceptual Response Patterns

This section will consider the patterns of perceptual categorization responses. It uses the

methods described in Section 6.2.6. The previous two sections have considered the accuracy

of responses and the response rate for each category. We now consider patterns of responses,

especially focusing on the kinds of response errors.

The data presented here come from the confusion matrix of correct categories and

response classifications. The raw confusion matrices can be found in an Appendix at

the end of this chapter. As a reminder, sensitivity is the accuracy on each talker category

(comparable to the hit rate), specificity is the correct rejection rate, precision is how often the

response is correct when a category is chosen, detection prevalence is the response bias on

each response category, and the balanced accuracy is the average of sensitivity and specificity.

The network connection graphs summarize the response proportions in the confusion

matrix. The nodes represent the category of the talker while the edges, or lines, represent

the response category. The width of the edges correspond to the proportion of each response

type, which is also depicted by the number near the target response category end of the

arrow. For example, if an edge points from the Inland talker category (“I”) to the North

node (“N”) with a value of 0.33, when the participants heard a talker from the Inland region,

they selected the North category 33% of the time. Similarly, if the edge circles back to point

at the Inland category with a value of 0.19, the correct response was selected 19% of the

time.

Table 6.11 and Figure 6.12 summarize the results for all participants. We have already

seen the overall accuracy, sensitivity, and detection prevalence in the previous sections.

Participants were most accurate on the Midland category and least on the Inland category.

The specificity for Midland, however, is rather low at 0.68, likely as a result of it being the

default response category. Comparing detection prevalence to precision gives a sense of
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relative accuracy. When participants chose the Midland category, they were correct 36%

of the time, but they selected the category 33% of the time. A similar pattern is shown for

the Inland category with only a slightly greater precision (19%) than detection prevalence

(16%). By comparison, participants were somewhat less accurate when presented with a

talker from the North region with precision ten percent lower than detection prevalence.

They were relatively more accurate when hearing a talker from the South region with

a precision of 41% compared to a 24% detection prevalence. Considering the balanced

accuracy, performance was fairly poor overall; all values are near chance level.

The directed network graph in Figure 6.12 summarizes the confusion patterns. Working

clockwise starting with the Inland category, we can see that when participants heard an

Inland talker they responded North or Midland a large majority (67%) of the time. It

resembles the pattern of a confusion bias with a default response simulation shown in

Figure 6.9 except in this case there are two default responses that are randomly selected. It

appears that the Inland category is not being used in a reliable manner, but it is selected

randomly. Notice that responses for Inland range from 15% to 20%, and the correct response

rate is squarely within that range.

When talkers from the North region were heard, responses appear mostly random with

a slight bias toward a Midland response and bias against an Inland response.

The Midland talkers were most often correctly categorized. The remaining responses

show a random selection between North and South and the now-familiar bias against an

Inland response. The Midland category behaves like the default category since it is selected

more frequently than any other category including correct responses.

The South talkers seem to be the most reliably categorized with a relatively high sensi-

tivity rate and confusions that reduce in frequency from Midland to Inland.
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Overall, the confusions follow some fairly neat patterns. Inland is reliably confused for

either North or Midland, not South. North and South are both confused most often with

Midland, and Midland is equally confusable with both North and South. Such a pattern

reflects that fact that the Midland lies geographically between North and South.

For the remainder of the graphs depicting responses from the participant groups, I will

only discuss patterns that differ in notable ways from the aggregation of all participants’

responses.

As seen earlier, the northwest listeners have the lowest accuracy and category sensitivi-

ties overall. Table 6.12 shows that this participant group has a precision advantage for the

South talkers compared to other groups. Even though they only responded South 20% of

the time, they were correct 44% of the time on that category.

Figure 6.13 shows that the northwest listeners regularly confuse Inland talkers for

Northern and Midland talkers and very rarely categorize them as Southern. There is also a

Midland-North confusion with Midland and North getting categorized as each other as

often as themselves, 27% and 29% of the time. There is an interesting confusion in which

Southern talkers are categorized as Northern 28% of the time.

Tables 6.13 and 6.14 and Figures 6.14 and 6.15 show the classification patterns of north-

western participants divided by race. Black and white northwesterners have equal accura-

cies overall; however, they show different categorization performance. Black listeners show

a strong bias to classify Inland talkers as Northern (45%) and almost never as Southern (5%).

While they have a low sensitivity for Southern talkers (19%), they have a relatively high

precision for the category (37%). There is a notable balanced confusion between North and

South talkers (31% and 34%). While the sensitivity for Midland is not the highest among all

participant groups, the precision for the category is the highest at 40%. Overall the black

northwestern participants’ responses can be summarized as having a confusion between
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Table 6.11: Summary of response measures for all participants

Overall Accuracy 0.29
Inland North Midland South

Sensitivity 0.19 0.26 0.35 0.30
Specificity 0.84 0.74 0.68 0.78

Precision 0.19 0.16 0.36 0.41
Detection Prevalence 0.16 0.26 0.33 0.24

Balanced Accuracy 0.51 0.50 0.52 0.54
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Figure 6.12: Response network graph for all participants
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Table 6.12: Summary of response measures for all northwestern participants

Overall Accuracy 0.27
Inland North Midland South

Sensitivity 0.26 0.27 0.30 0.27
Specificity 0.78 0.71 0.72 0.83

Precision 0.19 0.16 0.35 0.44
Detection Prevalence 0.23 0.29 0.28 0.20

Balanced Accuracy 0.52 0.49 0.51 0.55
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Figure 6.13: Response network graph for all northwestern participants
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Inland and North with a default bias for North, a confusion between North and Midland

with guessing, a general default response bias for Midland, and a confusion between North

and South with guessing.

The white northwest participants generally have sensitivities and detection prevalences

that most resemble random guessing, as seen in Table 6.14. Precision for Southern talkers is

the highest among all participant groups. Figure 6.15 shows a three-way confusion between

Inland, North, and Midland talkers with a response bias favoring North and Midland. The

balanced North-South confusion found among the black northwesterners is not replicated

among the white participants.

The northeast participants have the second highest overall accuracy among the partic-

ipant groups. Their sensitivities, shown in Table 6.15, are each some of the highest of all

participant groups, too. The low specificity for the Midland category (65%) suggests this is

the default response category. Figure 6.16 shows that the Midland response bias is mostly

due to a confusion with Inland and South. Inland talkers are almost always categorized

as North or Midland. This pattern seems to be the result of a general default bias toward

Midland, a two-way confusion between Inland and both North and Midland with responses

defaulting almost equally toward the latter two, and selective sensitivities for South and

North.

Table 6.16 shows that participants from central Indiana have a high overall accuracy

(29%) but also the highest detection prevalence for their own dialect region (39% for

Midland). At 35% the central participants have the lowest precision rate of any of the

participant groups for the Midland category. Figure 6.17 confirms that there is a general

response bias for Midland and that the correct response rate for Midland is approximately

as high as the response bias from the other three categories. Midland talkers are classified

as either North or South a quarter of the time. While southern talkers are most frequently
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Table 6.13: Summary of response measures for black northwestern participants

Overall Accuracy 0.28
Inland North Midland South

Sensitivity 0.25 0.29 0.38 0.19
Specificity 0.82 0.67 0.72 0.84

Precision 0.22 0.15 0.40 0.37
Detection Prevalence 0.19 0.32 0.31 0.17

Balanced Accuracy 0.53 0.48 0.55 0.52
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Figure 6.14: Response network graph for black northwestern participants
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Table 6.14: Summary of response measures for white northwestern participants

Overall Accuracy 0.28
Inland North Midland South

Sensitivity 0.26 0.26 0.29 0.28
Specificity 0.77 0.72 0.73 0.83

Precision 0.19 0.16 0.35 0.45
Detection Prevalence 0.23 0.28 0.28 0.21

Balanced Accuracy 0.52 0.49 0.51 0.55
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Figure 6.15: Response network graph for white northwestern participants
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Table 6.15: Summary of response measures for northeastern participants

Overall Accuracy 0.30
Inland North Midland South

Sensitivity 0.12 0.29 0.42 0.30
Specificity 0.87 0.72 0.65 0.81

Precision 0.16 0.17 0.37 0.44
Detection Prevalence 0.12 0.28 0.37 0.23

Balanced Accuracy 0.49 0.51 0.53 0.55
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Figure 6.16: Response network graph for northeastern participants
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labeled as Midland, North talkers are classified as South rather frequently (28%). These

results mostly resemble responses with a default bias for a single category, Midland. In

addition there is a confusion between Inland and North with a default bias toward the

North category. There also appears to be three-way confusion between North, South, and

Midland with guessing.

The southern listeners have the highest overall accuracy (31%) as seen in Table 6.17.

Sensitivities for both Midland and South are well above chance and are also over the no

information rate. Precision for both Inland and South categories are relatively high com-

pared to their detection prevalence (21% and 39%, respectively), indicating that participants

tend to be correct when they do select those categories. Figure 6.18 suggests that there is

only a weak default response bias for Midland. Midland is evenly confused with South and

unevely confused with North. Inland talkers are classified as each of three other categories

and have the highest categorization as South (23%) of any of the participant groups. South

and North are also fairly evenly confused. These results can be the result of two default-

category response biases, Midland and South; a confusion between North and South with

guessing; and a three-way confusion between Inland, North, and Midland with default

response biases toward the latter two.

6.3.4 Effect of Phonological Content

This section considers the role of the phonological content of the sentences in the regional

categorization. Of the 16 sentences participants heard, 8 did not include the phonemes /ae/

or /ay/ in content words. The remaining 8 contained either or both of these phonemes in

content words. 3 contained /ae/, and 3 contained /ay/ while the remaining 2 contained

both. The following will consider categorization patterns for each of the sentence types

before considering all sentence types together.
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Table 6.16: Summary of response measures for central participants

Overall Accuracy 0.29
Inland North Midland South

Sensitivity 0.15 0.18 0.42 0.28
Specificity 0.88 0.75 0.62 0.77

Precision 0.20 0.13 0.35 0.38
Detection Prevalence 0.13 0.24 0.39 0.25

Balanced Accuracy 0.51 0.47 0.52 0.53
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Figure 6.17: Response network graph for central participants
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Table 6.17: Summary of response measures for southern participants

Overall Accuracy 0.31
Inland North Midland South

Sensitivity 0.15 0.27 0.35 0.36
Specificity 0.88 0.76 0.68 0.72

Precision 0.21 0.18 0.36 0.39
Detection Prevalence 0.12 0.24 0.33 0.31

Balanced Accuracy 0.52 0.51 0.52 0.54
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Figure 6.18: Response network graph for all southern participants
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Table 6.19 presents the response frequencies for each response category and talker region

by sentence type. This figure shows, for example, that when participants heard a sentence

containing both /ae/ and /ay/ spoken by someone from Indianapolis, they responded

with the Midland category, the orange bar, about 40% of the time. In this figure, each cluster

of four bars, representing the response categories, add up to 1, or 100%.

Portraying these data in this way is useful for depicting patterns within the response

categories; however, it is also problematic for comparing response frequencies between

groups because of the response biases encoded in these data. For example, the responses

to sentences that did not contain stereotyped phonemes show some really nice patterns in

which response frequencies are highest for the “correct” responses and gradually decrease

for talkers further away from the correct region. The red South bars are highest on the right

where the talkers are from southern Indiana and lowest on the left where the talkers are

from northern Indiana. Likewise, the green Inland North bars are tallest on the left where

the talkers are from closer to the Inland North region and decrease in height toward the

right as the talkers are further away. But the response biases obscure patterns in the relative

response frequencies between response categories. That is, participants generally responded

with the South category much more often than with the Inland North category, so even if

participants responded South relatively less frequently for talkers from northern Indiana,

their general tendency to choose South can overwhelm a category with a weaker response

bias, such as the Inland North. If we consider the response behavior when participants

heard talkers from the region of Indiana near Chicago speaking sentences containing both

/ae/ and /ay/ (the far left set of bars in the lower-right of of Figure 6.19), it appears that the

Inland category, the “correct” response, was selected the least. However, the response rate

for South is actually rather low compared to all of the other red South bars in the figure. In
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Figure 6.19: Categorization frequencies by sentence type for all talkers

fact, as will be shown later, responses for the Inland North for these talkers and sentences

are relatively higher than most other sets of categories.

The between-group comparisons can be made more clear by standardizing the response

rates. In the subsequent figures, the data within each response category have been stan-

dardized by subtracting the mean of the category and dividing by the standard deviation.

This gives the data within each response category a mean of zero and a standard deviation

of one. Figure 6.20 shows the effect of applying these operations on the data. We can now

see that when people hear the talkers from near Chicago reading sentences that contain

both /ae/ and /ay/, they respond with the Inland North category more than they usually

respond with that category. In fact, participants tend to respond slightly less than average

with the other categories.
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Figure 6.20: Standardized categorization frequencies by sentence type for all talkers

Figure 6.21 shows the standardized response rates for the group of sentences that

contained /ae/ alone. We would expect that sentences that contain /ae/ would present

listeners with a clear indication of the talkers’ participation in an early stage of the Northern

Cities Shift, /ae/ raising. If participants are sensitive to this feature, we would expect

them to respond with the Inland North or, perhaps, the North category more frequently for

talkers who are from the Inland North dialect region and also less frequently for talkers

who are not from there.

Figure 6.21 also shows that talkers from Fort Wayne were categorized as Inland North

most frequently, which is somewhat surprising since we would expect them to be catego-

rized as North, but it is less surprising than that they were also categorized as South fairly

frequently. The Inland North category was used least frequently for talkers from regions

further south in Indiana, Bloomington, near Louisville, and Evansville, and this is expected.
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Figure 6.21: Standardized categorization frequencies for sentences containing /ae/ for all talkers

Talkers from near Chicago are classified as North. Taken with the results of the classification

of people from Fort Wayne as Inland North, this could be the result of a confusion between

the Inland North and North categories.

Figure 6.22 shows the standardized categorization frequencies for sentences of the

type that only contain /ay/. Because monophthongization of /ay/ is a stereotypical

speech pattern in the Southern dialect, we would expect that listeners would be more

likely to categorize talkers from southern Indiana (Evansville, near Louisville, and maybe

Bloomington) as South. They should also be less likely to categorize talkers from northern

Indiana (near Chicago, Fort Wayne, and maybe Indianapolis) as South.

Here the expectations are not well supported. People from near Louisville are catego-

rized as South most frequently, but people from Evansville are categorized at rates very

close to the means of all categories. However, all of the talkers from Indianapolis and further

south are categorized as Inland North or North less frequently than average, suggesting

that listeners did not use the /ay/ feature as positive criteria for categorization but as

negative criteria (i.e., “I don’t know where you are from, but you aren’t from the north.”) In-
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Figure 6.22: Standardized categorization frequencies for sentences containing /ay/ for all talkers

terestingly, this set of sentences was quite diagnostic for talkers from near Chicago and Fort

Wayne, although the specific dialect categories are the reverse of what would be expected;

the talkers from near Chicago are categorized as North while those from Fort Wayne are

categorized as Inland North.

Responses to sentences that contained both /ae/ and /ay/, seen in Figure 6.23, show

that these phonemes are most useful for identifying talkers as southern. The Bloomington,

near Louisville, and Evansville talkers were identified as southern based on these sentences

much more often than when they spoke other sentences. The sociophonetic content of these

sentences was also used to identify these same talkers as not from the other three regions

(with the curious exception of Evansville talkers also being identified as Inland). Listeners

also used these sentences to identify talkers from Indianapolis as Midland or Northern but

not as Southern. Finally, talkers from near Chicago were identified as Inland based on these

sentences, much more so than when speaking sentences containing only /ae/.

The response patterns to sentences not containing sociolinguistic stereotypes are shown

in Figure 6.24. Talkers from the southern half of the state were not reliably identified
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Figure 6.23: Standardized categorization frequencies for sentences containing both /ae/ and /ay/
for all talkers

based on these sentences. They were marginally less likely to be identified as Inland, and

Evansville talkers were identified as Southern. The most action from these sentences is seen

in the talkers from the northern half of the state. The content of these sentences allowed

listeners to reject the talkers from near Chicago, Fort Wayne, and Indianapolis as Southern

and to identify them as Northern. These sentences also helped listeners to identify the

talkers near Chicago as Inland. It is also interesting to note the gradual step down in Inland

responses from the near Chicago talkers to the Evansville talkers.
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Figure 6.24: Standardized categorization frequencies for sentences containing neither of the stereo-
typed phonemes for all talkers

6.4 Discussion

The overall accuracy rates for all participants are rather low; however, they are above

chance, and participants tend to be more accurate on their own dialect than on others. An

important caveat on the accuracy rates concerns the no information rate, which is 33%. That

is, if participants only selected the region with the greatest number of stimuli (i.e., their

responses were not based on information from this stimuli), either the Midland or Southern

region, they would have had an accuracy rate of 33%, a rate that no group achieved.

Although this demonstrates an analytical difficulty, it also shows that participants’ response

biases did not overwhelm their signal detection abilities.

The response biases reveal an overall preference for the Midlands region followed by

the participants’ own region. Interestingly, participants were reluctant to select the Inland

region near Chicago even though it is one of the most salient dialect regions in Indiana.

Perhaps this is because the dialect of the Inland region is stereotyped and participants

required a higher threshold to detect the dialect. A more mundane explanation is that the
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region was represented by a smaller surface area on the response screen than the other

regions, and this fact could have primed the participants to also think responses for this

area were less likely.

The perceptual categorization response patterns show how people categorize talkers.

The four most notable patterns that appear to varying degrees among all participant groups

are 1) a default response bias for Midland, 2) a confusion with default responses between

Inland, North, and Midland with both North and Midland tending to share the response

bias equally, 3) relatively high precision rates for the Inland category, and 4) relatively high

precision rates for the South category.

The response patterns overall suggest a perceptual categorization continuum: Inland >

North > Midland > South. Inland is very rarely confused for South. Inland is most con-

fused with—and mostly classified as—North and Midland; however, the consistently high

precision rates for Inland suggest that, while people are generally reluctant to categorize

talkers as Inland, they tend to be correct when they do. Perhaps this reflects a stereotyped

representation of the dialect that requires a high concentration of Inland features to achieve

the classification threshold.

North talkers are generally not categorized as Inland, further supporting the hypothesis

that categorization for Inland has a high threshold. North is frequently categorized as

Midland. Some of the apparent confusion comes from Midland being a default response

category, however, the rates at which Midland is categorized as North suggests that the two

categories are genuinely confused in some cases. North is also categorized as South but

less frequently than as Midland. Interestingly, however, black participants from northwest

Indiana categorize North talkers most frequently as South, even more than as North. This

North-South confusion appears to be equal as South talkers are categorized as North just as

frequently for this participant group.
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Midland talkers are most frequently categorized as Midland. This is partially due to

a general response bias for Midland. Across listener groups, though, Midland talkers are

frequently categorized as North and South. Both groups of participants in the north are more

likely to claim a Midland talker is Northern than Southern. In a similar manner, southern

listeners are almost as likely to consider a Midlands talker Southern as a Southern talker.

As would be expected in a continuum, the listeners from central Indiana, geographically

between the North and South dialect regions, are almost as likely to classify a Midlands

talker as Northern or Southern.

Finally, being at an extreme end of the continuum, Southern talkers are categorized as

either Southern or Midland, sometimes as Northern, and almost never as Inland. Southern

talkers are categorized as Northern about as often as Northern Talkers are categorized

as Southern suggesting an equal degree of confusability between the two. The rates of

confusion between North and South are approximately around chance, 25%, so perhaps

there is nothing more to make of the pattern than that. However, I do not suspect the

higher rates of confusion between North and South talkers among the black northwestern

participants is a coincidence given the structural similarities between Southern speech and

AAVE.

The phonological content of the sentences played a role in the response patterns. Talk-

ers from the Inland dialect region were identified correctly more often when they read

sentences containing both /ae/ and /ay/ phonemes. These same sentences were also

useful to listeners for identifying Southern talkers. Sentences that only contained a single

sociolinguistic stereotype phoneme were generally not useful to listeners in identifying

dialects. The sentences that were selected to include neither of the most salient stereotype

phonemes of the Inland North and Southern dialects showed that listeners attended to

some aspect of the talkers’ speech patterns to determine if they were non-Southern, but
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only for people from the northern half of the state. This suggests that listeners rely on other

dialect features to identify a dialect beyond the most stereotypical features.

The continuum of peoples’ mental representations of these dialects is fairly smooth and

consistent. The responses of northwestern listeners and southern listeners are basically

inverses of each other, and the northeast and central responses are graded transitions

between the two extremes. It is interesting to note an asymmetry in the classifications of

the dialects on the extremes of the continuum, Inland and South. The Southern talkers are

about as likely to be classified as Inland as Northern talkers are to be classified as Inland,

suggesting that participants’ mental representation of the Inland dialect place it as far away

from the North dialect as North from South.

The general takeaway from this experiment is that Hoosiers as a whole distinguish two

dialects in their state, corresponding to a North-South continuum. However, the continuum

is punctuated depending on people’s individual location along the continuum. The white

northwestern participants behaved as if they only perceive reliable differences between two

categories: South and Non-South. Black northwestern listeners show a notable confusion

between North and South talkers suggesting a more complicated interaction with the

continuum that deserves further consideration. Northeast listeners had the second highest

overall accuracy and behaved as if they use three categories: North, South, and Other.

Participants from central Indiana have confusion patterns that suggest only two reliable

categories: North and South. The Southern listeners have the highest overall accuracy rate

at 31%. While their confusion patterns are relatively complex, they suggest a three or even

four category distinction considering their high precision for the Inland category.

Considering the response patterns of all the listener groups, it appears that some of the

differences in categorization accuracy can be explained by the number of dialect categories

the groups have access to. The Northwest and Central listeners had the lowest accuracies
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and also behaved as if they could only reliably access two categories. The Northeastern and

Southern listeners, on the other hand, had higher accuracies and behaved as if they were

sensitive to three or four dialect distinctions. An analysis of the acoustic characteristics of

the talker tokens would shed further light on the relative abilities to discriminate dialects

within the listener groups.
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6.5 Appendix III: Raw Response Rate Confusion Matrices

Table 6.18: All Participants

Actual Selected Region
Provenance Inland North Midland South
Inland 311 322 513 478
North 547 426 847 824
Midland 565 499 1155 1008
South 223 400 777 980

Table 6.19: All Northwest Participants

Actual Selected Region
Provenance Inland North Midland South
Inland 174 168 295 272
North 239 188 403 379
Midland 207 186 417 365
South 66 146 258 359

Table 6.20: Northwest Black Participants

Actual Selected Region
Provenance Inland North Midland South
Inland 20 9 32 32
North 36 23 47 49
Midland 20 21 60 48
South 4 27 21 31
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Table 6.21: Northwest White Participants

Actual Selected Region
Provenance Inland North Midland South
Inland 125 130 221 197
North 159 127 274 246
Midland 147 129 278 251
South 48 94 186 266

Table 6.22: Northeast Participants

Actual Selected Region
Provenance Inland North Midland South
Inland 28 42 61 49
North 101 69 117 114
Midland 90 69 200 175
South 21 60 102 142

Table 6.23: Central Participants

Actual Selected Region
Provenance Inland North Midland South
Inland 41 39 57 69
North 83 50 121 129
Midland 116 108 226 190
South 32 75 139 153

Table 6.24: South Participants

Actual Selected Region
Provenance Inland North Midland South
Inland 68 73 100 88
North 124 119 206 202
Midland 152 136 312 278
South 104 119 278 326
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6.6 Appendix IV: Simulus Materials for 4AFC Task

Talker SPIN Number Sentence Type Sentence Text

B07 101 nonStereotype A round hole won’t take a square peg.

B07 164 aeay The flashlight casts a bright beam.

B07 170 nonStereotype Follow this road around the bend.

B07 185 aeOnly Paul hit the water with a splash.

B10 106 nonStereotype Get the bread and cut me a slice.

B10 124 ayOnly Her entry should win first prize.

B10 137 aeay They tracked the lion to his den.

B10 179 nonStereotype Banks keep their money in a vault.

B11 108 nonStereotype Greet the heroes with loud cheers.

B11 129 aeOnly Instead of a fence, plant a hedge.

B11 132 ayOnly Her hair was tied with a blue bow.

B11 189 nonStereotype Break the dry bread into crumbs.

B17 113 nonStereotype He rode off in a cloud of dust.

B17 115 ayOnly The super highway has six lanes.

B17 120 aeOnly Old metal cans were made with tin.

B17 173 nonStereotype Cut the meat into small chunks.

C01 101 nonStereotype A round hole won’t take a square peg.

C01 164 aeay The flashlight casts a bright beam.

C01 170 nonStereotype Follow this road around the bend.

C01 185 aeOnly Paul hit the water with a splash.

C06 106 nonStereotype Get the bread and cut me a slice.

C06 124 ayOnly Her entry should win first prize.

C06 137 aeay They tracked the lion to his den.

C06 179 nonStereotype Banks keep their money in a vault.

C18 108 nonStereotype Greet the heroes with loud cheers.

C18 129 aeOnly Instead of a fence, plant a hedge.

C18 132 ayOnly Her hair was tied with a blue bow.

C18 189 nonStereotype Break the dry bread into crumbs.

C12 113 nonStereotype He rode off in a cloud of dust.
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C12 115 ayOnly The super highway has six lanes.

C12 120 aeOnly Old metal cans were made with tin.

C12 173 nonStereotype Cut the meat into small chunks.

E01 101 nonStereotype A round hole won’t take a square peg.

E01 164 aeay The flashlight casts a bright beam.

E01 170 nonStereotype Follow this road around the bend.

E01 185 aeOnly Paul hit the water with a splash.

E02 106 nonStereotype Get the bread and cut me a slice.

E02 124 ayOnly Her entry should win first prize.

E02 137 aeay They tracked the lion to his den.

E02 179 nonStereotype Banks keep their money in a vault.

E10 108 nonStereotype Greet the heroes with loud cheers.

E10 129 aeOnly Instead of a fence, plant a hedge.

E10 132 ayOnly Her hair was tied with a blue bow.

E10 189 nonStereotype Break the dry bread into crumbs.

E11 113 nonStereotype He rode off in a cloud of dust.

E11 115 ayOnly The super highway has six lanes.

E11 120 aeOnly Old metal cans were made with tin.

E11 173 nonStereotype Cut the meat into small chunks.

F04 101 nonStereotype A round hole won’t take a square peg.

F04 164 aeay The flashlight casts a bright beam.

F04 170 nonStereotype Follow this road around the bend.

F04 185 aeOnly Paul hit the water with a splash.

F05 106 nonStereotype Get the bread and cut me a slice.

F05 124 ayOnly Her entry should win first prize.

F05 137 aeay They tracked the lion to his den.

F05 179 nonStereotype Banks keep their money in a vault.

F06 108 nonStereotype Greet the heroes with loud cheers.

F06 129 aeOnly Instead of a fence, plant a hedge.

F06 132 ayOnly Her hair was tied with a blue bow.

F06 189 nonStereotype Break the dry bread into crumbs.
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F08 113 nonStereotype He rode off in a cloud of dust.

F08 115 ayOnly The super highway has six lanes.

F08 120 aeOnly Old metal cans were made with tin.

F08 173 nonStereotype Cut the meat into small chunks.

I01 101 nonStereotype A round hole won’t take a square peg.

I01 164 aeay The flashlight casts a bright beam.

I01 170 nonStereotype Follow this road around the bend.

I01 185 aeOnly Paul hit the water with a splash.

I02 106 nonStereotype Get the bread and cut me a slice.

I02 124 ayOnly Her entry should win first prize.

I02 137 aeay They tracked the lion to his den.

I02 179 nonStereotype Banks keep their money in a vault.

I08 108 nonStereotype Greet the heroes with loud cheers.

I08 129 aeOnly Instead of a fence, plant a hedge.

I08 132 ayOnly Her hair was tied with a blue bow.

I08 189 nonStereotype Break the dry bread into crumbs.

I10 113 nonStereotype He rode off in a cloud of dust.

I10 115 ayOnly The super highway has six lanes.

I10 120 aeOnly Old metal cans were made with tin.

I10 173 nonStereotype Cut the meat into small chunks.

L01 101 nonStereotype A round hole won’t take a square peg.

L01 164 aeay The flashlight casts a bright beam.

L01 170 nonStereotype Follow this road around the bend.

L01 185 aeOnly Paul hit the water with a splash.

L19 106 nonStereotype Get the bread and cut me a slice.

L19 124 ayOnly Her entry should win first prize.

L19 137 aeay They tracked the lion to his den.

L19 179 nonStereotype Banks keep their money in a vault.

L08 108 nonStereotype Greet the heroes with loud cheers.

L08 129 aeOnly Instead of a fence, plant a hedge.

L08 132 ayOnly Her hair was tied with a blue bow.
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L08 189 nonStereotype Break the dry bread into crumbs.

L17 113 nonStereotype He rode off in a cloud of dust.

L17 115 ayOnly The super highway has six lanes.

L17 120 aeOnly Old metal cans were made with tin.

L17 173 nonStereotype Cut the meat into small chunks.
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Chapter 7

Free Classification of Dialects

7.1 Introduction

While it is certainly useful to study explicit labeling of dialects in an n-alternative forced-

choice task, we are also interested in what other distinctions people might make when

perceiving dialectal variation. Certainly, most n-alternative forced-choice tasks carefully

select stimuli and present listeners with selection options based on known dialect regions.

But speech and dialects represent social acts, and, as such, are wrapped up in the social

landscape of the regions where they take place. When people think about dialects, they

think about more than just language. Even on a task that is explicitly about where dialects

are spoken, many responses on the draw-a-map task presented in Chapter 4 were about

characteristics of the talkers. Commenting on some of the earliest results using this method,

Preston (1986) notes that “it is clear that the informants took this geographical task to be

an evaluative rather than descriptive one” (238). That is to say, whatever it is people are

doing when they hear speech, they are evaluating the talker at the same time as they are

processing the speech sounds.

A technique that gives listeners more freedom to categorize talkers without being

constrained by a fixed number of prelabeled categories is called free classification (Imai,

1966). Asking a similar question as asked with the draw-a-map task, Tamasi (2003) gave

participants 50 index cards with the names of the states of the United States written on them

and asked participants to sort the cards according to where people speak differently from

one another. While this task limits the granularity of variation to the state level, it allows

people to ignore the geographic proximity of individual states. Thus, it was possible for a
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group of Texas and Oklahoma—neighboring states—to include Wyoming. The connection

between the states appears to be “cowboy” speech, and, indeed, major universities in each

state have relevant mascots: Texas Longhorns, Oklahoma State Cowboys, and Wyoming

Cowboys. Participants sorted the states into groups of 5 to 35 with a mean of 14. About 6 or

7 consistent dialect regions were formed. This is slightly fewer than the 8–12 dialect regions

participants in Preston (1986) drew on their maps.

While Preston’s draw-a-map task and Tamasi’s card sorting task provide people with

the freedom to classify dialects according to their own conceptions of the makeup of the

dialect space, all of the judgments are purely in the mind of the respondents; none of

the judgments are based on classifying actual speech. Clopper and Pisoni (2007) used a

method similar to Tamasi (2003) but replaced the state names with recordings of people

from various dialect regions. Participants were instructed to listen to the recordings and

group the talkers according to where they believe they are from. With 66 stimuli from 6

dialect regions, participants made between 3 and 30 groups with an average of 10 and a

median of 7. While participants were sensitive to geographic characteristics, especially

a north/south dimension, they also evaluated the dialects based on a standard/marked

dimension. As in their force-choice task with similar stimuli (Clopper, 2004; Clopper &

Pisoni, 2006a), participants perceived three distinct dialect groups: Northeast, South, and

Midwest/West. The geographic provenance and mobility of the listeners affected their

classification patterns, though. Mobile listeners, those who lived in at least two dialect

regions before the age of 18, responded very similarly whether they were from the North

or Midland regions. However, the non-mobile listeners grouped their own dialect region

closer to the North talkers if they were from the North or closer to the South talkers if they

were from the Midland. This suggests that dialect representations vary based on the prior

linguistic experience of the individual, and that these patterns of individual perceptions
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are expressed at the group level. Such a finding echos Preston’s observation that people

draw more detailed regions for areas closer to their home area on perceptual dialect maps

(Preston, 1986). Not only do people have more finely graded mental perceptions of variation

closer to home, who they consider to be part of their home region shows gradation, too.

The following experiment builds on the earlier work exploring the effects of linguistic ex-

perience on the perceptual classification of spoken examples of dialectal variation (Clopper,

2004; Clopper & Pisoni, 2006a). In this experiment, all of the listeners are non-mobile and

lifelong residents of their home region. In addition, the recorded tokens are only from

nearby dialect regions, dialects that participants have likely come in contact with at some

point due to their relatively close geographic proximity.

7.2 Methods

7.2.1 Listeners

Participants in this part of the study are drawn from the participants in the state-wide study

(see Chapter 5). One participant from southern Indiana failed to complete the task and was

excluded. The total number of participants was 108. No participants were excluded based

on other performance measures.

7.2.2 Talkers

Twenty-four female talkers from the Indiana Speech Project Corpus (Clopper et al., 2002)

were selected, four from each of the six regions in the corpus (near Chicago, Fort Wayne,

Indianapolis, Bloomington, near Louisville, and Evansville). All talkers were in their early

20s at the time of the recording. The talkers in this experiment are identical to those from

the forced-choice categorization task.
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7.2.3 Stimulus Materials

The stimulus materials consisted of eight sentences repeated by each of the six talker regions

for a total of forty-eight unique tokens. The sentences are a subset of the materials used in

the 4AFC task. Half of the sentences contained phonemes that are stereotypically associated

with the North (/ae/) or South (/ay/) dialect regions while the other half did not contain

any of these stereotyped phonemes in content words. A complete list of the stimulus

materials used in this experiment are in Appendix V. Sentences were randomly assigned

to talkers, and talkers read one sentence each from the stereotype and non-stereotype

categories. All of the stimuli were processed in the same way as in the forced-choice task,

cropped to include only speech material and leveled to the same average intensity.

7.2.4 Procedure

Participants were seated in front of a computer equipped with a mouse, a trackpad, and

circumaural headphones. The experiment was constructed in Microsoft Powerpoint based

on Clopper (2008). At the beginning of the experiment, participants saw four columns

of numbered black boxes on the right side of the screen and a 16x16 grid on the left. An

example of the screen in the initial state is shown in Figure 7.1. Stimuli could be heard by

clicking on the black boxes. Participants were able to listen to the stimuli as many times as

they wanted. The boxes associated with the recordings could be moved using the mouse.

Participants were told the boxes represented talkers from different parts of Indiana.

They were instructed to listen to the stimuli and put them into groups which contained

talkers of the same dialect. Listeners were allowed to make as many groups as they wanted

with however many talkers they believed belonged in each group, but groups needed to

have at least two members. No strict time limit was imposed, however, participants were

told that the task can be completed in 10–15 minutes. In pilot testing most participants
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Figure 7.1: Free classification task in the initial state

finished within this time range; some participants, though, might still be working on the

task if they had not been encouraged to cease. The explicit mention of the typical time for

completion served as an anchor for participants, and most completed the task within 20

minutes. An example of the screen after the task was completed is shown in Figure 7.2.

7.2.5 Analysis Methods

The data were processed1 by first transferring token groupings for each participant into an

Excel spreadsheet. Each group of tokens was recorded on a unique row with the grouped

tokens recorded in one cell according to the number associated with the token and each

number separated by a comma. An example of the coding procedure is given in Table 7.1.

The data were transferred to the spreadsheet by a single coder, me. In order to ensure

that all and only 48 tokens were counted per participant, a script was written to check this

condition. Of the 167 participants whose data were coded, 30 failed the condition (data from

1Thanks to Ryan Lidster, Franziska Krüger, and Danielle Daidone for sharing their analysis procedures with
me and a special thanks to Aaron Albin for writing the R script used to create the similarity matrix.
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Figure 7.2: Free classification task in a completed state

all participants were coded even though this chapter only presents data from the subset

that met the age and residential history requirements). Three types of errors were found in

the data coding. The first type included typographical errors that caused the test condition

to fail, such as typing two commas between tokens, and affected three participants. The

second type of error was the most common, affecting 24 participants, in which the coder

misread or mistyped the token numbers (e.g., coding 23 instead of 32). The third type of

Table 7.1: Example of spreadsheet structure used for coding groupings by participants

Subject Group Tokens
Inperc-32 1 1, 20, 30, 32, 44, 46
Inperc-32 2 29, 10, 12, 16, 21, 45, 38, 39
Inperc-32 3 34, 2, 6, 11, 18, 17, 24
Inperc-32 4 40, 9, 23, 25, 7, 5, 19
Inperc-32 5 42, 14, 47, 28, 13, 26
Inperc-32 6 36, 3, 4, 31, 35, 27, 22, 8, 43, 48
Inperc-32 7 33, 37, 41
Inperc-33 1 1, 3, 18, 19, 26, 41 ,43, 11
Inperc-33 2 2, 4, 8, 24, 35, 34, 28, 23, 22
... ... ...
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error occurred in three participants’ data. In these cases, the participant either duplicated

a token and assigned the two identical tokens to different groups or failed to include a

token among a group2. The first two types of errors which were the result of coder error

were corrected. The third type of error which originated with the participant would have

resulted in the exclusion of those participants’ data from analysis in this particular task;

however, none of these participants met the age or residency criteria for inclusion.

After the tokens were coded according to groups and participants, a script written in R

by Aaron Albin, which I modified as appropriate, was used to construct similarity matrices.

The script created a matrix by counting how many times each individual token occurred in

a group with every other token. For example, Table 7.1 shows that for participant Inperc-32,

Token 1 occurred with Token 20. However, participant Inperc-33 did not place Token 1 into

a group with Token 20, so for the data show, Token 1 and Token 20 only co-occurred once.

Across the entire data set, Tokens 1 and 20, spoken by talkers from Bloomington and from

near Louisville, were included in the same group 66 times. Since the maximum number of

times any two tokens were included in the same group is 89, the minimum is 4, and the

median is 30, Tokens 1 and 20 are considered quite similar by the participants.

The analysis methods I use require distances (difference) rather than similarities, so I

convert the similarities to relative distances using the following formula:

1− (similarity count/max possible similarity)

where the similarity count is the number of times two tokens were included in the same

group, max possible similarity is the maximum number of opportunities to tokens had to be

2As this experiment was constructed using Microsoft PowerPoint, all of the normal functions of the program
were available to participants during the task. Participants were, therefore, able to copy and paste the tokens.
Fortunately, this error only occurred rarely. In the cases where tokens were not assigned to a group, it was due
to the participant having moved the token icon beyond the limits of the visible window. The token was hidden
from view, forgotten by the participant, and not apparent to the experimenter following the completion of the
task.
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Table 7.2: Summary of participants’ free classification behavior

Mean Minimum Maximum Median
Number of Groups 6.33 3 24 6
Number of Talkers Per Group 7.5 2 35 6

be grouped together (i.e., the total number of participants included in the analysis), and 1

represents the value of maximum dissimilarity. The resulting value is a decimal between 0

and 1 where 0 represents complete similarity and 1 represents complete dissimilarity.

I chose to base the maximum possible similarity on the total number of participants

included in the analysis instead of the maximum number of times any two tokens co-

occurred. The former gives a more accurate measure of the actual distance between two

tokens whereas the latter gives a normalized distance. The normalized value would imply

that the most similar pair of tokens are identical, having a distance of 0, whereas the non-

normalized value shows that the most similar pair have a relative distance of 1 – (44/108) =

0.41 or that 41% of participants did not find the pair to be similar enough to place them into

the same group.

7.3 Results

A summary of the participants’ free classification behavior is shown in Table 7.2. On average

participants made 6.3 groups of talkers with a range of 3 to 24 groups and a median of 6.

The mean number of talkers per group was 7.5 with a range of 2 to 35 and a median of 6.

A summary of the number of groups created by participants in each listener group is

shown in Table 7.3. The number of groups of talkers is fairly consistent across listener

groups with averages ranging from 5.8 to 6.7 groups. Most of the groups had maximum

numbers of groups between 10 and 16 (one participant from the Northwest group grouped
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Table 7.3: Descriptive statistics on the number of talker groups produced by each listener group

Mean Minimum Maximum Median
Northwest (all) 6.72 3 24 5

Northwest (B) 6.20 3 11 5
Northwest (W) 6.37 3 16 5.5

Northeast 5.80 4 10 6
Central 6.60 3 12 5.5
South 5.87 3 13 6

Table 7.4: Descriptive statistics on the number of talkers per group produced by each listener group

Mean Minimum Maximum Median
Northwest (all) 7.14 2 30 6
Northwest (B) 7.74 2 19 6
Northwest (W) 7.54 2 30 6

Northeast 8.26 2 23 8
Central 7.27 2 35 5
South 8.18 2 32 7

pairs of tokens resulting in 24 groups). A one-way ANOVA on the number of talker groups

created by each listener group was not significant.

A summary of the number of talkers in each group created by participants in each

listener group is shown in Table 7.4. The number of talkers in each group is fairly consistent

across listener groups with averages ranging from 7.1 to 8.2 talkers. The listener groups

created groups of talkers as large as 19 to 35. A one-way ANOVA on the number of talkers

per group created by each listener group was not significant.

7.3.1 Perceptual Dialect Similarity

The perceptual similarity structure of the six talker regions was obtained from the free

classification data using an additive clustering analysis (Hornik, 2005; Sattath & Tversky,

1977). A 6 x 6 matrix of dialect similarity was constructed based on the free classification

data. The matrix represents the number of times participants placed tokens from each

talker region into groups with tokens from each talker region. The value of each cell in the
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diagonal represents the number of times tokens from the same talker region were grouped

together.

To obtain the clustering solution, the 6 x 6 similarity matrix was converted to a distance

matrix (as described in the previous session) and submitted to an ADDTREE implementa-

tion in the CLUE package for R (Hornik, 2005). The clustering solution is shown in Figure

7.3. The vertical branches represent the distance between any two dialect nodes while the

length of the horizontal branches is not meaningful. The clustering analysis shows that the

talker regions are quite similar. There are two general perceptual clusters: a North and a

South.
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Figure 7.3: ADDTREE clustering solution for all listeners

Clustering solutions by each listener group are presented in Figure 7.4. The solutions

for the all northwest listeners, the white northwest listeners, and the central listeners are

basically identical to the solution for the aggregate of all listeners in that they have clusters

for north and south talker groups. The white northwest listeners perceive talkers from
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the Chicago area to be more similar to talkers from Indianapolis than Fort Wayne, while

the central listeners perceive talkers from the Chicago area and Fort Wayne to be more

similar than talkers from Indianapolis. The black northwest listeners include Indianapolis

talkers in the south cluster. The northeast listeners include Bloomington talkers in the north

group. The south listeners’ data produces a clustering solution with a binary-branching

hierarchical structure in which the northern talkers form a cluster on the lower levels and

the southern talkers are added at higher levels.

Taken as a whole, all of the listener groups distinguish North and South dialect clusters;

however, differences arise in which talker groups are included in the clusters. The most

northern talker groups, Chicago and Fort Wayne, as well as the most southern talker groups,

Evansville and Louisville, are always clustered together early. The central talker groups,

Indianapolis and Bloomington, show more variability in their clustering.

7.3.2 Perceptual Talker Similarity

In order to assess the perceptual similarity between talkers and their respective dialect

regions, the pair-wise perceptual distances between the talkers was calculated. A 24 x

24 similarity matrix was constructed representing the number of times each of the 24

talkers was paired with the other 23 talkers. The diagonal of the matrix, representing

the self-similarity of the talkers, was omitted. The similarity matrix was converted into a

distance matrix by dividing the number of grouping occurrences by the number of possible

opportunities for grouping subtracted from one.

The distance matrix was submitted to the multidimensional scaling function cmdscale

in R. Multidimensional scaling seeks to recover the underlying dimensions that participants

use to evaluate the similarity or distance between objects and arrange the objects on a scale

of those dimensions. A common example of multidimensional scaling involves the actual
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Figure 7.4: ADDTREE clustering solutions by listener groups

physical distances between cities in the United States. If we were to construct a matrix

of the distances between major cities in the United States and submit only the distance

matrix to multidimensional scaling, we would get a solution that gives the accurate position

of the cities relative to each other. The solution would be best fit with two dimensions

representing north/south and east/west scales. A third dimension might further improve
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the fit depending on how the distances between cities was measured (over the surface of

the earth or the shortest point through the spheroid).

Multidimensional scaling on perceptual distances could contain many more meaningful

dimensions. For example, physical objects may be evaluated on color, shape, texture, and

size. A red ball and a pink cube would be close together on the color scale but rather distant

on the shape scale. Objects that vary on these four salient dimensions would likely be

evaluated in such a way that the solution would improve in fit up to four dimensions and

further dimensions would be fitting only noise.

Perceptual objects such as voices do not have a set number of dimensions that they might

be evaluated on, so some interpretation of the results is necessary. Clopper (2004), using a

very similar experimental design to the one described here, found that listeners evaluated

talkers from different dialect regions in the United States on the geographical location of

the dialect, the markedness of the dialect, and the gender of the talker. It is possible that

talkers were evaluated on other dimensions such as pitch, speaking rate, or timbre, but these

features were less salient to listeners and may have, therefore, been evaluated inconsistently.

Including additional dimensions to account for these features with lower salience may not

significantly improve the fit, or these features might be overwhelmed by noise in the data.

A common way to decide how many dimensions to include involves plotting the stress

or eigenvalues against the number of dimensions evaluated by the multidimensional scaling

algorithm (Kruskal & Wish, 1978). Often called a scree plot, this plot is used to visually

identify an “elbow” in the plot beyond which inclusion of additional dimensions does not

improve the fit. Another criteria in determining the number of dimensions to use is the

interpretability of the dimensions. As mentioned above, a dimension identified by the

algorithm might just be noise, and attempting to interpret the scale would be detrimental to

the analysis. On the other hand, a dimension might represent a real feature being evaluated
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by the listeners, but the data needed to confirm the scale is not available. For example,

Clopper’s gender dimension was determined because she knew the gender of the talkers in

her experiment; however, if there were a pitch dimension, data on the pitch of each talker

would need to be collected to validate this dimension. Even if data on a feature such as pitch

were collected, the measurement taken might not correspond to the way pitch is perceived

and used for evaluation by the listeners. Do they use average pitch or maximum pitch

or pitch range or rate of pitch modulation or some combination? It may be impossible to

recover a correlate to the scale on which a real perceptual dimension is evaluated. Therefore,

only an interpretable number of dimensions are retained.

Figure 7.5 shows a scree plot of the eigenvalues (or stress) for multidimensional scaling

solutions for up to ten dimensions based on data from all retained participants. The first

elbow occurs at four dimensions and no further improvements occur after eight dimensions.
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Figure 7.5: Scree plot based on multidimensional scaling solutions for all listeners
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Because the protocol used in the present experiment is very similar to that used by

Clopper (2004), I may expect to also find geography and markedness dimensions. In

debriefing interviews following the free classification task, participants mentioned that

talkers sounded northern, southern, Chicago, country, normal, “like me”, and “I can’t place

them”, which I would expect to translate to geography and markedness dimensions. The

present experiment included only female talkers, so I would not expect a gender dimension.

Because sentences were repeated by talkers in each talker group, a sentence dimension

might be present. Other descriptions mentioned in the debriefing interviews include pitch

(high and low), voice quality (harsh, soft, nasal), and rate (fast and slow). In the following

section, I will present plots of a four-dimension solution.

Figure 7.6 shows a plot of the first and second dimensions of the MDS solution with

the text of each point giving the talker identification code (the letter represents the talker’s

region) and the color representing the talker dialect region. The general structure of the

data is dispersed with a greater concentration of points on the far right and vacant space in

the central part of the plot. Considering the dialect regions encoded by the color of each

point, the points are also distributed without any particularly evident clusters. All of the

talkers from the Chicago region are on the right side while all of the talkers from Fort Wayne

are on the top of the plot. There are no contrasting patterns to suggest that either of these

orientations represent meaningful scales.

Perhaps the listeners are not sensitive to the particular variation in these regions or

the talkers are not uniformly representative of the dialect regions they are purported to

represent. We can consider how these same talkers were categorized by these same listeners

according to the labels provided during the 4-alternative forced choice (4AFC) task. Figure

7.7 shows the same solution on the first two dimensions as Figure 7.6 but now the colors
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Figure 7.6: Multidimensional scaling solution plot of first and second dimensions for all listeners
with points colored by the talker’s dialect region (blue = Inland North, green = North, orange =
Midland, red = South

correspond to the region each talker was categorized as most frequently during the 4AFC

task.

Now we can see a clear pattern in the free classification data. Although the plot could be

rotated about 45◦, the first dimension corresponds to the talkers categorized as Southern on

the left and Midlands on the right. The two talkers on the far right who were categorized as

Northern suggest this dimension is a North/South scale rather than Midlands/South.
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Figure 7.7: Multidimensional scaling solution plot of first and second dimensions for all listeners
with points colored according to the region most associated with each talker in the 4-alternative
forced choice task (blue = Inland North, green = North, orange = Midland, red = South

Since the 4AFC data was biased toward Midlands and South, using the maximum value

of the regional classification frequencies is perhaps too coarse-grained—it only gives two

North talkers and no Inland North talkers. One way to control for the response biases and

pick out which region each talkers are associated with is to calculate the z-scores for each

talker by each dialect category and then using those values to select the normalized most

frequent region.
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Figure 7.9 shows the same MDS solution as the previous two figures with the colors

reflecting the region with the highest z-score for each talker. In this figure, all seven of

the talkers that were classified as South in the previous figure have retained the same

classification. Both of the talkers that were classified as North in the previous figure are,

likewise, still classified as North, but they are joined by an additional three talkers that

were classified as Midlands based on the non-normalized values. A total of seven talkers

are now classified as Inland North. Five talkers have remained classified as Midlands. The

groupings roughly correspond to the regional provenance of the talkers, although there are

some notable confusions. For example, a talker from Fort Wayne is categorized among the

South group and two talkers from the Louisville area are categorized as Inland North and

North.

With the dialect classifications based on the normalized categorization values, Figure

7.8 still shows that dimension 1 distinguishes the talkers perceived as southern from the

other talkers; however, the other end of the scale seems to correspond to “nonsouthern”

rather than to “north”. The interpretation of the second dimension is less clear. The groups

categorized as North and Midlands form a relatively tight cluster compared to the group

labeled as Inland North. Drawing on a dimension found by Clopper (2004), we could posit

this as the “markedness” dimension. In this case, the marked end of the scale is in the upper-

left corner and the unmarked is the lower-right corner. The North and Midlands groups are

more so toward the unmarked end and the Inland North talkers are distributed across the

scale. Applying this scale to the Southern group, the talkers from the prototypical southern

areas, Louisville and Evansville, are toward the marked end while the Bloomington talkers

are toward the unmarked end.

Figure 7.9 presents the solution with the first and third dimensions. The argument for a

markedness dimension is easier to make with reference to this third dimension. Again, a
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Figure 7.8: Multidimensional scaling solution plot of first and second dimensions for all listeners
with points colored according to the region with the highest normalized value for each talker in the
4-alternative forced choice task (blue = Inland North, green = North, orange = Midland, red = South

rotation of about 45◦ is needed. In the orientation shown in the figure, the talkers below

the diagonal from the upper-left to the lower-right corner are marked. The perpendicular

diagonal separates the North from the South. The triangle formed above the intersection

of these two axes is empty as there are not talkers that are considered both unmarked and

southern.
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Figure 7.9: Multidimensional scaling solution plot of first and third dimensions for all listeners

Figure 7.10 shows the MDS solution plotting the first and fourth dimensions. On the

fourth dimension, all of the talkers from each group are evenly distributed along the scale.

Thus, whatever this dimension measures, it does not have to do with regional dialect.

Perhaps this dimension measures one of features described by participants in the debriefing

interviews mentioned above.

Further measurements not yet available would be needed to see if this dimension

represents a feature related to some aspect of voice quality, speech rate, or pitch. These
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Figure 7.10: Multidimensional scaling solution plot of first and fourth dimensions for all listeners
with points colored according to the region with the highest normalized value for each talker in the
4-alternative forced choice task (blue = Inland North, green = North, orange = Midland, red = South

measurements could be either acoustic or subjective based on participants’ evaluation of

these same talkers.

The data are evenly distributed across the second and fourth dimensions when grouped

by geographic perceptual categorization. Two constants that may have guided listeners’

groupings of tokens are the talker and the sentence. Each talker spoke two tokens and each

sentence was repeated by one talker from each of the six regions. In order to assess the
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relationship of the data to these dimensions a new MDS solution is calculated based on

the groupings of individual tokens rather the sum of the token groupings by talker. The

solution was calculated for four dimensions as before.

Figure 7.11 shows a plot of the MDS solution by token for the second and fourth

dimensions. The pairs of tokens spoken by each talker are connected by a line. If either of

these dimensions describe some unique aspect of each talker, we would expect to see the

talkers’ tokens clustering along one of these dimensions. A perfectly vertical or horizontal

line between pairs would indicate a close clustering on the tokens on second or fourth

dimension, respectively.

The points plotted by token pairs in Figure 7.11 are generally more dispersed across

the fourth dimension and less dispersed across the second dimension. While the data are

fairly noisy, we can consider the second dimension to represent an evaluation related to the

individual talker.

Figure 7.12 shows a plot of the same MDS solution as in 7.11, but now the lines connect

the unique sentences. Here we see a fairly narrow dispersion of sentence sets along the

fourth dimension. We can consider the fourth dimension to represent an evaluation of the

sentence.

The spaces presented in Figures 7.6 through 7.12 are the result of combining all of the

responses from participants in all groups. We can assess variation in perceptual similarity

between groups based on region of residence. Similarity matrices were calculated for each

of the five groups. An Individual Differences Scaling (INDSCAL) analysis was conducted

on these five matrices (Carroll & Chang, 1970). INDSCAL assumes that all individuals—or

in this case groups—attend to the same dimensions and calculates the degree to which indi-

viduals attend to each dimension. For example, if two groups, architects and nonarchitects,

were to assess the similarity of buildings, the architects would likely attend to architectural
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Figure 7.11: Multidimensional scaling solution plot of second and fourth dimensions for each token
with lines connecting pairs of tokens spoken by the same talker

style more than the nonarchitects even though both might attend to building material to an

equivalent degree.

Table 7.5 gives the normalized group weights for the four dimensions described above.

The weights are normalized for each group of listeners so that the sum of the weights on

the four dimensions is one. Most groups weighed Geography (dimension 1) most heavily,

followed by Talker (dimension 2) or Markedness (dimension 3), and finally Sentence
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Figure 7.12: Multidimensional scaling solution plot of second and fourth dimensions for each token
with lines connecting set of tokens of the same sentence

(dimension 4). The Central and white Northwest listeners weighted Geography the most

while the South and black Northwest listeners weighted Markedness the most. There is a

roughly inverse relationship between the weighting on the Geography and Markedness

dimensions. Overall, though, the group differences are quite close to the expected average

for four dimension of 0.25, suggesting that the groups used similar criteria to determine the

similarity of the talkers.
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Table 7.5: Group weights on each dimension from INDSCAL with dimension number in parentheses

Geography (1) Talker (2) Markedness (3) Sentence (4)
Northwest(B) 0.24 0.23 0.27 0.25
Northwest(W) 0.30 0.26 0.21 0.23
Northeast 0.28 0.25 0.25 0.22
Central 0.30 0.23 0.25 0.22
South 0.26 0.26 0.26 0.22

The MDS solutions for each listener group showing the dimensions related to Geography

and Markedness are shown in Figure 7.13. The coordinates encoding these dimensions are

not the same for each group because the MDS algorithm sorts the dimensions according

to each dimensions’ impact on the degree of fit. The color of the points are based on the

same normalized maximum classification values on the four-alternative forced-choice task

for all participants as depicted in Figures 7.6 through 7.10. This color encoding is retained

in order to facilitate comparison of between group variation. Plots with colors encoding

4AFC classifications by each listener group can be found in Appendix VI. An important

note regarding the nature of multidimensional scaling is that solutions only encode relative

distances between points. Therefore, the relationship between the points in the graph space

is invariant in regards to rotation, mirroring, translation, and scaling. An effort has been

made to retain the general configuration of the plots in Figure 7.13 by flipping the axes as

appropriate. That is, the South end of the X dimension is on the left while the Marked end

of the Y dimension is on the bottom.

The general patterns observed in the solution for all participants are present in the solu-

tions by listener group. The most prominent pattern is the consistency of the South/Non-

South dimension. This pattern is shown by the clustering of talkers perceived as Southern

shown in red on the left of the plots and the other talkers dispersed on the right side of the

plots. The Markedness dimension shows less consistency. The talkers perceived as being

from the Chicago region shown in blue do tend to be clustered with themselves while the
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talkers perceived as Northern and Midland in green and orange are dispersed across similar

spaces as each other within the Non-South area.
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Figure 7.13: Multidimensional scaling solution plots of dimensions corresponding to Geography
and Markedness for listener groups with points colored according to the region with the highest
normalized value for each talker in the 4-alternative forced choice task for all listeners (blue = Inland
North, green = North, orange = Midland, red = South)
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7.4 Discussion

The results of this experiment show that listeners in Indiana can categorize other talkers

from Indiana into generally consistent groups. The groups are not as clearly defined as

in an earlier study of American dialects that focus on the entire United States (Clopper &

Pisoni, 2007) suggesting an effect of either less extreme differences between the dialects

included in the study or a reduced sensitivity to local dialect diversity.

Two major dialect categories emerged across listeners in all four research sites: a North

and a South. Talkers from the most northern and southern regions were always included in

their respective groups, but there was some variation in which of the two groups included

the talkers from the Central region of the state (Indianapolis and Bloomington).

Multidimensional scaling analysis revealed that listeners sorted talkers along a South–

Nonsouth dimension as well as a Marked–Unmarked dimension. Participants were also

influenced by the talker identity and particular sentence in their categorizations. Listeners

may have been influenced by voice quality features as well, but further work would be

needed to determine which features were used and to what extent.

Individual differences between listener groups were slight, though there was a tendency

for groups to inversely weight attention to Geography and Markedness. There was no

immediately evident interpretation of the minor variations in attentional weighting, so the

individual differences can be considered negligible in this experiment.

It is notable that the analysis of these dimensions does not work well based on the actual

provenance of the talkers, but it does work well based on the perceived identities of the

talkers according to the listeners.

One issue to consider further based on this analysis is the linguistic situation in Fort

Wayne. Across most listener groups, the perceived North dialect includes talkers from near

Chicago and Indianapolis before talkers from Fort Wayne are included. Thus, Fort Wayne
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is not a core member of the North group. Talker F08, from Fort Wayne, was perceived as

Southern on the 4AFC task and appears firmly among the Southern talkers in the MDS

solution. Talker F04 appears close to the Southern group, too, although she is identified as

Inland. These stimuli were recorded about 15 years before this experiment took place, so

these observations could be due to changes in progress in Fort Wayne, or they could reflect

some idiosyncrasies in the dialect situation in Fort Wayne. Ongoing work on Canadian

Raising in Fort Wayne (Berkson, Davis, & Strickler, 2017; Davis, Berkson, & Strickler, To

Appear) could shed light on some aspects of the surprising perceptual categorization of

talkers from this area.
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7.5 Appendix V: Simulus Materials for Free-Classification Task

Talker SPIN Number Sentence Type Sentence Text

B07 101 nonStereotype A round hole won’t take a square peg.

B07 164 aeay The flashlight casts a bright beam.

B10 137 aeay They tracked the lion to his den.

B10 179 nonStereotype Banks keep their money in a vault.

B11 129 aeOnly Instead of a fence, plant a hedge.

B11 189 nonStereotype Break the dry bread into crumbs.

B17 124 ayOnly Her entry should win first prize.

B17 173 nonStereotype Cut the meat into small chunks.

C01 101 nonStereotype A round hole won’t take a square peg.

C01 164 aeay The flashlight casts a bright beam.

C06 137 aeay They tracked the lion to his den.

C06 179 nonStereotype Banks keep their money in a vault.

C12 124 ayOnly Her entry should win first prize.

C12 173 nonStereotype Cut the meat into small chunks.

C18 129 aeOnly Instead of a fence, plant a hedge.

C18 189 nonStereotype Break the dry bread into crumbs.

E01 101 nonStereotype A round hole won’t take a square peg.

E01 164 aeay The flashlight casts a bright beam.

E02 137 aeay They tracked the lion to his den.

E02 179 nonStereotype Banks keep their money in a vault.

E10 129 aeOnly Instead of a fence, plant a hedge.

E10 189 nonStereotype Break the dry bread into crumbs.

E11 124 ayOnly Her entry should win first prize.

E11 173 nonStereotype Cut the meat into small chunks.

F04 101 nonStereotype A round hole won’t take a square peg.

F04 164 aeay The flashlight casts a bright beam.

F05 137 aeay They tracked the lion to his den.

F05 179 nonStereotype Banks keep their money in a vault.

F06 129 aeOnly Instead of a fence, plant a hedge.
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F06 189 nonStereotype Break the dry bread into crumbs.

F08 124 ayOnly Her entry should win first prize.

F08 173 nonStereotype Cut the meat into small chunks.

I01 101 nonStereotype A round hole won’t take a square peg.

I01 164 aeay The flashlight casts a bright beam.

I02 137 aeay They tracked the lion to his den.

I02 179 nonStereotype Banks keep their money in a vault.

I08 129 aeOnly Instead of a fence, plant a hedge.

I08 189 nonStereotype Break the dry bread into crumbs.

I10 124 ayOnly Her entry should win first prize.

I10 173 nonStereotype Cut the meat into small chunks.

L01 101 nonStereotype A round hole won’t take a square peg.

L01 164 aeay The flashlight casts a bright beam.

L08 129 aeOnly Instead of a fence, plant a hedge.

L08 189 nonStereotype Break the dry bread into crumbs.

L17 124 ayOnly Her entry should win first prize.

L17 173 nonStereotype Cut the meat into small chunks.

L19 137 aeay They tracked the lion to his den.

L19 179 nonStereotype Banks keep their money in a vault.

7.6 Appendix VI: Multidimensional Solutions by Listener Group Coded by 4AFC Clas-

sifications by Listener Group
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Figure 7.14: Multidimensional scaling solution plots of dimensions corresponding to Geography
and Markedness for listener groups with points colored according to the region with the highest
normalized value for each talker in the 4-alternative forced choice task by listener group (blue =
Inland North, green = North, orange = Midland, red = South)
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Chapter 8

Conclusion

In the introduction I outlined some questions that I hoped to address through the four

studies described in the subsequent chapters. While each of these questions could certainly

be assessed with different methods than I employed, it was my goal to choose diverse

methods to probe different levels and aspects of dialect representation. I have been able to

offer answers that outline some basic facts about dialect perceptions in Indiana. Along the

way I came across some new questions I had not foreseen. I will briefly summarize each of

the studies and respond to my initial questions before posing some new questions.

These series of studies have aimed to probe dialect representations among Hoosiers

by considering their attitudes toward and beliefs about dialects in Indiana as well as their

abilities to identify and categorize those dialects.

A survey of regional, cultural, and linguistic orientation was distributed to people from

all over Indiana. Responses from 163 Hoosiers were analyzed. Response patterns were

quite consistent across regions, but differences were noted between people who had positive

and negative orientations toward their hometowns. Surveys are a valuable tool for rapidly

collecting data either for its own sake or for assessing relevant subcategories of participants

in experiments.

In another task conducted independently, 68 Hoosiers drew maps of places they believed

people speak English differently in Indiana and described some characteristics of each area.

People were enthusiastic about the task and gave some candid responses. This method is

an easy add on to other studies as it only takes five minutes or so and provides a wealth

of information that is useful in its own right or as a supplement to aid in planning other
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studies, such as the development of attitudinal scales or an estimate of qualitative dialect

categories.

The final two tasks were done as part of the same protocol along with a production

portion and draw-a-map task which are not reported on here. The two tasks focused on the

perceptual identification and classification of talkers from 6 different regions of Indiana. A

total of 167 people participated, but the analysis presented here focused solely on the 109

Hoosiers who were 30 years old or younger and native to and currently residing within the

core area of four dialect regions.

The four-alternative forced-choice (4AFC) task asked listeners to select from among

four dialect regions where they believed talkers were from. This task is difficult because it

asks listeners to conceive of an imagined dialect for each region and match the talkers to

that region. Although there is a popular belief across all Hoosiers that the state contains at

least four dialect regions, individuals may not actually be able to distinguish all regions (to

say nothing of the fact that individual talkers may not be representative or stereotypical

speakers of their respective dialects). Through an analysis of the confusion patterns in the

responses, such a task allows us to infer the status and strength of dialect representations

within groups of listeners.

A free classification task allowed listeners to group the same talkers as in the 4AFC task

into as many or as few dialect categories as they thought necessary. This nature of this task

does not constrain listeners to a set number of categories. Thus, if they have access to more

fine-grained categories, they are able to group talkers accordingly. Difficulty in this task

comes from the fact that variation in an individual could come from many sources, a dialect

being only one of them. Nonetheless, free classification tasks are extremely robust since

they, in principle at least, yield an exhaustive set of comparisons between all tokens spoken
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by all talkers. When the similarity space is computed, the results show the most relevant

features listeners used to judge similarity between the stimuli.

8.1 Responses to Initial Questions and General Discussion

Here I will respond to the initial questions I asked in the introduction by pulling insights

from the relevant individual studies.

What dialect regions exist? The draw-a-map task most directly addresses this ques-

tion. According to these responses, there are four regional dialects: Northwest/Chicago,

general North, Central, and South. There was also an urban/rural distinction that was

mentioned less frequently than the regional dialects. It is not entirely clear if the general

North region is distinct from the Northwest region and/or the Central region. The South re-

gion was frequently described in gradient terms with people commenting that the Southern

dialect is more predominant closer to Kentucky, or respondents would specify two Southern

regions, one that is “light southern” and one further south that is “heavy southern”. So

perhaps the general North region reflects a similar gradient pattern in the northern part of

the state. The area referred to as neutral or standard covers the Central region as well as the

non-Chicago North region, that is, the northeast corner. Comparing these regions on the

maps suggests that this northeast corner can be thought of as dialectally distinct from the

Central region while still not being stigmatized or otherwise marked.

On the survey, respondents were asked which dialect they spoke. Although they were

only presented with three regional options, the response patterns based on where the

respondents were from show that people in the northwest corner identify with a Northern

accent, people in the southern third of the state with a Southern accent, and everyone else

as Midwestern or Neutral. When asked explicitly if their region has a neutral accent, nearly
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everyone responded positively, although people in the southern third of the state were

more likely to respond that their region does not have a neutral accent.

Based on the auditory perception tasks, Hoosiers demonstrate an ability to detect two or

three dialects. The South dialect exists in contrast to non-South dialects, and the non-South

dialects are divided between Marked and Unmarked varieties (the South dialect is marked

as well). The response patterns on the 4AFC task do not make it entirely clear whether

listeners were sensitive to the Inland North dialect as described by linguists. Participants

had a negative bias for selecting this category suggesting that they did not detect an Inland

North or “Chicago” dialect very frequently, although the high precision rate for this category

indicates that when the listeners did select the category, they tended to be correct. We might

conclude, then, that Hoosiers do in fact have a specific category for the Inland North dialect,

but the sociophonetic criteria needed to cross the threshold for the dialect are fairly strict.

What do people think about these regions? The attitudes and beliefs associated with

the perceptual regions of Indiana are not so different from what might be expected based

on broader regional stereotypes in America. The central part of the state plus the northeast

corner are considered “standard”, “perfect”, and having “the ideal newscaster accent”.

The northwest corner, called “The Region”, has a “Chicago accent” where people “talk

fast”, sound “nasally”, and have an “exaggerated ‘a”’. In the southern part, sometimes

called “Kentuckyana”, people have a “bit of a drawl” or “twang”. The people are “coun-

try”, “redneck”, “Appalachian”, and “backwoodsy”. In the Urban areas, there is a mix of

“normal/eubonics”[sic], “urban dialect”, and “ghettospeak”.

People’s self-perceptions of their own regions revealed few meaningful differences

between regions. People who identified as being Midwestern tended to rate their region

more positively than people from other regions. Southern respondents rated their speech as

more down-to-earth and casual than people from other regions.
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More interesting differences were noted based on people’s hometown satisfaction.

People with poor hometown satisfaction ratings reported liking social aspects in their

regions, such their family and friends, and generally found people to be friendly and down-

to-earth, but they rated their home regions poorly on prestige aspects, such as the local

economy, job prospects, and education, and found people in their regions to sound dumb

and uneducated and to speak bad English. People who liked their hometowns tended to

also rate both social and prestige aspects of their hometowns highly.

How do Hoosiers situate themselves in the state and among the dialects? Across

the state, Hoosiers tend to think of themselves as speaking a standard dialect in regions

that have a neutral accent. People do not say they speak with a distinct regional accent

unless they live fairly far north or south. The people who say they speak with a distinct

regional accent in the north live relatively closer to the northern border than people who

report speaking with a Southern accent live to the southern border.

There was only a moderate correlation between people believing that they have a distinct

accent and having been told that they have an accent, and the bimodal distribution of the

responses suggest that only about half of the people who were told they have a distinct

accent actually believed it.

People who identified as being from the Midwest have been made fun of for how they

talk less than people from either the North or the South. People who didn’t identify with

any of these three regions (usually those who wrote in “central” as the label for their home

region) reported being made fun of for their speech substantially less frequently than people

who did identify with one of those three regions.

I have not yet formally analyzed the perceptual dialect maps that the participants in

the statewide study drew, but I will offer a summary of my general impressions from

these maps. People from southern Indiana tend to draw two South regions, one that is
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slightly Southern and one that is extremely Southern. The dividing line between slightly

and extremely Southern is just below where the respondent is from, suggesting a desire

to distance themselves from a perceived prototypical Southern. I do not observe a similar

response pattern for people from other regions. People from the southern part of the state

also appear to use more negative labels to describe language in their region than do people

from other regions.

How well can people identify the dialects? The basic answer to this question must be

not very well but statistically above chance. On the 4AFC task, identification accuracies by

group ranged from 28% to 31%. This is certainly comparable to other studies of American

dialect perception (e.g., Clopper & Pisoni, 2006a) but much lower than is found in other

countries where dialect distinctions might be more salient such as the UK or France (e.g.,

Avanzi & de Mareüil, 2017; Van Bezooijen & Gooskens, 1999). We might have expected the

accuracies to be higher on this task because the listeners and talkers were from the same

state and would be more familiar with variation there than in Clopper and Pisoni’s study

which covered talkers from all over the United States. However, it could be the case that

the variation in Indiana is not salient to the listeners directly due to this familiarity.

The results of the free classification task paint a slightly different picture. Listeners are

actually quite good at distinguishing Southern and Non-Southern talkers, and they also

distinguish fairly well between dialects perceived as marked and unmarked. The crux is

that these judgments are made based on the individuals’ own categorizations of the talkers,

not based on categories imposed by researchers. Reflecting on the confusion patterns from

the 4AFC task, it appears that listeners have difficulty categorizing actual instances of the

four dialects, despite the fact that people largely acknowledge the existence of the dialect

differences on perceptual dialect maps.
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In fact, on the draw-a-map task, most respondents indicated a Chicago region (60%), a

South region (57%), and a Central region (54%), and a good proportion indicated a general

North region (22%). With this measure of identification consistency, we would certainly

expect a higher accuracy on identifying the provenance of talkers.

What do Hoosiers’ classification patterns tell us about how the dialects are repre-

sented in the mind? Are they the same for all Hoosiers, or do people have different

representations? Does sociophonetic content play a role in dialect identification and

categorization? The general uniformity of the response patterns from the 4AFC and free

classification tasks suggest that there is not a substantial difference in the ways that dialects

are represented in the minds of Hoosiers. The ADDTREE clustering solutions depict this

general uniformity well. Even the variation between listener groups occurs within the

overall uniformity. That is, the core dialect groups are the same for all listener groups, and

variation only occurs for the talker groups that lie in between the core groups. Thus, we

do see an effect of linguistic experience on the classification patterns, but this effect only

acts within the structure of the general uniformity. The results of the INDSCAL analysis

further support this general uniformity of response patterns across groups. According to

this analysis, the group weights on each of the four dimensions are all close to the average

of 0.25. There was no pattern in the weightings between groups to suggest any meaningful

interpretation of the slight variations.

Listeners did attend to the particular sociophonetic content of the the stimuli. The most

useful sentence context in this study was the set of sentences containing both /ae/ and /ay/

phonemes. These sentences provided listeners with two phonemes that are stereotypically

associated with the Inland North and Southern dialects, and they helped listeners correctly

identify talkers from these dialect regions. Sentences that only included one of these

two phonemes, however, did not play a substantial role in their categorization patterns.
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Interestingly, the sentences that did not contain either of the stereotypical phonemes of

these two dialects were useful in identifying speakers as non-Southern, indicating that

listeners attend to other fine-grained sociophonetic detail to identify talkers’ provenance.

8.2 Some general comments

It is a noteworthy finding that there is such a consistency of the perceptual behavior across

the listener groups. The overall perceptual patterns across the tasks—survey, perceptual

dialect maps, 4AFC, Free Classification—is effectively identical, reflecting Labov’s definition

of a “speech community” as consisting of a shared set of norms rather than individual ad-

herence to the norm. Labov (1972, 120–121) says that “the speech community is not defined

by any marked agreement in the use of language elements, so much as by participation in a

set of shared norms: these norms may be observed in overt types of evaluative behavior,

and by the uniformity of abstract patterns of variation which are invariant in respect to

particular levels of usage”. While the overall patterns are consistent, the variation that

does emerge at the group level is clearly structured and reflects patterns identified in other

research in the same vein. In particular, variation occurs at boundaries, but what counts as

a boundary depends on the identity of the listener.

Using a similar experimental paradigm but applied to major dialect regions of the entire

United States, Clopper and Pisoni (2004b) found that listeners (who happen to also be

mostly from Indiana) distinguished three broad perceptual dialect regions: New England,

Southern, and Midwest/North/Western. The results of their study show the three dialect

clusters very clearly. Part of the distinctiveness of the clusters is due to the fact that their

stimulus materials drawn from the TIMIT corpus (Zue et al., 1990) showcase a wider variety

of dialect variation even within the respective dialect regions than is found in the Indiana

talkers used in the present study. However, the results of this state-level study show the
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same two-way distinction that might be expected were the study presented in Clopper and

Pisoni (2004b) to have not contained talkers from New England.

The consistency of these two results, one at the national level and one at the state level,

both showing a two-way distinction between dialects in Indiana begs the question: where

is the Midlands dialect? It could be that the nature of these experiments encourages partici-

pants to attend to dialect features that stick out as nonstandard, and Indiana contains two

nonstandard (or somehow marked) dialects. Speakers perceived as standard accordingly

lack such features and get lost in the noise of the experiment instead of emerging as a third

dialect group. The data in the present experiment, however, do not support the existence of

a third dialect in perception; rather they clearly show two groups with gradations between.

Perhaps the question of where the Midlands dialect is cannot be answered with this kind of

experiment. In another dialect identification task that included participants from Indiana,

Preston (1993, 362) observes a similar pattern, noting that despite Indiana participants

indicating distinct “North” and “Midwest” regions on hand-drawn maps, “there is no

evidence that they hear such a difference strongly.”

8.3 Reflections and Future Directions

It’s funny how this dissertation came together. In a way, I never intended to write this

dissertation. I wanted to do a neuroimaging study of dialect perception. Bestelmeyer, Belin,

and Ladd (2014) had done a similar study in the UK, and I wanted to apply the method to

American dialects. Speaking with Sharlene Newman and reading about neuroimaging, I

discovered the importance of understanding how people react to stimuli before attempting

an imaging study.

I knew from Clopper and Pisoni’s work on perceptual categorization of American

dialects that performance on such tasks is far from ceiling but certainly greater than chance.
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I also knew from their work that geographic mobility and particular linguistic experience

affected categorization abilities (Clopper & Pisoni, 2004a). Gender and age were also issues

to consider (Clopper, Conrey, & Pisoni, 2005; Hay et al., 2006), not to mention the inventory

of phonological categories of the listeners (Conrey, Potts, & Niedzielski, 2005). In addition

to these tangible issues, listeners hear different sounds depending on who they believe they

are listening to (Hay & Drager, 2010; McGowan, 2015; Niedzielski, 1999), and not only can

these identities be primed by words, faces, and stuffed animals, as the studies just cited,

but also by the speech signal itself (Ladefoged & Broadbent, 1957). Furthermore, some

pronunciations of words can be better for certain speakers than for others, as long as it is

congruent with expectations about the identity of the talker (Loudermilk, 2013).

All of this is to say that proper neuroimaging studies require careful planning and

understanding of the behavioral responses to stimuli. This dissertation, in part, grew out of

an attempt to lay the groundwork for imaging studies as well as any studies that probe the

representation of language at a level of abstraction beyond the individual.

It should be clear by this point that Indiana is in a rather special position for studies

at such a level of abstraction. It is at the crossroads of several dialects that are supported

by supraregional cultures. The dialects involved include the two (or three) major dialects

of English described by Labov (1991). Labov has spent much of his career focusing on a

region that does not neatly fit into his two or three dialect analysis, Philadelphia. However,

anyone who is interested in the more typical dialect situation of English would do well to

consider Indiana.

Dialect boundaries often exist only in the ear of the listener. The relative salience of

dialect features have been implicated in explaining sound change at least since Trudgill

(1986). The relevant dialects have already been fairly well defined, but we could consider

which dialects Hoosiers adhere to and to what extent. If salience of dialect features can
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be predicted based on the structural differences between dialects as well as by the social

evaluation of variation, there are plenty of opportunities to test this in a state where dialects

are distinguished on geographic and markedness continua.

Of course, considering more concrete directions, there is some tidying up to do with

this recently collected data. A concise survey of regional, cultural, and linguistic orientation

still needs to be worked up. The chapter on perceptual dialect maps was based on maps

collected before the statewide study, and the maps collected on location in the various

research sites promise to offer further insights into the beliefs and attitudes that people in

Indiana have about their own language. The statewide study has a wealth of data available

for further studies of variation in production as well as elaboration of the perception studies.

We may first be interested in an acoustic-phonetic analysis of the talkers in the 4AFC

and Free Classification studies to understand which sociophonetic features listeners were

attending to when completing the tasks.

A big question hanging over the statewide study is “where is the Midland?” Does it

really not exist, as has often been suggested? Is it truly the standard and lacks the salient

features to be identified? Do midpoints of continua simply not stand out because no one

along the continuum notices a difference between neighboring points? Did it get lost in the

noise generated by the choice of methods? Dialectologists have little trouble identifying a

dialect that is neither North nor South, yet the everyday folk who use the dialects in Indiana

don’t act like they know what the Midland dialect is, even if they have no trouble saying

what it isn’t.
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Appendix A

Word List and Reading Passages

Below are the word list and reading passages read by the participants in the state-wide

study.

A.1 Rainbow Passage

Rainbow Passage (contains a mixture of oral and nasal consonants in the approximate

proportion found in everyday speech) When the sunlight strikes raindrops in the air they

act like a prism and form a rainbow. The rainbow is a division of white light into many

beautiful colors. These take the shape of a long round arch with its path high above and its

two ends apparently beyond the horizon. There is according to legend a boiling pot of gold

at one end. When a man looks for something beyond his reach, his friends say he is looking

for a pot of gold at the end of the rainbow.

Citation for rainbow passage: Fairbanks, G. (1960). Voice and articulation drillbook, 2nd

edn. New York: Harper & Row. (pp. 124-139).

A.2 Mike’s Party

Mike was planning to throw a party on Tuesday night, and decided to check his list one

more time before he went shopping. He already had plenty of stuff to drink, and he had

enough plates and cups. His brother Jim was going to bring some fish he’d caught and

maybe put them on the grill. Mike thought he should get some chips, pretzels, and a few

other snacks to start the meal. He looked around to see if he had anything sweet, but then

remembered that his friend Linda was baking a cake. When he looked in the cupboard, he
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saw that he was out of coffee. He found a pencil, wrote it down on his list, and hoped it

was on sale. Then he went to the garage, got in his car, and went to the 7-11. It looked like

everything would go well.

This passage was developed by Dennis Preston and Jon Bakos to target Midland and

Southern features

A.3 A Bad Day for Ducks

Tom and Bob were supposed to meet at Tom’s house. They planned to got to a nearby pond

and watch the ducks. While waiting for Bob to get there, Tom picked up around the house.

He put the electric fan away for the winter and did the dishes.

He wanted a snack before he left , so he peeled an apple and cut it into slices. He bit into

one, but it was awful, probably rotten. He spit it out and tried to rinse his mouth out with

hot black coffee. He poured it into a tin cup, but when he put it up to his lips he spilled it

on his hand. His hand puffed up and hurt a lot, so he stuck it under the faucet to make it

feel better.

He grabbed a dusty hat out of the closet and shook it, but he couldn’t get the dirt off.

He got a cap instead and put a scarf around his neck and put on his socks and boots. There

was a big hole in his sock, and Bob was really late. It was already past 2:00. Nothing was

working out.

Just then Bob phoned and said he wanted to talk. He told Tom that the flock of ducks

had left the pond. A pack of dogs had chased them off. Tom was sad; he had really wanted

to see the ducks, but Bob said that they could go shoot some pool instead. Tom thought

that was a good idea and forgot all about the ducks and his burned hand.
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This passage was developed by Dennis Preston and students to target Northern Cities

features.

A.4 Wordlist

These wordlist items were selected to include key dialect features of the Inland North,

Northern, and Southern dialects, especially key features of the Northern Cities Shift, Cana-

dian Raising, Back Vowel fronting, and two phonological mergers as well as vowels in and

hVd context.

Class Item Notes

ae raising pal sonorant

ae raising pan sonorant

ae raising lag velar

ae raising pack velar

ae raising tack velar

ae raising pat alveolar

ae raising pad alveolar

ae raising mad alveolar

ae raising cap labial

wedge color sonorant

wedge lull sonorant

wedge dull sonorant

wedge bug velar

wedge buck velar

wedge puck velar

wedge luck velar

wedge bus fricative

wedge but alveolar

wedge cut alveolar

Continued on next page
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Continued from previous page

Class Item Notes

wedge putt alveolar

wedge hut alveolar

wedge cup labial

on on on

on shot alveolar

on rock velar

on father fricative

on got alveolar

canadian raising bike ay mono voiceless

canadian raising cite ay mono voiceless

canadian raising knife ay mono voiceless

canadian raising lice ay mono voiceless

canadian raising life ay mono voiceless

canadian raising pike ay mono voiceless

canadian raising psych ay mono voiceless

canadian raising rice ay mono voiceless

canadian raising write ay mono voiceless

canadian raising writing ay bi voiceless

canadian raising citing ay bi voiceless

canadian raising biting ay bi voiceless

canadian raising buy ay mono voiced/pause

canadian raising pie ay mono voiced/pause

canadian raising tie ay mono voiced/pause

canadian raising ties ay mono voiced/pause

canadian raising lies ay mono voiced/pause

canadian raising ride ay mono voiced/pause

canadian raising rise ay mono voiced/pause

canadian raising knives ay mono voiced/pause

Continued on next page
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Continued from previous page

Class Item Notes

canadian raising tiger ay bi voiced

canadian raising riding ay bi voiced

canadian raising spider ay bi voiced

canadian raising citation ay poly

canadian raising titanic ay poly

canadian raising psychology ay poly

canadian raising psychotic ay poly

canadian raising gigantic ay poly

canadian raising house au

canadian raising south au

canadian raising town au

canadian raising down au

canadian raising mouth au

ay monoph time voiced

ay monoph tide voiced

ay monoph hide voiced

ay monoph died voiced

ay monoph tight voiceless

ay monoph fight voiceless

ay monoph kite voiceless

ay monoph might voiceless

ay monoph bite voiceless

u fronting dude

u fronting food

u fronting mood

u fronting tube

u fronting goose

o fronting code

Continued on next page
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Class Item Notes

o fronting boat

o fronting wrote

o fronting coat

o fronting spoke

o fronting goat

low/back cot a

low/back bot a

low/back odd a

low/back don a

low/back hock a

low/back lot a

low/back not a

low/back stock a

low/back caught c

low/back bought c

low/back awed c

low/back dawn c

low/back hawk c

low/back thought c

low/back gnawed c

low/back stalk c

pin/pen pin pin mono

pin/pen tin pin mono

pin/pen bin pin mono

pin/pen since pin mono

pin/pen kin pin mono

pin/pen him pin mono

pin/pen sinned pin mono

Continued on next page
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Continued from previous page

Class Item Notes

pin/pen binned pin mono

pin/pen cinnamon pin bi

pin/pen ten pen mono

pin/pen pen pen mono

pin/pen Ben pen mono

pin/pen Ken pen mono

pin/pen hem pen mono

pin/pen send pen mono

pin/pen bend pen mono

pin/pen sense pen mono

pin/pen pencil pen bi

pin/pen Tennessee pen poly

pin/pen sensational pen poly penultimate

hVd heed

hVd hid

hVd hayed

hVd head

hVd had

hVd hod

hVd hawed

hVd hut

hVd hoed

hVd hood

hVd who’d
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